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1n 2005BO35 RADIOACTIVITY 1n(β−); measured Eβ. Plans for measurement of
time-reversal violating effects discussed. JOUR JRNBA 110 461
2005BY03 RADIOACTIVITY 1n(β−); measured recoil proton spectra; deduced
electron-antineutrino angular correlation coefficient. JOUR JRNBA
110 395
2005BY04 RADIOACTIVITY 1n(β−); measured Ep, Eβ, Eγ, pγ-, βγ-, pβ-coin;
deduced upper limit for radiative decay branching ratio. JOUR
JRNBA 110 415
2005DZ03 RADIOACTIVITY 1n(β−); measured T1/2. Comparison with previous
results. JOUR JRNBA 110 339
2005GR15 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 1,2H(polarized γ, X), E ≈ 200-2900 MeV;
measured helicity dependent photoabsorption σ. 1n, 1H deduced sum
rule features. JOUR PPNPD 55 375
2005HA39 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 1H(e+, e+pi+), E=27.6 GeV; measured σ(Q2,
x). Comparison with model predictions. JOUR NUPAB 755 557c
2005PR16 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 1H(pi−, pi0), E at 716 MeV / c; measured
η-meson production associated Eγ, γγ-coin, related data; deduced
η-decay branching ratio. JOUR PRVCA 72 025201
2005RO21 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 1H(γ, pi+), (polarized γ, pi+), E ≈ 400-800
MeV; measured unpolarized and helicity-dependent σ, σ(θ). JOUR
NUPAB 755 451c
2005SAZS NUCLEAR REACTIONS 1H(d, 2p), E=270 MeV; measured proton
spin correlations; deduced violation of Bell’s inequality. REPT
CNS-REP-66,P32,Saito
2005SE16 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 2H, 3He(polarized e, e’n), E=high; measured
asymmetries, polarization transfer. 1n deduced electromagnetic form
factor. Polarized target. JOUR NUPAB 755 253c
2005SE17 RADIOACTIVITY 1n(β−); measured T1/2. Comparison with previous
results. JOUR JRNBA 110 333
2005ST23 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 1H(pi−, pi0), E at 649-752 MeV / c;
measured σ, σ(E, θ); deduced η-meson contribution, other reaction
mechanism features. Comparison with model predictions. JOUR
PRVCA 72 015205
2005WI17 RADIOACTIVITY 1n(β−); measured T1/2. Trapped proton counting
method. JOUR JRNBA 110 327
2005ZE03 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 2H(8Li, 9Be), E=40.38 MeV; measured
particle spectra, σ(θ); deduced astrophysical S-factors. JOUR CPLEE
22 2219
1H 2005AC22 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 3He(polarized e, e’p), (polarized e, e’np),
E=735 MeV; measured polarization observables; deduced final state
interaction effects. Polarized target. JOUR ZAANE 25 177
2005AH05 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 1H(polarized γ, 2pi0), E=400-800 MeV;
measured unpolarized and helicity-dependent σ. Polarized target.
JOUR PYLBB 624 173
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A=1 (continued)
2005AK09 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 1H(e+, e+’γ), E=high; measured σ(Q2),
σ(W) for deeply virtual Compton scattering. Comparison with model
predictions. JOUR ZCCNE 44 1
2005AR21 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 1H(e, e), E=3.03 GeV; measured forward
angle parity-violating asymmetries, strange-quark contributions. JOUR
PRLTA 95 092001
2005BA58 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 1H(polarized e, e), E=854.3 MeV; measured
single spin asymmetries; deduced form factor limits. JOUR NUPAB
755 249c
2005BAZV NUCLEAR REACTIONS 1H(n, n), E=15 MeV; measured recoil
protons angular distributions. CONF Santa Fe (Nucl Data for Sci and
Technol) Proc,Vol1,P834
2005BO35 RADIOACTIVITY 1n(β−); measured Eβ. Plans for measurement of
time-reversal violating effects discussed. JOUR JRNBA 110 461
2005BY03 RADIOACTIVITY 1n(β−); measured recoil proton spectra; deduced
electron-antineutrino angular correlation coefficient. JOUR JRNBA
110 395
2005BY04 RADIOACTIVITY 1n(β−); measured Ep, Eβ, Eγ, pγ-, βγ-, pβ-coin;
deduced upper limit for radiative decay branching ratio. JOUR
JRNBA 110 415
2005DA29 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 1H(γ, γ’), E=high; measured σ, polarization
transfer asymmetry. JOUR NUPAB 755 281c
2005DO16 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 1H(17B, 17B’), E=43.8 MeV; measured Eγ,
Iγ, (particle)γ-coin, σ. 17B deduced deformation parameters,
decoupling of valence neutrons from core. JOUR PYLBB 621 81
2005DZ03 RADIOACTIVITY 1n(β−); measured T1/2. Comparison with previous
results. JOUR JRNBA 110 339
2005GR15 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 1,2H(polarized γ, X), E ≈ 200-2900 MeV;
measured helicity dependent photoabsorption σ. 1n, 1H deduced sum
rule features. JOUR PPNPD 55 375
2005HA32 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 1H(polarized γ, γ), E ≈ 3.2 GeV; measured
recoil proton polarization. JOUR PRLTA 94 242001
2005HA37 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 1,2H(polarized e, e’), E=high; measured
analyzing powers; deduced form factors. Polarized targets. JOUR
NUPAB 755 257c
2005JO12 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 1H(10C, 10C), (10C, 10C’), E=45.3 MeV /
nucleon; 1H(11C, 11C), (11C, 11C’), E=40.6 MeV / nucleon; 1H(12C,
12C), (12C, 12C’), E=36.3 MeV / nucleon; measured elastic and
inelastic σ(θ). 10,11C deduced radii, transition matrix elements. JOUR
PRVCA 72 014308
2005JOZX NUCLEAR REACTIONS 1H(n, n), E=96 MeV; measured σ(θ).
Comparison with previous results and model predictions. CONF Santa
Fe (Nucl Data for Sci and Technol) Proc,Vol1,P804
2005KA25 NUCLEAR MOMENTS 1,2H; measured NMR spectra; deduced µ
ratio. JOUR CJPHA 83 405
2005KA26 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 1H(19C, 19C’), (17C, 17C’), (17B, 17B’), E ≈
53 MeV / nucleon; measured prompt and delayed Eγ, Iγ. 17,19C, 17B
deduced transitions. 19C deduced no isomeric state. JOUR NUPAB
757 315
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A=1 (continued)
2005MA44 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 1H(polarized e, e), E=570.4, 854.3 MeV;
measured parity-violating single spin asymmetry. Comparison with
model predictions. JOUR PPNPD 55 320
2005MA48 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 1H(polarized e, e), E=3 GeV; measured
parity-violating asymmetries. JOUR NUPAB 755 245c
2005MEZY NUCLEAR REACTIONS 1,2H(n, n), E=95 MeV; measured σ(θ);
deduced three-nucleon force effects. CONF Santa Fe (Nucl Data for Sci
and Technol) Proc,Vol1,P688
2005SAZT NUCLEAR REACTIONS 1H(α, α), E=80 MeV / nucleon; measured
pα-coin, σ(θ); deduced target polarization. REPT RIKEN 2004
Annual,P36,Sakaguchi
2005SE17 RADIOACTIVITY 1n(β−); measured T1/2. Comparison with previous
results. JOUR JRNBA 110 333
2005SPZZ NUCLEAR REACTIONS 1H(p, ppi+pi−), E=2.2 GeV; measured
η-meson production associated missing mass spectra. CONF Bormio
(XLIII Winter Meeting) Proc,P305
2005SUZV NUCLEAR REACTIONS 12C(polarized d, α), E=130, 180 MeV;
measured Eα, asymmetry; deduced beam polarization. 1H(polarized d,
d), E=130, 180 MeV; measured analyzing powers. REPT
CNS-REP-66,P34,Suda
2005TR09 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 1H(n, nK+K−), E at 5.2 GeV / c; measured
strangeness production associated invariant mass spectra; deduced
resonance features. JOUR FECLA 124 36
2005VIZY NUCLEAR REACTIONS 1H(n, n), E=194 MeV; measured σ(θ).
Tagged neutron beam, comparison with previous results and model
predictions. CONF Santa Fe (Nucl Data for Sci and Technol)
Proc,Vol1,P820
2005WI17 RADIOACTIVITY 1n(β−); measured T1/2. Trapped proton counting
method. JOUR JRNBA 110 327
A=2
2n 2005CH50 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 1H(6He, p), (6He, np), (6He, pα), E=717
MeV / nucleon; 1H(8He, p), (8He, np), (8He, pα), E=671 MeV /
nucleon; measured recoil proton spectra, σ(E, θ). 6,8He deduced cluster
configurations, spectroscopic factors. JOUR NUPAB 759 43
2H 2005AC22 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 3He(polarized e, e’p), (polarized e, e’np),
E=735 MeV; measured polarization observables; deduced final state
interaction effects. Polarized target. JOUR ZAANE 25 177
2005ER03 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 2H(polarized p, p), E=108, 120, 135, 150,
170, 190 MeV; measured σ(θ) and vector analyzing power; deduced
three-nucleon forces contribution and necessity of inclusion.
Comparisons with model predictions. JOUR PRVCA 71 064004
2005HA37 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 1,2H(polarized e, e’), E=high; measured
analyzing powers; deduced form factors. Polarized targets. JOUR
NUPAB 755 257c
2005KA25 NUCLEAR MOMENTS 1,2H; measured NMR spectra; deduced µ
ratio. JOUR CJPHA 83 405
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A=2 (continued)
2005MAZN NUCLEAR REACTIONS 2H(polarized n, n), E=250 MeV; measured
σ(θ), Ay(θ); deduced three-nucleon force effects. REPT
CNS-REP-66,P38,Maeda
2005MEZY NUCLEAR REACTIONS 1,2H(n, n), E=95 MeV; measured σ(θ);
deduced three-nucleon force effects. CONF Santa Fe (Nucl Data for Sci
and Technol) Proc,Vol1,P688
A=3
3H 2005GI07 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 1H(6He, α), E=25 MeV / nucleon; measured
σ(θ); deduced particle transfer contributions, entrance potential
dependence. 6He deduced spectroscopic factors for t+t and α+2n
cluster configurations. 1H(6He, p), E=25 MeV / nucleon; measured
σ(θ). 3He(α, α), E(cm)=28.7 MeV; calculated σ(θ). SPEG
spectrometer and MUST array at GANIL. DWBA and
coupled-channels calculations. JOUR PRVCA 71 064311
2005LI29 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 2H(d, p), E=0.8-2.45 keV; measured charge
particle yields; deduced reaction rate enhancement in titanium
cathode. JOUR ZETFA 127 1334
2005MIZU NUCLEAR REACTIONS 4He(22O, 23F), (23F, 23F’), (24F, 23F), E not
given; measured Eγ, Iγ, γγ-coin, σ(θ). 23F deduced levels, J, pi. REPT
CNS-REP-66,P26,Michimasa
2005MIZV NUCLEAR REACTIONS 4He(22O, 23F), E ≈ 35 MeV / nucleon;
4He(23F, 23F’), E ≈ 41.5 MeV / nucleon; 4He(24F, 23F), E ≈ 36 MeV /
nucleon; measured Eγ, Iγ, γγ-, (particle)γ-coin, angular distributions.
23F deduced levels, J, pi. REPT RIKEN 2004 Annual,P51,Michimasa
2005RI13 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 6Li(d, pt), E=14 MeV; measured particle
spectra, angular correlations. 2H(d, p), E ≈ 50-2000 keV; deduced
S-factors. Trojan horse method, comparison with previous results.
JOUR NUPAB 758 146c
2005YA12 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 6Li(3He, t3He), E=450 MeV; 6Li(7Li, t7Be),
E=455 MeV; measured particle spectra, angular correlations. 6He, 6Li,
6Be deduced resonances. JOUR PRVCA 71 064316
3He 2005CA29 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 12C(p, X), E=180 MeV; 12C(α, X), E=192.4
MeV; measured reaction σ. 3,4He(p, p), E ≈ 40 MeV; measured σ(θ).
40Ca(3He, 3He’), E=167 MeV; measured particle spectra. Modified
attenuation technique for reaction cross section measurement. JOUR
NIMAE 547 541
2005GI07 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 1H(6He, α), E=25 MeV / nucleon; measured
σ(θ); deduced particle transfer contributions, entrance potential
dependence. 6He deduced spectroscopic factors for t+t and α+2n
cluster configurations. 1H(6He, p), E=25 MeV / nucleon; measured
σ(θ). 3He(α, α), E(cm)=28.7 MeV; calculated σ(θ). SPEG
spectrometer and MUST array at GANIL. DWBA and
coupled-channels calculations. JOUR PRVCA 71 064311
2005KE05 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 3He(n, n), E=low; measured coherent
scattering length. JOUR JRNBA 110 241
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A=3 (continued)
2005KLZZ NUCLEAR REACTIONS 1H(polarized d, γ), E=29, 45 MeV;
measured vector and tensor analyzing powers. Comparison with model
predictions. PREPRINT nucl-ex/0509008,9/05/2005
2005MAZQ NUCLEAR REACTIONS 15N(p, n), E=5.1 MeV; 2H(d, n), E=3.0
MeV; measured neutron spectra, transmission through iron spheres.
CONF Santa Fe (Nucl Data for Sci and Technol) Proc,Vol1,P480
2005YA12 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 6Li(3He, t3He), E=450 MeV; 6Li(7Li, t7Be),
E=455 MeV; measured particle spectra, angular correlations. 6He, 6Li,
6Be deduced resonances. JOUR PRVCA 71 064316
A=4
4n 2005CH50 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 1H(6He, p), (6He, np), (6He, pα), E=717
MeV / nucleon; 1H(8He, p), (8He, np), (8He, pα), E=671 MeV /
nucleon; measured recoil proton spectra, σ(E, θ). 6,8He deduced cluster
configurations, spectroscopic factors. JOUR NUPAB 759 43
4He 2005CA29 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 12C(p, X), E=180 MeV; 12C(α, X), E=192.4
MeV; measured reaction σ. 3,4He(p, p), E ≈ 40 MeV; measured σ(θ).
40Ca(3He, 3He’), E=167 MeV; measured particle spectra. Modified
attenuation technique for reaction cross section measurement. JOUR
NIMAE 547 541
2005CR05 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 7Li(p, α), E=30-100 keV; measured yields in
various compounds; deduced electron screening effect, astrophysical
S-factors. JOUR PYLBB 624 181
2005LA25 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 6Li(3He, pα), E=5, 6 MeV; measured Ep,
Eα, angular correlations. 3He(d, p), E=low; deduced astrophysical
S-factor. JOUR NUPAB 758 98c
2005MIZU NUCLEAR REACTIONS 4He(22O, 23F), (23F, 23F’), (24F, 23F), E not
given; measured Eγ, Iγ, γγ-coin, σ(θ). 23F deduced levels, J, pi. REPT
CNS-REP-66,P26,Michimasa
2005MIZV NUCLEAR REACTIONS 4He(22O, 23F), E ≈ 35 MeV / nucleon;
4He(23F, 23F’), E ≈ 41.5 MeV / nucleon; 4He(24F, 23F), E ≈ 36 MeV /
nucleon; measured Eγ, Iγ, γγ-, (particle)γ-coin, angular distributions.
23F deduced levels, J, pi. REPT RIKEN 2004 Annual,P51,Michimasa
2005PA39 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 1H, 4He(polarized e, e), E=3 GeV; measured
parity-violating asymmetries; deduced strange form factor limits.
JOUR NUPAB 755 241c
2005RI13 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 6Li(d, pt), E=14 MeV; measured particle
spectra, angular correlations. 2H(d, p), E ≈ 50-2000 keV; deduced
S-factors. Trojan horse method, comparison with previous results.
JOUR NUPAB 758 146c
2005SIZY NUCLEAR REACTIONS 238U(n, nX), E=14 MeV; measured En, σ(E,
θ). 3H(d, n), E not given; measured neutron leakage spectrum from
uranium sphere. Comparison with evaluated data. CONF Santa Fe
(Nucl Data for Sci and Technol) Proc,Vol1,P67
2005UEZZ NUCLEAR REACTIONS 4He(polarized d, d), E=140, 270 MeV;
measured σ(θ), tensor analyzing powers. REPT RIKEN 2004
Annual,P35,Uesaka
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5H 2005GOZY NUCLEAR REACTIONS 3H(t, p), E=57.7 MeV; measured particle
spectra, angular correlations following residual nucleus decay. 5H
deduced ground-state energy, width, configuration. Cyclotron,
mass-separator. CONF St Petersburg,P124,Golovkov
5He 2005CH50 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 1H(6He, p), (6He, np), (6He, pα), E=717
MeV / nucleon; 1H(8He, p), (8He, np), (8He, pα), E=671 MeV /
nucleon; measured recoil proton spectra, σ(E, θ). 6,8He deduced cluster
configurations, spectroscopic factors. JOUR NUPAB 759 43
2005KA23 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 6Li, 12C(pi+, K+), (pi+, pX), E at 1.05 GeV
/ c; measured excitation energy spectra, proton spectra following
hypernucleus decay. 5He deduced hypernucleus decay width. JOUR
NUPAB 754 173c
2005MA45 RADIOACTIVITY 5He, 11B, 12C; measured proton decay asymmetry
parameters from polarized hypernuclei. JOUR NUPAB 754 168c
2005MIZU NUCLEAR REACTIONS 4He(22O, 23F), (23F, 23F’), (24F, 23F), E not
given; measured Eγ, Iγ, γγ-coin, σ(θ). 23F deduced levels, J, pi. REPT
CNS-REP-66,P26,Michimasa
2005MIZV NUCLEAR REACTIONS 4He(22O, 23F), E ≈ 35 MeV / nucleon;
4He(23F, 23F’), E ≈ 41.5 MeV / nucleon; 4He(24F, 23F), E ≈ 36 MeV /
nucleon; measured Eγ, Iγ, γγ-, (particle)γ-coin, angular distributions.
23F deduced levels, J, pi. REPT RIKEN 2004 Annual,P51,Michimasa
2005OK04 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 6Li, 12C(pi+, K+), E at 1.05 GeV / c;
measured excitation energy spectra, γ-spectra from neutral pion decay.
5He, 12C deduced hypernucleus decay branching ratios. JOUR NUPAB
754 178c
2005OU02 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 6Li, 12C(pi+, K+), E not given; measured
hypernucleus excitation energy spectra, nn-, np-coin following
hypernucleus decay. 5He, 12C deduced hypernucleus decay widths,
branching ratios. JOUR NUPAB 754 157c
2005PAZY NUCLEAR REACTIONS 6Li(d, 3He), 7Li(d, α), E=14.5 MeV;
measured particle spectra, angular distributions. 5He deduced excited
state energy, width. CONF St Petersburg,P179,Pavlenko
A=6
6He 2005CH49 NUCLEAR REACTIONS Pb(6He, 2nα), E=240 MeV / nucleon;
measured Eα, En, three-body energy and angular correlations; deduced
role of final state interactions, other reaction mechanism features. 6He
deduced possible resonance. JOUR NUPAB 759 23
2005CH50 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 1H(6He, p), (6He, np), (6He, pα), E=717
MeV / nucleon; 1H(8He, p), (8He, np), (8He, pα), E=671 MeV /
nucleon; measured recoil proton spectra, σ(E, θ). 6,8He deduced cluster
configurations, spectroscopic factors. JOUR NUPAB 759 43
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A=6 (continued)
2005GI07 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 1H(6He, α), E=25 MeV / nucleon; measured
σ(θ); deduced particle transfer contributions, entrance potential
dependence. 6He deduced spectroscopic factors for t+t and α+2n
cluster configurations. 1H(6He, p), E=25 MeV / nucleon; measured
σ(θ). 3He(α, α), E(cm)=28.7 MeV; calculated σ(θ). SPEG
spectrometer and MUST array at GANIL. DWBA and
coupled-channels calculations. JOUR PRVCA 71 064311
2005SM04 RADIOACTIVITY 6He(β−) [from 7Li(p, 2p)]; measured β-delayed
deuteron and α spectra; deduced branching ratio. JOUR NIMAE 547
480
2005YA12 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 6Li(3He, t3He), E=450 MeV; 6Li(7Li, t7Be),
E=455 MeV; measured particle spectra, angular correlations. 6He, 6Li,
6Be deduced resonances. JOUR PRVCA 71 064316
6Li 2005GEZZ NUCLEAR REACTIONS 9Be(p, α), E=3.1-5.24 MeV; measured σ.
CONF St Petersburg,P171,Generalov
2005SM04 RADIOACTIVITY 6He(β−) [from 7Li(p, 2p)]; measured β-delayed
deuteron and α spectra; deduced branching ratio. JOUR NIMAE 547
480
2005VA27 NUCLEAR MOMENTS 6,7Li; measured hfs. JOUR CJPHA 83 327
2005WAZW NUCLEAR REACTIONS Si(6Li, X), (7Be, X), (10B, X), (9C, X), (10C,
X), (11C, X), (12N, X), (13O, X), (15O, X), (17Ne, X), E=15-53 MeV /
nucleon; measured reaction and proton-removal σ. 6Li, 7Be, 10B,
9,10,11C, 12N, 13,15O, 17Ne deduced radii. Comparisons with model
predictions. PREPRINT nucl-ex/0507025,7/18/2005
2005YA12 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 6Li(3He, t3He), E=450 MeV; 6Li(7Li, t7Be),
E=455 MeV; measured particle spectra, angular correlations. 6He, 6Li,
6Be deduced resonances. JOUR PRVCA 71 064316
6Be 2005YA12 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 6Li(3He, t3He), E=450 MeV; 6Li(7Li, t7Be),
E=455 MeV; measured particle spectra, angular correlations. 6He, 6Li,
6Be deduced resonances. JOUR PRVCA 71 064316
A=7
7H 2005GUZZ NUCLEAR REACTIONS 9Be(pi−, 2pX), E not given; measured
charged particle spectra. 7H deduced level energies, widths. Multilayer
semiconductor spectrometer, LEP channel of LAMPF. CONF St
Petersburg,P139,Gurov
7He 2005CH50 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 1H(6He, p), (6He, np), (6He, pα), E=717
MeV / nucleon; 1H(8He, p), (8He, np), (8He, pα), E=671 MeV /
nucleon; measured recoil proton spectra, σ(E, θ). 6,8He deduced cluster
configurations, spectroscopic factors. JOUR NUPAB 759 43
2005SK03 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 1H(8He, p), (8He, d), E=15.7 MeV /
nucleon; measured deuteron and proton spectra, σ(θ). 8He(p, p),
E=15.7 MeV / nucleon; deduced effect of coupling to pickup reaction.
Coupled-channels framework, dynamic polarization potential. JOUR
PYLBB 619 82
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A=7 (continued)
7Li 2005BO36 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 1H(6He, γ), E < 24 MeV; measured Eγ, Iγ;
deduced IAS formation σ, σ(θ). 7Li deduced resonance parameters.
Doppler-shift analysis technique. JOUR PRLTA 95 132502
2005FU13 RADIOACTIVITY 7Be(EC) [from 7Li(p, n)]; measured T1/2 for source
implanted in metals; deduced no environmental effect. JOUR NUPAB
758 697c
2005GIZY NUCLEAR REACTIONS 10B(n, α), E=1.5-5.6 MeV; measured Eα, σ
ratio, excitation function. Comparison with previous results. CONF
Santa Fe (Nucl Data for Sci and Technol) Proc,Vol1,P816
2005MI20 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 7Li, 9Be, 10,11B, 12C(K−, X), E at rest;
measured Eγ, Iγ. 7Li deduced hypernucleus transition. Hyperball
array. JOUR NUPAB 754 80c
2005RAZZ RADIOACTIVITY 7Be(EC); measured Eγ, Iγ, T1/2 for source
implanted in C60 and gold foil; deduced environmental effect.
PREPRINT nucl-ex/0509021,9/15/2005
2005TA19 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 10B, 16O(K−, pi−), E at 0.93 GeV / c;
11B(pi+, K+), E at 1.05 GeV / c; 7Li, 10B(K−, γ), E at rest; measured
Eγ, Iγ. 7Li, 9Be, 10,11B, 16O deduced hypernucleus levels, J, pi.
Hyperball array. JOUR NUPAB 754 58c
2005VA27 NUCLEAR MOMENTS 6,7Li; measured hfs. JOUR CJPHA 83 327
7Be 2005BAZU NUCLEAR REACTIONS C, W(p, nX), (d, nX), E=50, 70 MeV; Li(d,
nX), E=40 MeV; measured neutron spectra, σ(E, θ), thick target
yields. Li(d, X)7Be, E ≈ 10-40 MeV; measured production σ. CONF
Santa Fe (Nucl Data for Sci and Technol) Proc,Vol1,P884
2005FU13 RADIOACTIVITY 7Be(EC) [from 7Li(p, n)]; measured T1/2 for source
implanted in metals; deduced no environmental effect. JOUR NUPAB
758 697c
2005NA32 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 4He(3He, γ), E=1000-2300 keV; measured σ;
deduced astrophysical S-factors. JOUR NUPAB 758 689c
2005RAZZ RADIOACTIVITY 7Be(EC); measured Eγ, Iγ, T1/2 for source
implanted in C60 and gold foil; deduced environmental effect.
PREPRINT nucl-ex/0509021,9/15/2005
2005TIZX NUCLEAR REACTIONS Pb, 208Pb(p, X)203Pb / 200Tl / 199Tl /
196Au / 192Ir / 190Ir / 173Lu / 101mRh / 86Rb / 59Fe / 24Na / 7Be,
E=40-2600 MeV; measured excitation functions. Comparison with
previous work and model predictions. Other reactions discussed.
CONF Santa Fe (Nucl Data for Sci and Technol) Proc,Vol1,P1070
2005TIZY NUCLEAR REACTIONS Pb, 208Pb, 209Bi(p, X)203Pb / 200Tl / 199Tl
/ 196Au / 192Ir / 190Ir / 173Lu / 101mRh / 86Rb / 59Fe / 24Na / 7Be,
E=40-2600 MeV; measured production σ. Comparison with model
predictions. PREPRINT nucl-ex/0507009,7/05/2005
2005WAZW NUCLEAR REACTIONS Si(6Li, X), (7Be, X), (10B, X), (9C, X), (10C,
X), (11C, X), (12N, X), (13O, X), (15O, X), (17Ne, X), E=15-53 MeV /
nucleon; measured reaction and proton-removal σ. 6Li, 7Be, 10B,
9,10,11C, 12N, 13,15O, 17Ne deduced radii. Comparisons with model
predictions. PREPRINT nucl-ex/0507025,7/18/2005
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A=8
8He 2005CH50 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 1H(6He, p), (6He, np), (6He, pα), E=717
MeV / nucleon; 1H(8He, p), (8He, np), (8He, pα), E=671 MeV /
nucleon; measured recoil proton spectra, σ(E, θ). 6,8He deduced cluster
configurations, spectroscopic factors. JOUR NUPAB 759 43
2005SK03 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 1H(8He, p), (8He, d), E=15.7 MeV /
nucleon; measured deuteron and proton spectra, σ(θ). 8He(p, p),
E=15.7 MeV / nucleon; deduced effect of coupling to pickup reaction.
Coupled-channels framework, dynamic polarization potential. JOUR
PYLBB 619 82
8Li 2005MU26 RADIOACTIVITY 8,9Li(β−) [from C(12C, X)]; measured Eγ, βγ-coin.
9Be levels deduced decay widths. Application to triple radiative
capture discussed. JOUR NUPAB 758 647c
8Be 2005AN23 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 2H(7Be, p), E=1.71, 5.545 MeV; measured
proton spectra. JOUR NUPAB 758 775c
2005AS04 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 12C(10Be, 2α), (10Be, n2α), E=30 MeV /
nucleon; measured En, Eα, relative energy spectra, σ(E). 8,9Be
deduced levels, J, pi. Kinematically complete measurement. JOUR
PRVCA 72 024314
2005MU26 RADIOACTIVITY 8,9Li(β−) [from C(12C, X)]; measured Eγ, βγ-coin.
9Be levels deduced decay widths. Application to triple radiative
capture discussed. JOUR NUPAB 758 647c
8B 2005LI40 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 2H(7Be, n), (11C, n), (8Li, p), E ≈ 5.8-9.8
MeV; measured σ(θ), total σ; deduced astrophysical S-factors. JOUR
NUPAB 758 110c
2005SCZX NUCLEAR REACTIONS 208Pb(8B, p7Be), E=254 MeV / nucleon;
measured fragment spectra, angular correlations. 7Be(p, γ), E=low;
deduced astrophysical S-factor. PREPRINT
nucl-ex/0508014,08/11/2005
A=9
9Li 2005LI35 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 2H(8Li, p), E(cm)=7.8 MeV; measured σ(θ);
deduced asymptotic normalization coefficients. 9C deduced radius,
density distributions, halo structure. JOUR CPLEE 22 1870
2005LI40 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 2H(7Be, n), (11C, n), (8Li, p), E ≈ 5.8-9.8
MeV; measured σ(θ), total σ; deduced astrophysical S-factors. JOUR
NUPAB 758 110c
2005MU26 RADIOACTIVITY 8,9Li(β−) [from C(12C, X)]; measured Eγ, βγ-coin.
9Be levels deduced decay widths. Application to triple radiative
capture discussed. JOUR NUPAB 758 647c
9Be 2005AS04 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 12C(10Be, 2α), (10Be, n2α), E=30 MeV /
nucleon; measured En, Eα, relative energy spectra, σ(E). 8,9Be
deduced levels, J, pi. Kinematically complete measurement. JOUR
PRVCA 72 024314
2005MU26 RADIOACTIVITY 8,9Li(β−) [from C(12C, X)]; measured Eγ, βγ-coin.
9Be levels deduced decay widths. Application to triple radiative
capture discussed. JOUR NUPAB 758 647c
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A=9 (continued)
2005TA19 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 10B, 16O(K−, pi−), E at 0.93 GeV / c;
11B(pi+, K+), E at 1.05 GeV / c; 7Li, 10B(K−, γ), E at rest; measured
Eγ, Iγ. 7Li, 9Be, 10,11B, 16O deduced hypernucleus levels, J, pi.
Hyperball array. JOUR NUPAB 754 58c
2005WAZX NUCLEAR REACTIONS 12C(polarized γ, pd), E=170-350 MeV;
measured deuteron and proton spectra, polarization asymmetry;
deduced reaction mechanism features. Tagged photons. PREPRINT
nucl-ex/0506018,6/14/2005
9C 2005LI35 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 2H(8Li, p), E(cm)=7.8 MeV; measured σ(θ);
deduced asymptotic normalization coefficients. 9C deduced radius,
density distributions, halo structure. JOUR CPLEE 22 1870
2005WAZW NUCLEAR REACTIONS Si(6Li, X), (7Be, X), (10B, X), (9C, X), (10C,
X), (11C, X), (12N, X), (13O, X), (15O, X), (17Ne, X), E=15-53 MeV /
nucleon; measured reaction and proton-removal σ. 6Li, 7Be, 10B,
9,10,11C, 12N, 13,15O, 17Ne deduced radii. Comparisons with model
predictions. PREPRINT nucl-ex/0507025,7/18/2005
A=10
10Be 2005SCZW NUCLEAR REACTIONS Pb(p, X)10Be / 26Al / 129I / 36Cl,
E=200-2600 MeV; measured excitation functions. Stacked foil
activation, chemical separation. Comparison with model predictions.
CONF Santa Fe (Nucl Data for Sci and Technol) Proc,Vol2,P1517
2005TA19 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 10B, 16O(K−, pi−), E at 0.93 GeV / c;
11B(pi+, K+), E at 1.05 GeV / c; 7Li, 10B(K−, γ), E at rest; measured
Eγ, Iγ. 7Li, 9Be, 10,11B, 16O deduced hypernucleus levels, J, pi.
Hyperball array. JOUR NUPAB 754 58c
10B 2005BE43 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 10B(polarized p, p), (polarized p, p’), E=197
MeV; measured σ(E, θ), analyzing power, polarization transfer
coefficients. Comparison with model predictions. JOUR PRVCA 71
064607
2005GL05 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 12C(γ, pi−p), (γ, pi−2p), E=500 MeV
bremsstrahlung; measured Ep, pion spectra, σ(E, θ); deduced reaction
mechanism features. JOUR PZETA 81 546
2005SUZV NUCLEAR REACTIONS 12C(polarized d, α), E=130, 180 MeV;
measured Eα, asymmetry; deduced beam polarization. 1H(polarized d,
d), E=130, 180 MeV; measured analyzing powers. REPT
CNS-REP-66,P34,Suda
2005TA19 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 10B, 16O(K−, pi−), E at 0.93 GeV / c;
11B(pi+, K+), E at 1.05 GeV / c; 7Li, 10B(K−, γ), E at rest; measured
Eγ, Iγ. 7Li, 9Be, 10,11B, 16O deduced hypernucleus levels, J, pi.
Hyperball array. JOUR NUPAB 754 58c
2005WAZW NUCLEAR REACTIONS Si(6Li, X), (7Be, X), (10B, X), (9C, X), (10C,
X), (11C, X), (12N, X), (13O, X), (15O, X), (17Ne, X), E=15-53 MeV /
nucleon; measured reaction and proton-removal σ. 6Li, 7Be, 10B,
9,10,11C, 12N, 13,15O, 17Ne deduced radii. Comparisons with model
predictions. PREPRINT nucl-ex/0507025,7/18/2005
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A=10 (continued)
10C 2005JO12 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 1H(10C, 10C), (10C, 10C’), E=45.3 MeV /
nucleon; 1H(11C, 11C), (11C, 11C’), E=40.6 MeV / nucleon; 1H(12C,
12C), (12C, 12C’), E=36.3 MeV / nucleon; measured elastic and
inelastic σ(θ). 10,11C deduced radii, transition matrix elements. JOUR
PRVCA 72 014308
2005SA44 RADIOACTIVITY 46V(EC); analyzed masses; deduced Q(EC), log ft.
10C, 14O, 22Mg, 26mAl, 34Cl, 34Ar, 38mK, 42Sc, 46V, 50Mn, 54Co, 74Rb;
compiled, analyzed log ft; deduced quark-mixing matrix element.
JOUR PRLTA 95 102501
2005WAZW NUCLEAR REACTIONS Si(6Li, X), (7Be, X), (10B, X), (9C, X), (10C,
X), (11C, X), (12N, X), (13O, X), (15O, X), (17Ne, X), E=15-53 MeV /
nucleon; measured reaction and proton-removal σ. 6Li, 7Be, 10B,
9,10,11C, 12N, 13,15O, 17Ne deduced radii. Comparisons with model
predictions. PREPRINT nucl-ex/0507025,7/18/2005
A=11
11B 2005BU33 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 11B(α, α), (α, α’), E=40, 50 MeV; measured
Eα, elastic and inelastic σ(θ); deduced optical model parameters. 11B
deduced spectroscopic factors, deformation parameters. JOUR YAFIA
68 1356
2005KAZV NUCLEAR REACTIONS 11B(polarized d, d), (polarized d, d’), E=200
MeV; measured σ(E, θ). 11B deduced levels, B(E2). Comparison with
model predictions. REPT CNS-REP-66,P40,Kawabata
2005MA45 RADIOACTIVITY 5He, 11B, 12C; measured proton decay asymmetry
parameters from polarized hypernuclei. JOUR NUPAB 754 168c
2005MI19 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 11B(pi+, K+), E not given; measured Eγ, Iγ,
DSA. 11B deduced hypernucleus transitions. Hyperball array,
comparison with model predictions. JOUR NUPAB 754 75c
2005NIZU NUCLEAR REACTIONS 4He(8Li, n), E(cm) ≈ 0.5 MeV; measured
particle spectra. REPT CNS-REP-66,P9,Nishimura
2005TA19 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 10B, 16O(K−, pi−), E at 0.93 GeV / c;
11B(pi+, K+), E at 1.05 GeV / c; 7Li, 10B(K−, γ), E at rest; measured
Eγ, Iγ. 7Li, 9Be, 10,11B, 16O deduced hypernucleus levels, J, pi.
Hyperball array. JOUR NUPAB 754 58c
11C 2005GL05 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 12C(γ, pi−p), (γ, pi−2p), E=500 MeV
bremsstrahlung; measured Ep, pion spectra, σ(E, θ); deduced reaction
mechanism features. JOUR PZETA 81 546
2005JO12 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 1H(10C, 10C), (10C, 10C’), E=45.3 MeV /
nucleon; 1H(11C, 11C), (11C, 11C’), E=40.6 MeV / nucleon; 1H(12C,
12C), (12C, 12C’), E=36.3 MeV / nucleon; measured elastic and
inelastic σ(θ). 10,11C deduced radii, transition matrix elements. JOUR
PRVCA 72 014308
2005WAZW NUCLEAR REACTIONS Si(6Li, X), (7Be, X), (10B, X), (9C, X), (10C,
X), (11C, X), (12N, X), (13O, X), (15O, X), (17Ne, X), E=15-53 MeV /
nucleon; measured reaction and proton-removal σ. 6Li, 7Be, 10B,
9,10,11C, 12N, 13,15O, 17Ne deduced radii. Comparisons with model
predictions. PREPRINT nucl-ex/0507025,7/18/2005
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A=12
12Be 2005IMZZ NUCLEAR REACTIONS 197Au(12Be, 12Be’), E=40.3 MeV / nucleon;
measured Eγ, Iγ, (particle)γ-coin, DSA following projectile Coulomb
excitation. 12Be deduced transition. REPT RIKEN 2004
Annual,P41,Imai
12C 2005AG09 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 6,7Li, 12C, 27Al, 51V(K−, pi−X), E at rest;
measured hypernucleus production associated mass spectra; deduced
hypernucleus decay features. 12C deduced hypernucleus ground and
excited state energies. JOUR NUPAB 754 399c
2005AG11 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 12C(K−, pi−), E at rest; measured
hypernucleus production associated excitation energy spectra. 12C
deduced hyperon binding energies. JOUR PYLBB 622 35
2005BO22 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 12C(3He, tpi+), E=2 GeV; 12C(12C, 12Npi−),
E=1.1 GeV / nucleon; measured σ(E, θ). JOUR NUPAB 755 507c
2005KA23 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 6Li, 12C(pi+, K+), (pi+, pX), E at 1.05 GeV
/ c; measured excitation energy spectra, proton spectra following
hypernucleus decay. 5He deduced hypernucleus decay width. JOUR
NUPAB 754 173c
2005MA45 RADIOACTIVITY 5He, 11B, 12C; measured proton decay asymmetry
parameters from polarized hypernuclei. JOUR NUPAB 754 168c
2005OK04 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 6Li, 12C(pi+, K+), E at 1.05 GeV / c;
measured excitation energy spectra, γ-spectra from neutral pion decay.
5He, 12C deduced hypernucleus decay branching ratios. JOUR NUPAB
754 178c
2005OU02 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 6Li, 12C(pi+, K+), E not given; measured
hypernucleus excitation energy spectra, nn-, np-coin following
hypernucleus decay. 5He, 12C deduced hypernucleus decay widths,
branching ratios. JOUR NUPAB 754 157c
2005RO29 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 12C(polarized n, n), E=2.2-8.5 MeV;
measured Ay(θ). Comparison with previous data and model
predictions. JOUR PRVCA 72 024605
2005SAZX NUCLEAR REACTIONS 12C(24Mg, 20Ne), (24Mg, 212C), E=130
MeV; measured Eγ, Iγ, (particle)γ-, (particle)(particle)-coin. 16O
deduced transitions, branching ratio. Euroball IV array. CONF
Bormio (XLIII Winter Meeting) Proc,P224
12N 2005LI40 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 2H(7Be, n), (11C, n), (8Li, p), E ≈ 5.8-9.8
MeV; measured σ(θ), total σ; deduced astrophysical S-factors. JOUR
NUPAB 758 110c
2005WAZW NUCLEAR REACTIONS Si(6Li, X), (7Be, X), (10B, X), (9C, X), (10C,
X), (11C, X), (12N, X), (13O, X), (15O, X), (17Ne, X), E=15-53 MeV /
nucleon; measured reaction and proton-removal σ. 6Li, 7Be, 10B,
9,10,11C, 12N, 13,15O, 17Ne deduced radii. Comparisons with model
predictions. PREPRINT nucl-ex/0507025,7/18/2005
A=13
13B 2005GEZY NUCLEAR REACTIONS 11B(t, p), E=2.6-7 MeV; measured σ.
CONF St Petersburg,P172,Generalov
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A=13 (continued)
2005GEZY RADIOACTIVITY 13B(β−) [from 11B(t, p)]; measured T1/2. CONF
St Petersburg,P172,Generalov
13C 2005AN15 NUCLEAR MOMENTS 13C, 14,15N, 17O, 19F, 31P, 33S; measured
NMR spectra; deduced µ. JOUR CHPLB 411 111
2005AS04 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 12C(10Be, 2α), (10Be, n2α), E=30 MeV /
nucleon; measured En, Eα, relative energy spectra, σ(E). 8,9Be
deduced levels, J, pi. Kinematically complete measurement. JOUR
PRVCA 72 024314
2005GEZY RADIOACTIVITY 13B(β−) [from 11B(t, p)]; measured T1/2. CONF
St Petersburg,P172,Generalov
13N 2005TEZX NUCLEAR REACTIONS 1H(13N, p), E=3.7 MeV / nucleon;
measured recoil proton spectra. 14O deduced resonance energies.
REPT CNS-REP-66,P5,Teranishi
13O 2005WAZW NUCLEAR REACTIONS Si(6Li, X), (7Be, X), (10B, X), (9C, X), (10C,
X), (11C, X), (12N, X), (13O, X), (15O, X), (17Ne, X), E=15-53 MeV /
nucleon; measured reaction and proton-removal σ. 6Li, 7Be, 10B,
9,10,11C, 12N, 13,15O, 17Ne deduced radii. Comparisons with model
predictions. PREPRINT nucl-ex/0507025,7/18/2005
A=14
14C 2005AS04 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 12C(10Be, 2α), (10Be, n2α), E=30 MeV /
nucleon; measured En, Eα, relative energy spectra, σ(E). 8,9Be
deduced levels, J, pi. Kinematically complete measurement. JOUR
PRVCA 72 024314
2005GO30 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 14C(α, α), E=16.3-19.2 MeV; measured
σ(θ), excitation function. 18O deduced levels, J, pi, α-cluster states.
JOUR YAFIA 68 1123
2005PA41 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 16O(n, 3He), (n, t), E=15.4-18.1 MeV;
measured activation σ. Accelerator mass spectrometry. JOUR KPSJA
47 23
14N 2005AN15 NUCLEAR MOMENTS 13C, 14,15N, 17O, 19F, 31P, 33S; measured
NMR spectra; deduced µ. JOUR CHPLB 411 111
2005CH44 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 14N(α, γ), E=1775 keV; measured Eγ, Iγ.
17,18O(p, α), E ≈ 190-205 keV; measured Eα, σ, σ(θ); deduced
resonance parameters. Astrophysical implications discussed. JOUR
PRLTA 95 031101
2005PA41 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 16O(n, 3He), (n, t), E=15.4-18.1 MeV;
measured activation σ. Accelerator mass spectrometry. JOUR KPSJA
47 23
14O 2005BAZP NUCLEAR REACTIONS 4He(14O, X), E=60 MeV / nucleon;
measured particle spectra, σ(E, θ). 14O deduced E0 and E1 strength
distributions. REPT CNS-REP-66,P28,Baba
2005BAZQ NUCLEAR REACTIONS He(14O, X), E=60 MeV / nucleon; measured
particle spectra; deduced excitation energy spectrum. 14O deduced
electric multipole strength distributions. REPT RIKEN 2004
Annual,P48,Baba
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A=14 (continued)
2005SA44 RADIOACTIVITY 46V(EC); analyzed masses; deduced Q(EC), log ft.
10C, 14O, 22Mg, 26mAl, 34Cl, 34Ar, 38mK, 42Sc, 46V, 50Mn, 54Co, 74Rb;
compiled, analyzed log ft; deduced quark-mixing matrix element.
JOUR PRLTA 95 102501
2005TEZX NUCLEAR REACTIONS 1H(13N, p), E=3.7 MeV / nucleon;
measured recoil proton spectra. 14O deduced resonance energies.
REPT CNS-REP-66,P5,Teranishi
A=15
15C 2005RE22 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 14C(n, γ), E=30, 150, 500 keV; measured σ.
Fast cyclic activation technique. JOUR NUPAB 758 787c
15N 2005AN15 NUCLEAR MOMENTS 13C, 14,15N, 17O, 19F, 31P, 33S; measured
NMR spectra; deduced µ. JOUR CHPLB 411 111
2005CH44 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 14N(α, γ), E=1775 keV; measured Eγ, Iγ.
17,18O(p, α), E ≈ 190-205 keV; measured Eα, σ, σ(θ); deduced
resonance parameters. Astrophysical implications discussed. JOUR
PRLTA 95 031101
2005DE45 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 2H(18F, pα), E not given; measured
excitation energy spectrum. 19F level deduced spectroscopic factor.
18F(p, α), E(cm)=0-1 MeV; calculated astrophysical S-factor. JOUR
NUPAB 758 745c
2005KI11 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 16O(K−, n), (K−, nX), E at 0.93 GeV / c;
measured neutron spectra; deduced kaonic nuclei. JOUR NUPAB 754
383c
2005SAZU NUCLEAR REACTIONS 14N(n, γ), E=thermal; measured prompt
Eγ, Iγ; deduced capture σ. Pair spectrometer, spectrum unfolding
procedure. CONF Santa Fe (Nucl Data for Sci and Technol)
Proc,Vol1,P1000
15O 2005BA82 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 1H(18F, p), E(cm) ≈ 0.3-1.3 MeV; measured
proton spectra, σ(θ), excitation functions. 19Ne deduced resonance
parameters, excited state energy, J, pi. 18F(p, α), (p, γ), E=low;
calculated astrophysical reaction rates. JOUR NUPAB 758 737c
2005CO16 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 14N(p, γ), E=low; measured Eγ, Iγ; deduced
S-factors. JOUR NUPAB 758 383c
2005DE45 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 2H(18F, pα), E not given; measured
excitation energy spectrum. 19F level deduced spectroscopic factor.
18F(p, α), E(cm)=0-1 MeV; calculated astrophysical S-factor. JOUR
NUPAB 758 745c
2005IMZY NUCLEAR REACTIONS 14N(p, γ), E(cm)=119-367 keV; measured
Eγ, Iγ, excitation functions; deduced astrophysical S-factors, reaction
rates. PREPRINT nucl-ex/0509005,9/01/2005
2005KO31 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 2H(18F, p), E=108.49 MeV; measured
particle spectra, σ(θ). 19F levels deduced spectroscopic factors. 18F(p,
α), E=low; calculated astrophysical reaction rates. JOUR NUPAB 758
753c
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A=15 (continued)
2005MAZQ NUCLEAR REACTIONS 15N(p, n), E=5.1 MeV; 2H(d, n), E=3.0
MeV; measured neutron spectra, transmission through iron spheres.
CONF Santa Fe (Nucl Data for Sci and Technol) Proc,Vol1,P480
2005WAZW NUCLEAR REACTIONS Si(6Li, X), (7Be, X), (10B, X), (9C, X), (10C,
X), (11C, X), (12N, X), (13O, X), (15O, X), (17Ne, X), E=15-53 MeV /
nucleon; measured reaction and proton-removal σ. 6Li, 7Be, 10B,
9,10,11C, 12N, 13,15O, 17Ne deduced radii. Comparisons with model
predictions. PREPRINT nucl-ex/0507025,7/18/2005
A=16
16O 2005FUZW NUCLEAR REACTIONS 4He(16O, α), E < 32.5 MeV; measured recoil
α spectrum. REPT CNS-REP-66,P13,Fujikawa
2005HA48 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 12C(α, γ), E(cm)=0.89-2.8 MeV; measured
Eγ, Iγ, angular distributions; deduced S-factors for E1 and E2 capture.
Eurogam and Gandi arrays, astrophysical implications discussed.
JOUR NUPAB 758 363c
2005HAZN NUCLEAR REACTIONS 13C(α, n), E=0.8-8.0 MeV; measured σ.
PREPRINT nucl-ex/0509014,9/09/2005
2005KH13 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 16O(16O, 16O’), E=250, 350, 480, 704, 1120
MeV; measured σ(E, θ); deduced refractive features. DWBA and
folding-model analysis, nuclear rainbow. JOUR NUPAB 759 3
2005KRZY NUCLEAR REACTIONS 14N(3He, p), E=2.4 MeV; measured Eγ, Ep,
pγ-coin, electron-positron pair spectrum; deduced possible neutral
boson production. REPT ATOMKI 2004 Annual,P3,Krasznahorkay
2005MA52 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 12C(α, γ), E=2.27 MeV; 27Al(p, γ), E=2.05
MeV; measured Eγ, Iγ(θ). JOUR NIMAE 547 411
2005MA69 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 12C(α, γ), E(cm)=1.39, 1.58 MeV; measured
Eγ, Iγ, σ(E2) / σ(E1). Pulsed beam. JOUR NUPAB 758 371c
2005MA71 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 19F(p, α), E=1.95-2.10 MeV; measured Eγ,
Iγ, γγ-coin. 16O level deduced decay branching ratio. Astrophysical
implications discussed. JOUR NUPAB 758 403c
2005PL04 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 12C(α, γ), E(cm)=1.0-1.5 MeV; measured
Eγ, Iγ, angular distributions; deduced S-factors. JOUR NUPAB 758
415c
2005SAZX NUCLEAR REACTIONS 12C(24Mg, 20Ne), (24Mg, 212C), E=130
MeV; measured Eγ, Iγ, (particle)γ-, (particle)(particle)-coin. 16O
deduced transitions, branching ratio. Euroball IV array. CONF
Bormio (XLIII Winter Meeting) Proc,P224
2005SC17 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 12C(α, γ), E(cm)=1.3-5.0 MeV; measured
Eγ, Iγ, (recoil)γ-coin; deduced astrophysical S-factors. Recoil mass
separator. JOUR NUPAB 758 367c
2005TA19 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 10B, 16O(K−, pi−), E at 0.93 GeV / c;
11B(pi+, K+), E at 1.05 GeV / c; 7Li, 10B(K−, γ), E at rest; measured
Eγ, Iγ. 7Li, 9Be, 10,11B, 16O deduced hypernucleus levels, J, pi.
Hyperball array. JOUR NUPAB 754 58c
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A=16 (continued)
2005UK01 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 16O(K−, pi−), E at 0.93 GeV / c; measured
Eγ, Iγ. 16O deduced hypernucleus levels, J, pi. Hyperball array. JOUR
NUPAB 754 70c
A=17
17B 2005DO16 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 1H(17B, 17B’), E=43.8 MeV; measured Eγ,
Iγ, (particle)γ-coin, σ. 17B deduced deformation parameters,
decoupling of valence neutrons from core. JOUR PYLBB 621 81
2005KA26 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 1H(19C, 19C’), (17C, 17C’), (17B, 17B’), E ≈
53 MeV / nucleon; measured prompt and delayed Eγ, Iγ. 17,19C, 17B
deduced transitions. 19C deduced no isomeric state. JOUR NUPAB
757 315
17C 2005KA26 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 1H(19C, 19C’), (17C, 17C’), (17B, 17B’), E ≈
53 MeV / nucleon; measured prompt and delayed Eγ, Iγ. 17,19C, 17B
deduced transitions. 19C deduced no isomeric state. JOUR NUPAB
757 315
17O 2005AN15 NUCLEAR MOMENTS 13C, 14,15N, 17O, 19F, 31P, 33S; measured
NMR spectra; deduced µ. JOUR CHPLB 411 111
17F 2005KU27 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 4He(14O, p), E(cm) ≈ 1-3.6 MeV; measured
proton spectrum. 1H(23Mg, p), E(cm) ≈ 0.6-3.5 MeV; measured elastic
σ(θ). 24Al deduced excited states energies. JOUR NUPAB 758 733c
17Ne 2005GE06 NUCLEAR MOMENTS 17,19,21,23,25Ne; measured hfs; deduced µ,
quadrupole moments. Collinear fast-beam laser spectroscopy,
comparison with shell model predictions. JOUR PRVCA 71 064319
2005WAZW NUCLEAR REACTIONS Si(6Li, X), (7Be, X), (10B, X), (9C, X), (10C,
X), (11C, X), (12N, X), (13O, X), (15O, X), (17Ne, X), E=15-53 MeV /
nucleon; measured reaction and proton-removal σ. 6Li, 7Be, 10B,
9,10,11C, 12N, 13,15O, 17Ne deduced radii. Comparisons with model
predictions. PREPRINT nucl-ex/0507025,7/18/2005
A=18
18O 2005GO30 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 14C(α, α), E=16.3-19.2 MeV; measured
σ(θ), excitation function. 18O deduced levels, J, pi, α-cluster states.
JOUR YAFIA 68 1123
18F 2005BA82 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 1H(18F, p), E(cm) ≈ 0.3-1.3 MeV; measured
proton spectra, σ(θ), excitation functions. 19Ne deduced resonance
parameters, excited state energy, J, pi. 18F(p, α), (p, γ), E=low;
calculated astrophysical reaction rates. JOUR NUPAB 758 737c
2005CH44 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 14N(α, γ), E=1775 keV; measured Eγ, Iγ.
17,18O(p, α), E ≈ 190-205 keV; measured Eα, σ, σ(θ); deduced
resonance parameters. Astrophysical implications discussed. JOUR
PRLTA 95 031101
2005HE19 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 18O(p, n), E=2582 keV; measured neutron
spectra. 138Ba, 139La, 175Lu(n, γ), E=spectrum; measured σ. JOUR
NUPAB 758 529c
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A=18 (continued)
2005IL02 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 17O(p, γ), E ≈ 190, 519 keV; measured Eγ,
Iγ; deduced resonance excitation functions. 23Na(p, γ), E ≈ 150 keV;
measured Eγ, Iγ, γγ-coin; deduced resonance strength upper limit.
Astrophysical implications discussed. JOUR NUPAB 758 73c
18Ne 2005PA50 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 16O(3He, n), E=9.9-10.4 MeV; measured
neutron spectra, σ(θ). 18Ne deduced resonance energy, width.
Comparison with previous results. JOUR PRVCA 72 025802
A=19
19C 2005KA26 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 1H(19C, 19C’), (17C, 17C’), (17B, 17B’), E ≈
53 MeV / nucleon; measured prompt and delayed Eγ, Iγ. 17,19C, 17B
deduced transitions. 19C deduced no isomeric state. JOUR NUPAB
757 315
19N 2005DOZX NUCLEAR REACTIONS 9Be(36S, X)19N, E not given; measured Eγ,
Iγ, γγ-, (recoil)γ-coin. 19N deduced levels. REPT ATOMKI 2004
Annual,P8,Dombradi
19F 2005AN15 NUCLEAR MOMENTS 13C, 14,15N, 17O, 19F, 31P, 33S; measured
NMR spectra; deduced µ. JOUR CHPLB 411 111
2005DE45 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 2H(18F, pα), E not given; measured
excitation energy spectrum. 19F level deduced spectroscopic factor.
18F(p, α), E(cm)=0-1 MeV; calculated astrophysical S-factor. JOUR
NUPAB 758 745c
2005KO31 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 2H(18F, p), E=108.49 MeV; measured
particle spectra, σ(θ). 19F levels deduced spectroscopic factors. 18F(p,
α), E=low; calculated astrophysical reaction rates. JOUR NUPAB 758
753c
19Ne 2005BA82 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 1H(18F, p), E(cm) ≈ 0.3-1.3 MeV; measured
proton spectra, σ(θ), excitation functions. 19Ne deduced resonance
parameters, excited state energy, J, pi. 18F(p, α), (p, γ), E=low;
calculated astrophysical reaction rates. JOUR NUPAB 758 737c
2005GE06 NUCLEAR MOMENTS 17,19,21,23,25Ne; measured hfs; deduced µ,
quadrupole moments. Collinear fast-beam laser spectroscopy,
comparison with shell model predictions. JOUR PRVCA 71 064319
A=20
20Na 2005CO17 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 1H(19Ne, γ), E=10 MeV; measured particle
spectra. 20Na deduced resonance strength. JOUR NUPAB 758 741c
2005RU15 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 1H(20Na, p), (21Na, p), E(cm) ≈ 500-1600
keV; measured recoil proton spectra; deduced excitation functions.
22Ne deduced resonance energies, widths. JOUR NUPAB 758 166c
20Mg 2005IWZX NUCLEAR REACTIONS Pb(20Mg, 20Mg’), E=58 MeV / nucleon;
measured Eγ, Iγ, (particle)γ-coin following projectile Coulomb
excitation. 20Mg deduced transition. REPT RIKEN 2004
Annual,P58,Iwasa
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A=21
21Ne 2005GE06 NUCLEAR MOMENTS 17,19,21,23,25Ne; measured hfs; deduced µ,
quadrupole moments. Collinear fast-beam laser spectroscopy,
comparison with shell model predictions. JOUR PRVCA 71 064319
21Na 2005HEZT NUCLEAR REACTIONS 1H(21Na, p), E ≈ 4 MeV / nucleon;
measured recoil proton spectra, σ(θ). 22Mg deduced level energies,
resonance features. REPT CNS-REP-66,P1,He
2005RU15 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 1H(20Na, p), (21Na, p), E(cm) ≈ 500-1600
keV; measured recoil proton spectra; deduced excitation functions.
22Ne deduced resonance energies, widths. JOUR NUPAB 758 166c
A=22
22Ne 2005RU15 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 1H(20Na, p), (21Na, p), E(cm) ≈ 500-1600
keV; measured recoil proton spectra; deduced excitation functions.
22Ne deduced resonance energies, widths. JOUR NUPAB 758 166c
2005UG04 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 19F(α, p), E=1238-2009 keV; measured
yields; deduced astrophysical reaction rates. JOUR NUPAB 758 577c
22Mg 2005DAZW NUCLEAR REACTIONS 1H(21Na, γ), E(cm)=206-1101 keV;
measured Eγ, Iγ, (particle)γ-coin; deduced thick-target yields,
resonance strengths. CONF Santa Fe (Nucl Data for Sci and Technol)
Proc,Vol2,P1345
2005HEZS NUCLEAR REACTIONS 1H(22Mg, p), E ≈ 4 MeV / nucleon;
measured recoil proton spectra, σ(θ). 23Al deduced level energies,
possible J, pi, resonance features. REPT CNS-REP-66,P3,He
2005HEZT NUCLEAR REACTIONS 1H(21Na, p), E ≈ 4 MeV / nucleon;
measured recoil proton spectra, σ(θ). 22Mg deduced level energies,
resonance features. REPT CNS-REP-66,P1,He
2005SA44 RADIOACTIVITY 46V(EC); analyzed masses; deduced Q(EC), log ft.
10C, 14O, 22Mg, 26mAl, 34Cl, 34Ar, 38mK, 42Sc, 46V, 50Mn, 54Co, 74Rb;
compiled, analyzed log ft; deduced quark-mixing matrix element.
JOUR PRLTA 95 102501
2005TR11 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 1H(21Na, γ), E(cm)=200-1135 keV;
measured Eγ, Iγ, γγ-coin. 22Mg deduced levels, J, pi, resonance
strengths. JOUR NUPAB 758 729c
A=23
23F 2005MIZU NUCLEAR REACTIONS 4He(22O, 23F), (23F, 23F’), (24F, 23F), E not
given; measured Eγ, Iγ, γγ-coin, σ(θ). 23F deduced levels, J, pi. REPT
CNS-REP-66,P26,Michimasa
2005MIZV NUCLEAR REACTIONS 4He(22O, 23F), E ≈ 35 MeV / nucleon;
4He(23F, 23F’), E ≈ 41.5 MeV / nucleon; 4He(24F, 23F), E ≈ 36 MeV /
nucleon; measured Eγ, Iγ, γγ-, (particle)γ-coin, angular distributions.
23F deduced levels, J, pi. REPT RIKEN 2004 Annual,P51,Michimasa
23Ne 2005GE06 NUCLEAR MOMENTS 17,19,21,23,25Ne; measured hfs; deduced µ,
quadrupole moments. Collinear fast-beam laser spectroscopy,
comparison with shell model predictions. JOUR PRVCA 71 064319
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A=23 (continued)
23Na 2005DE42 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 26Al(n, α), (n, p), E < 140 keV; measured
σ; deduced resonance features. 36Cl(n, p), 26Al(n, α), E=stellar;
analyzed astrophysical reaction rates. JOUR NUPAB 758 80c
2005JE06 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 12C(12C, p), (12C, n), E=22 MeV; measured
Eγ, Iγ, γγ-coin. 23Mg levels deduced J, pi. 22Na(p, γ), E=low;
calculated astrophysical reaction rate, resonance contributions.
Gammasphere array. JOUR NUPAB 758 749c
23Mg 2005JE06 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 12C(12C, p), (12C, n), E=22 MeV; measured
Eγ, Iγ, γγ-coin. 23Mg levels deduced J, pi. 22Na(p, γ), E=low;
calculated astrophysical reaction rate, resonance contributions.
Gammasphere array. JOUR NUPAB 758 749c
2005KU27 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 4He(14O, p), E(cm) ≈ 1-3.6 MeV; measured
proton spectrum. 1H(23Mg, p), E(cm) ≈ 0.6-3.5 MeV; measured elastic
σ(θ). 24Al deduced excited states energies. JOUR NUPAB 758 733c
2005TEZY NUCLEAR REACTIONS 1H(23Mg, p), E(cm) ≈ 0.5-3.5 MeV;
measured recoil proton spectra, σ(θ). REPT RIKEN 2004
Annual,P59,Teranishi
23Al 2005GO33 NUCLEAR REACTIONS Pb(23Al, p22Mg), E=50 MeV / nucleon;
measured particles relative energy spectrum, Eγ, Iγ; deduced Coulomb
dissociation σ(θ). 23Al level deduced radiative width. JOUR NUPAB
758 761c
2005HEZS NUCLEAR REACTIONS 1H(22Mg, p), E ≈ 4 MeV / nucleon;
measured recoil proton spectra, σ(θ). 23Al deduced level energies,
possible J, pi, resonance features. REPT CNS-REP-66,P3,He
A=24
24Na 2005MU21 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 115In(n, n’), 27Al(n, α), 93Nb(n, 2n), (n, 4n),
209Bi(n, 4n), (n, 5n), (n, 6n), (n, 7n), E ≈ 10-1000 MeV; measured
reaction rates. Comparison with model predictions. JOUR NIMAE 547
555
2005NAZY NUCLEAR REACTIONS 27Al(d, X)27Mg / 24Na, E=22-40 MeV;
Cu(d, X)62Zn / 63Zn / 61Cu / 64Cu, E=22-40 MeV; W(d, X)181Re /
182Re / 183Re / 184Re / 186Re / 187W, E=22-40 MeV; measured
activation σ. Comparison with previous results and model predictions.
CONF Santa Fe (Nucl Data for Sci and Technol) Proc,Vol2,P1489
2005TIZX NUCLEAR REACTIONS Pb, 208Pb(p, X)203Pb / 200Tl / 199Tl /
196Au / 192Ir / 190Ir / 173Lu / 101mRh / 86Rb / 59Fe / 24Na / 7Be,
E=40-2600 MeV; measured excitation functions. Comparison with
previous work and model predictions. Other reactions discussed.
CONF Santa Fe (Nucl Data for Sci and Technol) Proc,Vol1,P1070
2005TIZY NUCLEAR REACTIONS Pb, 208Pb, 209Bi(p, X)203Pb / 200Tl / 199Tl
/ 196Au / 192Ir / 190Ir / 173Lu / 101mRh / 86Rb / 59Fe / 24Na / 7Be,
E=40-2600 MeV; measured production σ. Comparison with model
predictions. PREPRINT nucl-ex/0507009,7/05/2005
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A=24 (continued)
24Mg 2005IL02 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 17O(p, γ), E ≈ 190, 519 keV; measured Eγ,
Iγ; deduced resonance excitation functions. 23Na(p, γ), E ≈ 150 keV;
measured Eγ, Iγ, γγ-coin; deduced resonance strength upper limit.
Astrophysical implications discussed. JOUR NUPAB 758 73c
24Al 2005KU27 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 4He(14O, p), E(cm) ≈ 1-3.6 MeV; measured
proton spectrum. 1H(23Mg, p), E(cm) ≈ 0.6-3.5 MeV; measured elastic
σ(θ). 24Al deduced excited states energies. JOUR NUPAB 758 733c
A=25
25Ne 2005GE06 NUCLEAR MOMENTS 17,19,21,23,25Ne; measured hfs; deduced µ,
quadrupole moments. Collinear fast-beam laser spectroscopy,
comparison with shell model predictions. JOUR PRVCA 71 064319
2005GIZX NUCLEAR REACTIONS Pb(26Ne, 25NeX), E=58 MeV / nucleon;
measured Eγ, Iγ, (particle)γ-coin. 25Ne deduced levels, transitions.
REPT RIKEN 2004 Annual,P53,Gibelin
25Al 2005MO28 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 1H(25Al, p), (26Si, p), E(cm)=0.5-3 MeV;
measured recoil proton spectra; deduced excitation functions. 26Si, 27P
deduced levels, proton resonance states. Comparison with shell model
predictions. JOUR NUPAB 758 158c
2005MOZU NUCLEAR REACTIONS 1H(25Al, p), (26Si, p), E(cm) ≈ 0.5-3 MeV;
measured elastic σ(θ=180◦). 27P deduced resonance energies, J, pi.
REPT RIKEN 2004 Annual,P63,Moon
A=26
26Ne 2005DOZW NUCLEAR REACTIONS 9Be(36S, X)26Ne / 28Ne, E not given;
measured Eγ, Iγ, γγ-, (recoil)γ-coin. 26,28Ne deduced transitions.
REPT ATOMKI 2004 Annual,P10,Dombradi
26Mg 2005DE42 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 26Al(n, α), (n, p), E < 140 keV; measured
σ; deduced resonance features. 36Cl(n, p), 26Al(n, α), E=stellar;
analyzed astrophysical reaction rates. JOUR NUPAB 758 80c
26Al 2005SA44 RADIOACTIVITY 46V(EC); analyzed masses; deduced Q(EC), log ft.
10C, 14O, 22Mg, 26mAl, 34Cl, 34Ar, 38mK, 42Sc, 46V, 50Mn, 54Co, 74Rb;
compiled, analyzed log ft; deduced quark-mixing matrix element.
JOUR PRLTA 95 102501
2005SCZW NUCLEAR REACTIONS Pb(p, X)10Be / 26Al / 129I / 36Cl,
E=200-2600 MeV; measured excitation functions. Stacked foil
activation, chemical separation. Comparison with model predictions.
CONF Santa Fe (Nucl Data for Sci and Technol) Proc,Vol2,P1517
2005WAZU NUCLEAR REACTIONS 27Al(n, 2n), E=13.6-14.9 MeV; measured σ.
Accelerator mass spectrometry, other potential measurements
discussed. CONF Santa Fe (Nucl Data for Sci and Technol)
Proc,Vol1,P621
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A=26 (continued)
26Si 2005MO28 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 1H(25Al, p), (26Si, p), E(cm)=0.5-3 MeV;
measured recoil proton spectra; deduced excitation functions. 26Si, 27P
deduced levels, proton resonance states. Comparison with shell model
predictions. JOUR NUPAB 758 158c
2005MOZR NUCLEAR REACTIONS 1H(26Si, p), E ≈ 4 MeV / nucleon; measured
recoil proton spectra, σ(θ). 27P deduced level energies, J, pi, resonance
features. REPT CNS-REP-66,P6,Moon
2005MOZU NUCLEAR REACTIONS 1H(25Al, p), (26Si, p), E(cm) ≈ 0.5-3 MeV;
measured elastic σ(θ=180◦). 27P deduced resonance energies, J, pi.
REPT RIKEN 2004 Annual,P63,Moon
A=27
27Mg 2005NAZY NUCLEAR REACTIONS 27Al(d, X)27Mg / 24Na, E=22-40 MeV;
Cu(d, X)62Zn / 63Zn / 61Cu / 64Cu, E=22-40 MeV; W(d, X)181Re /
182Re / 183Re / 184Re / 186Re / 187W, E=22-40 MeV; measured
activation σ. Comparison with previous results and model predictions.
CONF Santa Fe (Nucl Data for Sci and Technol) Proc,Vol2,P1489
27Si 2005LE30 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 27Al(3He, t), E=25 MeV; measured Ep
following residual nucleus decay to ground and metastable states. 27Si
deduced resonance energy. Astrophysical implications discussed. JOUR
NUPAB 758 84c
2005SA37 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 40Ca(e, e’n), E=129 MeV; measured En,
missing energy spectra, angular correlations, σ(E, θ); 12C, 28Si(e, e’n),
E not given; analyzed data; deduced core excitation in giant resonance.
JOUR PRVCA 71 064313
27P 2005MO28 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 1H(25Al, p), (26Si, p), E(cm)=0.5-3 MeV;
measured recoil proton spectra; deduced excitation functions. 26Si, 27P
deduced levels, proton resonance states. Comparison with shell model
predictions. JOUR NUPAB 758 158c
2005MOZR NUCLEAR REACTIONS 1H(26Si, p), E ≈ 4 MeV / nucleon; measured
recoil proton spectra, σ(θ). 27P deduced level energies, J, pi, resonance
features. REPT CNS-REP-66,P6,Moon
2005MOZU NUCLEAR REACTIONS 1H(25Al, p), (26Si, p), E(cm) ≈ 0.5-3 MeV;
measured elastic σ(θ=180◦). 27P deduced resonance energies, J, pi.
REPT RIKEN 2004 Annual,P63,Moon
2005TO11 NUCLEAR REACTIONS Pb(27P, p26Si), E=57 MeV / nucleon;
measured relative energy spectrum. 27P deduced excited state γ-decay
width. Comparison with previous results. JOUR NUPAB 758 182c
A=28
28Ne 2005DOZW NUCLEAR REACTIONS 9Be(36S, X)26Ne / 28Ne, E not given;
measured Eγ, Iγ, γγ-, (recoil)γ-coin. 26,28Ne deduced transitions.
REPT ATOMKI 2004 Annual,P10,Dombradi
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A=28 (continued)
2005IW02 NUCLEAR REACTIONS C, Pb(28Ne, 28Ne’), E=46 MeV / nucleon;
measured Eγ, Iγ, (particle)γ-coin. 28Ne deduced transition B(E2),
suppressed collectivity. Comparison with neighboring nuclides, model
predictions. JOUR PYLBB 620 118
28Al 2005GE07 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 10B, 27Al(polarized n, γ), E=low; measured
parity-violating γ-ray asymmetry. JOUR JRNBA 110 215
28Si 2005MA52 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 12C(α, γ), E=2.27 MeV; 27Al(p, γ), E=2.05
MeV; measured Eγ, Iγ(θ). JOUR NIMAE 547 411
A=29
29Si 2005DEZW NUCLEAR REACTIONS 28Si, 32S, 35Cl(n, γ), E=reactor; measured
Eγ, Iγ. 29Si, 33S, 36Cl deduced binding energies. Flat-crystal
spectrometer. PREPRINT nucl-ex/0507011,7/06/2005
2005JEZY NUCLEAR REACTIONS 28Si, 32S, 35Cl(n, γ), E=thermal; measured
Eγ, Iγ. 29Si, 33S, 36Cl deduced level energies, neutron binding energies.





31P 2005AN15 NUCLEAR MOMENTS 13C, 14,15N, 17O, 19F, 31P, 33S; measured
NMR spectra; deduced µ. JOUR CHPLB 411 111
A=32
32S 2005ADZW NUCLEAR REACTIONS 31P(p, γ), E not given; measured Eγ, Iγ. 32S
deduced excited state energy. REPT Univ Washington Annual
2005,P58,Adelberger
2005SH38 ATOMIC MASSES 32,33S, 84,86Kr, 129,132Xe; measured masses.
Penning trap. JOUR PLRAA 72 022510
A=33
33S 2005AN15 NUCLEAR MOMENTS 13C, 14,15N, 17O, 19F, 31P, 33S; measured
NMR spectra; deduced µ. JOUR CHPLB 411 111
2005DEZW NUCLEAR REACTIONS 28Si, 32S, 35Cl(n, γ), E=reactor; measured
Eγ, Iγ. 29Si, 33S, 36Cl deduced binding energies. Flat-crystal
spectrometer. PREPRINT nucl-ex/0507011,7/06/2005
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A=33 (continued)
2005JEZY NUCLEAR REACTIONS 28Si, 32S, 35Cl(n, γ), E=thermal; measured
Eγ, Iγ. 29Si, 33S, 36Cl deduced level energies, neutron binding energies.
Double crystal spectrometers. CONF Santa Fe (Nucl Data for Sci and
Technol) Proc,Vol1,P617
2005SH38 ATOMIC MASSES 32,33S, 84,86Kr, 129,132Xe; measured masses.
Penning trap. JOUR PLRAA 72 022510
33Cl 2005ADZV NUCLEAR REACTIONS 32S(p, γ), E ≈ 3.4 MeV; measured Eγ, Iγ.
33Cl deduced transitions. REPT Univ Washington Annual
2005,P59,Adelberger
A=34
34S 2005FU03 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 34S(7Li, tα), E=26 MeV; measured particle
spectra, angular correlations. 38Ar deduced α-cluster states energies, J,
pi. JOUR PRVCA 71 067602
34Cl 2005SA44 RADIOACTIVITY 46V(EC); analyzed masses; deduced Q(EC), log ft.
10C, 14O, 22Mg, 26mAl, 34Cl, 34Ar, 38mK, 42Sc, 46V, 50Mn, 54Co, 74Rb;
compiled, analyzed log ft; deduced quark-mixing matrix element.
JOUR PRLTA 95 102501
34Ar 2005SA44 RADIOACTIVITY 46V(EC); analyzed masses; deduced Q(EC), log ft.
10C, 14O, 22Mg, 26mAl, 34Cl, 34Ar, 38mK, 42Sc, 46V, 50Mn, 54Co, 74Rb;
compiled, analyzed log ft; deduced quark-mixing matrix element.
JOUR PRLTA 95 102501
A=35
35Cl 2005KSZZ NUCLEAR REACTIONS 12C(28Si, pα), E=70, 88 MeV; measured Eγ,
Iγ, γγ-coin, DSA. 35Cl level deduced T1/2, isospin-mixing effects.
PREPRINT nucl-ex/0507019,7/13/2005
A=36
36S 2005DE42 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 26Al(n, α), (n, p), E < 140 keV; measured
σ; deduced resonance features. 36Cl(n, p), 26Al(n, α), E=stellar;
analyzed astrophysical reaction rates. JOUR NUPAB 758 80c
36Cl 2005BEZT NUCLEAR REACTIONS 35Cl(n, γ), E not given; measured Eγ, Iγ.
36Cl deduced transitions, level energies, binding energy. 52,54Cr, 56Fe,
206Pb(n, γ), E not given; analyzed Eγ. 53,55Cr, 57Fe, 207Pb deduced
binding energies. GAMS4 spectrometer. CONF Santa Fe (Nucl Data
for Sci and Technol) Proc,Vol1,P1074
2005DEZW NUCLEAR REACTIONS 28Si, 32S, 35Cl(n, γ), E=reactor; measured
Eγ, Iγ. 29Si, 33S, 36Cl deduced binding energies. Flat-crystal
spectrometer. PREPRINT nucl-ex/0507011,7/06/2005
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A=36 (continued)
2005JEZY NUCLEAR REACTIONS 28Si, 32S, 35Cl(n, γ), E=thermal; measured
Eγ, Iγ. 29Si, 33S, 36Cl deduced level energies, neutron binding energies.
Double crystal spectrometers. CONF Santa Fe (Nucl Data for Sci and
Technol) Proc,Vol1,P617
2005SCZW NUCLEAR REACTIONS Pb(p, X)10Be / 26Al / 129I / 36Cl,
E=200-2600 MeV; measured excitation functions. Stacked foil
activation, chemical separation. Comparison with model predictions.




38Ar 2005FU03 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 34S(7Li, tα), E=26 MeV; measured particle
spectra, angular correlations. 38Ar deduced α-cluster states energies, J,
pi. JOUR PRVCA 71 067602
38K 2005SA44 RADIOACTIVITY 46V(EC); analyzed masses; deduced Q(EC), log ft.
10C, 14O, 22Mg, 26mAl, 34Cl, 34Ar, 38mK, 42Sc, 46V, 50Mn, 54Co, 74Rb;
compiled, analyzed log ft; deduced quark-mixing matrix element.
JOUR PRLTA 95 102501
A=39
39Ar 2005FUZX NUCLEAR REACTIONS 3He(40Ar, α), E=4.5 MeV / nucleon;
measured yield. Application to half-life determination discussed.
REPT CNS-REP-66,P8,Fulop
39Ca 2005SA37 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 40Ca(e, e’n), E=129 MeV; measured En,
missing energy spectra, angular correlations, σ(E, θ); 12C, 28Si(e, e’n),
E not given; analyzed data; deduced core excitation in giant resonance.
JOUR PRVCA 71 064313
A=40
40Ar 2005ST22 NUCLEAR REACTIONS C(40Ar, 40Ar’), E=80 MeV; C(46Ti, 46Ti’),
E=100 MeV; measured Eγ, Iγ(θ, H, t), (particle)γ-coin following
projectile Coulomb excitation. 40Ar level deduced g factor,
configuration. Transient field technique, comparison with shell model
calculations. JOUR PRVCA 72 014309
40Ca 2005CA29 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 12C(p, X), E=180 MeV; 12C(α, X), E=192.4
MeV; measured reaction σ. 3,4He(p, p), E ≈ 40 MeV; measured σ(θ).
40Ca(3He, 3He’), E=167 MeV; measured particle spectra. Modified
attenuation technique for reaction cross section measurement. JOUR
NIMAE 547 541





42Sc 2005SA44 RADIOACTIVITY 46V(EC); analyzed masses; deduced Q(EC), log ft.
10C, 14O, 22Mg, 26mAl, 34Cl, 34Ar, 38mK, 42Sc, 46V, 50Mn, 54Co, 74Rb;
compiled, analyzed log ft; deduced quark-mixing matrix element.




44Ca 2005LO06 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 44Ca(p, p), (p, p’), E=2.50-3.53 MeV;
measured Ep, σ(E, θ). 45Sc deduced resonance parameters, level
densities. JOUR PRVCA 71 064315
44Sc 2005LA19 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 30Si(18O, 3np), E=68 MeV; measured Eγ,
Iγ, γγ-, (recoil)γ-coin, γ-ray polarization. 44Sc deduced high-spin
levels, J, pi, T1/2, B(E2), configurations. Euroball IV array. JOUR
ZAANE 25 1
44Ti 2005BRZU NUCLEAR REACTIONS Ti(p, X)44Ti, E=21-29 MeV; Ni(p, X)56Ni,
E=18-28 MeV; Zr(p, X)88Zr, E=19-28 MeV; measured production σ.
Activation technique, comparison with previous results. CONF Santa
Fe (Nucl Data for Sci and Technol) Proc,Vol2,P1374
2005NA30 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 4He(40Ca, γ), E=72 MeV; measured yields.
Radiochemical separation, accelerator mass spectrometry.
Astrophysical implications discussed. JOUR NUPAB 758 411c
2005NAZW NUCLEAR REACTIONS 4He(40Ca, γ), E(cm)=0.6-1.2 MeV /
nucleon; measured yields. Radiochemical separation, accelerator mass
spectrometry. Astrophysical implications discussed. PREPRINT
nucl-ex/0509006,9/03/2005
A=45
45Ca 2005DAZX NUCLEAR REACTIONS 48Ti(n, n’), (n, 2n), (n, p), (n, α), E=1-250
MeV; measured Eγ, Iγ; deduced partial γ-ray transition σ. Other exit
channels discussed. Comparison with model predictions. CONF Santa
Fe (Nucl Data for Sci and Technol) Proc,Vol1,P1035
2005KEZZ NUCLEAR REACTIONS Ti(p, X)45Ca, E=30-200 MeV; 85Rb(p, 4n),
E=35-70 MeV; measured excitation functions. 89Y(n, p), E=fast;
measured spectrum-averaged σ. Activation technique, radiochemical
separation, x-ray spectrometry. CONF Santa Fe (Nucl Data for Sci and
Technol) Proc,Vol1,P758
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A=45 (continued)
45Sc 2005LO06 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 44Ca(p, p), (p, p’), E=2.50-3.53 MeV;
measured Ep, σ(E, θ). 45Sc deduced resonance parameters, level
densities. JOUR PRVCA 71 064315
A=46
46Ar 2005RI11 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 1H, C(46Ar, 46Ar’), E ≈ 68 MeV / nucleon;
measured Eγ, Iγ, (particle)γ-coin. 46Ar deduced levels, J, pi, B(E2),
deformation lengths. Optical model analysis. JOUR PRVCA 72 024311
46Ti 2005SA44 ATOMIC MASSES 46Ti, 46V; measured masses; deduced Q(EC).
Penning trap mass spectrometer. JOUR PRLTA 95 102501
2005SA44 RADIOACTIVITY 46V(EC); analyzed masses; deduced Q(EC), log ft.
10C, 14O, 22Mg, 26mAl, 34Cl, 34Ar, 38mK, 42Sc, 46V, 50Mn, 54Co, 74Rb;
compiled, analyzed log ft; deduced quark-mixing matrix element.
JOUR PRLTA 95 102501
46V 2005ON03 RADIOACTIVITY 46Cr(β+) [from 9Be(50Cr, X)]; measured Eγ, Iγ,
γγ-, βγ-coin, T1/2; deduced Gamow-Teller decay branching ratio,
B(GT). 46V deduced transitions. Comparison with model predictions.
JOUR PRVCA 72 024308
2005SA44 ATOMIC MASSES 46Ti, 46V; measured masses; deduced Q(EC).
Penning trap mass spectrometer. JOUR PRLTA 95 102501
2005SA44 RADIOACTIVITY 46V(EC); analyzed masses; deduced Q(EC), log ft.
10C, 14O, 22Mg, 26mAl, 34Cl, 34Ar, 38mK, 42Sc, 46V, 50Mn, 54Co, 74Rb;
compiled, analyzed log ft; deduced quark-mixing matrix element.
JOUR PRLTA 95 102501
46Cr 2005ON03 RADIOACTIVITY 46Cr(β+) [from 9Be(50Cr, X)]; measured Eγ, Iγ,
γγ-, βγ-coin, T1/2; deduced Gamow-Teller decay branching ratio,
B(GT). 46V deduced transitions. Comparison with model predictions.
JOUR PRVCA 72 024308
A=47
47Sc 2005DIZY NUCLEAR REACTIONS Fe(p, X)57Co / 56Co / 55Co / 54Mn / 52Mn
/ 48V / 51Cr / 48Cr / 47Sc, E ≈ 20-70 MeV; measured activation σ.
Comparison with previous results. CONF Santa Fe (Nucl Data for Sci
and Technol) Proc,Vol1,P1011
47Ti 2005DAZX NUCLEAR REACTIONS 48Ti(n, n’), (n, 2n), (n, p), (n, α), E=1-250
MeV; measured Eγ, Iγ; deduced partial γ-ray transition σ. Other exit
channels discussed. Comparison with model predictions. CONF Santa
Fe (Nucl Data for Sci and Technol) Proc,Vol1,P1035
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A=48
48Sc 2005DAZX NUCLEAR REACTIONS 48Ti(n, n’), (n, 2n), (n, p), (n, α), E=1-250
MeV; measured Eγ, Iγ; deduced partial γ-ray transition σ. Other exit
channels discussed. Comparison with model predictions. CONF Santa
Fe (Nucl Data for Sci and Technol) Proc,Vol1,P1035
48Ti 2005DAZX NUCLEAR REACTIONS 48Ti(n, n’), (n, 2n), (n, p), (n, α), E=1-250
MeV; measured Eγ, Iγ; deduced partial γ-ray transition σ. Other exit
channels discussed. Comparison with model predictions. CONF Santa
Fe (Nucl Data for Sci and Technol) Proc,Vol1,P1035
2005TRZZ RADIOACTIVITY 48V(EC), (β+) [from Ti(p, X)]; measured Eγ, Iγ;
deduced log ft. 48Ti deduced transition intensities. CONF Santa Fe
(Nucl Data for Sci and Technol) Proc,Vol1,P261
48V 2005DIZY NUCLEAR REACTIONS Fe(p, X)57Co / 56Co / 55Co / 54Mn / 52Mn
/ 48V / 51Cr / 48Cr / 47Sc, E ≈ 20-70 MeV; measured activation σ.
Comparison with previous results. CONF Santa Fe (Nucl Data for Sci
and Technol) Proc,Vol1,P1011
2005MIZZ NUCLEAR REACTIONS Cu(n, X)56Co, E=40-180 MeV; Fe(n,
X)54Mn / 52Mn / 51Cr / 48V, E ≈ 0-180 MeV; Pb(n, X)196Au / 200Pb
/ 103Ru, E ≈ 40-180 MeV; U(n, X)99Mo, E ≈ 0-180 MeV; measured
excitation functions. Comparison with proton-induced reactions.
CONF Santa Fe (Nucl Data for Sci and Technol) Proc,Vol1,P861
2005TRZZ RADIOACTIVITY 48V(EC), (β+) [from Ti(p, X)]; measured Eγ, Iγ;
deduced log ft. 48Ti deduced transition intensities. CONF Santa Fe
(Nucl Data for Sci and Technol) Proc,Vol1,P261
48Cr 2005DIZY NUCLEAR REACTIONS Fe(p, X)57Co / 56Co / 55Co / 54Mn / 52Mn
/ 48V / 51Cr / 48Cr / 47Sc, E ≈ 20-70 MeV; measured activation σ.
Comparison with previous results. CONF Santa Fe (Nucl Data for Sci
and Technol) Proc,Vol1,P1011
A=49
49Ti 2005NIZT NUCLEAR REACTIONS 9Be(46Ar, xn), E ≈ 2.5-4.5 MeV / nucleon;
measured Eγ, Iγ, γγ-coin; deduced excitation functions. 49,50Ti
deduced transitions. 51Ti deduced levels, J, pi. REPT
CNS-REP-66,P22,Niikura
2005NIZV NUCLEAR REACTIONS 9Be(46Ar, 3n), (46Ar, 4n), (46Ar, 5n), (46Ar,
6n), E=2-7 MeV / nucleon; measured excitation functions. Comparison
with statistical model predictions. REPT RIKEN 2004
Annual,P67,Niikura
A=50
50Ti 2005NIZT NUCLEAR REACTIONS 9Be(46Ar, xn), E ≈ 2.5-4.5 MeV / nucleon;
measured Eγ, Iγ, γγ-coin; deduced excitation functions. 49,50Ti
deduced transitions. 51Ti deduced levels, J, pi. REPT
CNS-REP-66,P22,Niikura
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A=50 (continued)
2005NIZV NUCLEAR REACTIONS 9Be(46Ar, 3n), (46Ar, 4n), (46Ar, 5n), (46Ar,
6n), E=2-7 MeV / nucleon; measured excitation functions. Comparison
with statistical model predictions. REPT RIKEN 2004
Annual,P67,Niikura
50Mn 2005SA44 RADIOACTIVITY 46V(EC); analyzed masses; deduced Q(EC), log ft.
10C, 14O, 22Mg, 26mAl, 34Cl, 34Ar, 38mK, 42Sc, 46V, 50Mn, 54Co, 74Rb;
compiled, analyzed log ft; deduced quark-mixing matrix element.
JOUR PRLTA 95 102501
A=51
51Ti 2005NIZT NUCLEAR REACTIONS 9Be(46Ar, xn), E ≈ 2.5-4.5 MeV / nucleon;
measured Eγ, Iγ, γγ-coin; deduced excitation functions. 49,50Ti
deduced transitions. 51Ti deduced levels, J, pi. REPT
CNS-REP-66,P22,Niikura
2005NIZV NUCLEAR REACTIONS 9Be(46Ar, 3n), (46Ar, 4n), (46Ar, 5n), (46Ar,
6n), E=2-7 MeV / nucleon; measured excitation functions. Comparison
with statistical model predictions. REPT RIKEN 2004
Annual,P67,Niikura
51Cr 2005BAZR NUCLEAR REACTIONS 107Ag(α, γ), E=7.8-11.9 MeV; 48Ti(α, n), E
≈ 6.5-11.5 MeV; measured σ. Stacked-foil activation technique,
comparison with model predictions. CONF Santa Fe (Nucl Data for
Sci and Technol) Proc,Vol2,P1370
2005DIZY NUCLEAR REACTIONS Fe(p, X)57Co / 56Co / 55Co / 54Mn / 52Mn
/ 48V / 51Cr / 48Cr / 47Sc, E ≈ 20-70 MeV; measured activation σ.
Comparison with previous results. CONF Santa Fe (Nucl Data for Sci
and Technol) Proc,Vol1,P1011
2005MIZZ NUCLEAR REACTIONS Cu(n, X)56Co, E=40-180 MeV; Fe(n,
X)54Mn / 52Mn / 51Cr / 48V, E ≈ 0-180 MeV; Pb(n, X)196Au / 200Pb
/ 103Ru, E ≈ 40-180 MeV; U(n, X)99Mo, E ≈ 0-180 MeV; measured
excitation functions. Comparison with proton-induced reactions.
CONF Santa Fe (Nucl Data for Sci and Technol) Proc,Vol1,P861
A=52
52Ti 2005NIZV NUCLEAR REACTIONS 9Be(46Ar, 3n), (46Ar, 4n), (46Ar, 5n), (46Ar,
6n), E=2-7 MeV / nucleon; measured excitation functions. Comparison
with statistical model predictions. REPT RIKEN 2004
Annual,P67,Niikura
52Mn 2005DIZY NUCLEAR REACTIONS Fe(p, X)57Co / 56Co / 55Co / 54Mn / 52Mn
/ 48V / 51Cr / 48Cr / 47Sc, E ≈ 20-70 MeV; measured activation σ.
Comparison with previous results. CONF Santa Fe (Nucl Data for Sci
and Technol) Proc,Vol1,P1011
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A=52 (continued)
2005MIZZ NUCLEAR REACTIONS Cu(n, X)56Co, E=40-180 MeV; Fe(n,
X)54Mn / 52Mn / 51Cr / 48V, E ≈ 0-180 MeV; Pb(n, X)196Au / 200Pb
/ 103Ru, E ≈ 40-180 MeV; U(n, X)99Mo, E ≈ 0-180 MeV; measured
excitation functions. Comparison with proton-induced reactions.
CONF Santa Fe (Nucl Data for Sci and Technol) Proc,Vol1,P861
52Fe 2005GA20 RADIOACTIVITY 52Fe(IT) [from Si(36Ar, X)]; measured Eγ, Iγ,
γγ-coin. 52Fe deduced levels, J, pi, T1/2, B(E4), yrast trap.
Comparison with shell model predictions. JOUR PYLBB 619 88
A=53
53Cr 2005BEZT NUCLEAR REACTIONS 35Cl(n, γ), E not given; measured Eγ, Iγ.
36Cl deduced transitions, level energies, binding energy. 52,54Cr, 56Fe,
206Pb(n, γ), E not given; analyzed Eγ. 53,55Cr, 57Fe, 207Pb deduced
binding energies. GAMS4 spectrometer. CONF Santa Fe (Nucl Data
for Sci and Technol) Proc,Vol1,P1074
53Fe 2005DU19 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 28Si(32S, n2pα), E=125 MeV; measured Eγ,
Iγ, γγ-, (charged particle)γ-, (neutron)γ-coin. 24Mg(32S, n2p), E=95
MeV; measured Doppler-shifted Eγ, Iγ, γγ-coin. 53Fe deduced
high-spin levels, J, pi, T1/2, configurations. Gammasphere, Microball,
GASP arrays, recoil-distance technique. Comparison with shell-model
predictions. JOUR PRVCA 72 014307
A=54
54Cr 2005BU29 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 197Au(54Cr, 54Cr’), (56Cr, 56Cr’), (58Cr,
58Cr’), E ≈ 100 MeV / nucleon; measured Eγ, Iγ, (particle)γ-coin
following projectile Coulomb excitation. 54,56,58Cr deduced transitions
B(E2). Comparison with shell model predictions. JOUR PYLBB 622
29
2005HUZZ NUCLEAR REACTIONS 197Au(54Cr, 54Cr’), (56Cr, 56Cr’), (58Cr,
58Cr’), E ≈ 136 MeV / nucleon; measured Eγ, Iγ, (particle)γ-coin
following projectile Coulomb excitation. 54,56,58Cr deduced levels,
B(E2). CONF Bormio (XLIII Winter Meeting) Proc,P232
54Mn 2005DIZY NUCLEAR REACTIONS Fe(p, X)57Co / 56Co / 55Co / 54Mn / 52Mn
/ 48V / 51Cr / 48Cr / 47Sc, E ≈ 20-70 MeV; measured activation σ.
Comparison with previous results. CONF Santa Fe (Nucl Data for Sci
and Technol) Proc,Vol1,P1011
2005MIZZ NUCLEAR REACTIONS Cu(n, X)56Co, E=40-180 MeV; Fe(n,
X)54Mn / 52Mn / 51Cr / 48V, E ≈ 0-180 MeV; Pb(n, X)196Au / 200Pb
/ 103Ru, E ≈ 40-180 MeV; U(n, X)99Mo, E ≈ 0-180 MeV; measured
excitation functions. Comparison with proton-induced reactions.
CONF Santa Fe (Nucl Data for Sci and Technol) Proc,Vol1,P861
54Co 2005SA44 RADIOACTIVITY 46V(EC); analyzed masses; deduced Q(EC), log ft.
10C, 14O, 22Mg, 26mAl, 34Cl, 34Ar, 38mK, 42Sc, 46V, 50Mn, 54Co, 74Rb;
compiled, analyzed log ft; deduced quark-mixing matrix element.
JOUR PRLTA 95 102501
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A=55
55Cr 2005BEZT NUCLEAR REACTIONS 35Cl(n, γ), E not given; measured Eγ, Iγ.
36Cl deduced transitions, level energies, binding energy. 52,54Cr, 56Fe,
206Pb(n, γ), E not given; analyzed Eγ. 53,55Cr, 57Fe, 207Pb deduced
binding energies. GAMS4 spectrometer. CONF Santa Fe (Nucl Data
for Sci and Technol) Proc,Vol1,P1074
55Co 2005DIZY NUCLEAR REACTIONS Fe(p, X)57Co / 56Co / 55Co / 54Mn / 52Mn
/ 48V / 51Cr / 48Cr / 47Sc, E ≈ 20-70 MeV; measured activation σ.
Comparison with previous results. CONF Santa Fe (Nucl Data for Sci
and Technol) Proc,Vol1,P1011
A=56
56Cr 2005BU29 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 197Au(54Cr, 54Cr’), (56Cr, 56Cr’), (58Cr,
58Cr’), E ≈ 100 MeV / nucleon; measured Eγ, Iγ, (particle)γ-coin
following projectile Coulomb excitation. 54,56,58Cr deduced transitions
B(E2). Comparison with shell model predictions. JOUR PYLBB 622
29
2005HUZZ NUCLEAR REACTIONS 197Au(54Cr, 54Cr’), (56Cr, 56Cr’), (58Cr,
58Cr’), E ≈ 136 MeV / nucleon; measured Eγ, Iγ, (particle)γ-coin
following projectile Coulomb excitation. 54,56,58Cr deduced levels,
B(E2). CONF Bormio (XLIII Winter Meeting) Proc,P232
56Fe 2005EGZZ NUCLEAR REACTIONS 3,4He, 12C, 56Fe(e, e’), E ≈ 4.4-4.7 GeV;
measured relative σ(Q2, x); deduced 2- and 3-nucleon short range
correlation probabilities. PREPRINT nucl-ex/0508026,8/24/2005
2005NEZY NUCLEAR REACTIONS Fe, 56Fe(n, n’γ), E ≈ 14 MeV; measured
absolute σ for production of 847-keV γ-ray. Cr(n, n’γ), E ≈ 14 MeV;
measured relative σ for production of 1434-keV γ-ray. Comparison
with previous results. CONF Santa Fe (Nucl Data for Sci and Technol)
Proc,Vol1,P838
56Co 2005DIZY NUCLEAR REACTIONS Fe(p, X)57Co / 56Co / 55Co / 54Mn / 52Mn
/ 48V / 51Cr / 48Cr / 47Sc, E ≈ 20-70 MeV; measured activation σ.
Comparison with previous results. CONF Santa Fe (Nucl Data for Sci
and Technol) Proc,Vol1,P1011
2005MIZZ NUCLEAR REACTIONS Cu(n, X)56Co, E=40-180 MeV; Fe(n,
X)54Mn / 52Mn / 51Cr / 48V, E ≈ 0-180 MeV; Pb(n, X)196Au / 200Pb
/ 103Ru, E ≈ 40-180 MeV; U(n, X)99Mo, E ≈ 0-180 MeV; measured
excitation functions. Comparison with proton-induced reactions.
CONF Santa Fe (Nucl Data for Sci and Technol) Proc,Vol1,P861
2005SEZW NUCLEAR REACTIONS 58Ni(n, t), 59Co(n, p), 63Cu(n, α), E=14-20
MeV; measured activation σ. Comparison with previous results.
CONF Santa Fe (Nucl Data for Sci and Technol) Proc,Vol1,P1019
2005SI21 NUCLEAR REACTIONS Ni(α, X)62Zn / 61Cu / 56Ni / 57Ni / 56Co /
58Co, E=21-50 MeV; measured excitation functions. Stacked-foil
activation, comparison with model predictions. JOUR IMPEE 14 611
2005ZHZZ NUCLEAR REACTIONS 56,57Fe, 90,94Zr(p, n), E=7-11 MeV;
measured En, σ(E). 56,57Co, 90,94Nb deduced level densities. Statistical
equilibrium and pre-equilibrium model analysis. CONF Santa Fe (Nucl
Data for Sci and Technol) Proc,Vol1,P931
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A=56 (continued)
56Ni 2005BRZU NUCLEAR REACTIONS Ti(p, X)44Ti, E=21-29 MeV; Ni(p, X)56Ni,
E=18-28 MeV; Zr(p, X)88Zr, E=19-28 MeV; measured production σ.
Activation technique, comparison with previous results. CONF Santa
Fe (Nucl Data for Sci and Technol) Proc,Vol2,P1374
2005SI21 NUCLEAR REACTIONS Ni(α, X)62Zn / 61Cu / 56Ni / 57Ni / 56Co /
58Co, E=21-50 MeV; measured excitation functions. Stacked-foil
activation, comparison with model predictions. JOUR IMPEE 14 611
A=57
57Cr 2005DE34 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 14C(48Ca, nα), E=130 MeV; measured Eγ,
Iγ, γγ-, (recoil)γ-coin. 57Cr deduced high-spin levels, J, pi,
configurations. Gammasphere array, mass separator. JOUR PYLBB
622 151
57Fe 2005BEZT NUCLEAR REACTIONS 35Cl(n, γ), E not given; measured Eγ, Iγ.
36Cl deduced transitions, level energies, binding energy. 52,54Cr, 56Fe,
206Pb(n, γ), E not given; analyzed Eγ. 53,55Cr, 57Fe, 207Pb deduced
binding energies. GAMS4 spectrometer. CONF Santa Fe (Nucl Data
for Sci and Technol) Proc,Vol1,P1074
57Co 2005DIZY NUCLEAR REACTIONS Fe(p, X)57Co / 56Co / 55Co / 54Mn / 52Mn
/ 48V / 51Cr / 48Cr / 47Sc, E ≈ 20-70 MeV; measured activation σ.
Comparison with previous results. CONF Santa Fe (Nucl Data for Sci
and Technol) Proc,Vol1,P1011
2005ZHZZ NUCLEAR REACTIONS 56,57Fe, 90,94Zr(p, n), E=7-11 MeV;
measured En, σ(E). 56,57Co, 90,94Nb deduced level densities. Statistical
equilibrium and pre-equilibrium model analysis. CONF Santa Fe (Nucl
Data for Sci and Technol) Proc,Vol1,P931
57Ni 2005SI21 NUCLEAR REACTIONS Ni(α, X)62Zn / 61Cu / 56Ni / 57Ni / 56Co /
58Co, E=21-50 MeV; measured excitation functions. Stacked-foil
activation, comparison with model predictions. JOUR IMPEE 14 611
A=58
58Cr 2005BU29 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 197Au(54Cr, 54Cr’), (56Cr, 56Cr’), (58Cr,
58Cr’), E ≈ 100 MeV / nucleon; measured Eγ, Iγ, (particle)γ-coin
following projectile Coulomb excitation. 54,56,58Cr deduced transitions
B(E2). Comparison with shell model predictions. JOUR PYLBB 622
29
2005HUZZ NUCLEAR REACTIONS 197Au(54Cr, 54Cr’), (56Cr, 56Cr’), (58Cr,
58Cr’), E ≈ 136 MeV / nucleon; measured Eγ, Iγ, (particle)γ-coin
following projectile Coulomb excitation. 54,56,58Cr deduced levels,
B(E2). CONF Bormio (XLIII Winter Meeting) Proc,P232
58Co 2005SI21 NUCLEAR REACTIONS Ni(α, X)62Zn / 61Cu / 56Ni / 57Ni / 56Co /
58Co, E=21-50 MeV; measured excitation functions. Stacked-foil
activation, comparison with model predictions. JOUR IMPEE 14 611
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A=58 (continued)
2005ZE04 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 58Ni(t, 3He), E=112 MeV / nucleon;
measured σ(E, θ); deduced Gamow-Teller strength distribution. JOUR
NUPAB 758 67c
A=59
59Fe 2005SEZW NUCLEAR REACTIONS 58Ni(n, t), 59Co(n, p), 63Cu(n, α), E=14-20
MeV; measured activation σ. Comparison with previous results.
CONF Santa Fe (Nucl Data for Sci and Technol) Proc,Vol1,P1019
2005TIZX NUCLEAR REACTIONS Pb, 208Pb(p, X)203Pb / 200Tl / 199Tl /
196Au / 192Ir / 190Ir / 173Lu / 101mRh / 86Rb / 59Fe / 24Na / 7Be,
E=40-2600 MeV; measured excitation functions. Comparison with
previous work and model predictions. Other reactions discussed.
CONF Santa Fe (Nucl Data for Sci and Technol) Proc,Vol1,P1070
2005TIZY NUCLEAR REACTIONS Pb, 208Pb, 209Bi(p, X)203Pb / 200Tl / 199Tl
/ 196Au / 192Ir / 190Ir / 173Lu / 101mRh / 86Rb / 59Fe / 24Na / 7Be,
E=40-2600 MeV; measured production σ. Comparison with model
predictions. PREPRINT nucl-ex/0507009,7/05/2005
A=60
60Co 2005SEZW NUCLEAR REACTIONS 58Ni(n, t), 59Co(n, p), 63Cu(n, α), E=14-20
MeV; measured activation σ. Comparison with previous results.
CONF Santa Fe (Nucl Data for Sci and Technol) Proc,Vol1,P1019
A=61
61Cu 2005NAZY NUCLEAR REACTIONS 27Al(d, X)27Mg / 24Na, E=22-40 MeV;
Cu(d, X)62Zn / 63Zn / 61Cu / 64Cu, E=22-40 MeV; W(d, X)181Re /
182Re / 183Re / 184Re / 186Re / 187W, E=22-40 MeV; measured
activation σ. Comparison with previous results and model predictions.
CONF Santa Fe (Nucl Data for Sci and Technol) Proc,Vol2,P1489
2005SI21 NUCLEAR REACTIONS Ni(α, X)62Zn / 61Cu / 56Ni / 57Ni / 56Co /
58Co, E=21-50 MeV; measured excitation functions. Stacked-foil
activation, comparison with model predictions. JOUR IMPEE 14 611
A=62
62Co 2005PE12 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 197Au(65Cu, X)62Co / 63Co, E ≈ 400-460
MeV; measured yields. Ion-guide isotope separator. JOUR NIMAE 546
418
62Cu 2005MAZP NUCLEAR REACTIONS 64Zn(n, p), 64Zn, 63,65Cu(n, 2n), E ≈ 10-15
MeV; measured σ. Comparison with previous results. CONF Santa Fe
(Nucl Data for Sci and Technol) Proc,Vol1,P609
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A=62 (continued)
62Zn 2005NAZY NUCLEAR REACTIONS 27Al(d, X)27Mg / 24Na, E=22-40 MeV;
Cu(d, X)62Zn / 63Zn / 61Cu / 64Cu, E=22-40 MeV; W(d, X)181Re /
182Re / 183Re / 184Re / 186Re / 187W, E=22-40 MeV; measured
activation σ. Comparison with previous results and model predictions.
CONF Santa Fe (Nucl Data for Sci and Technol) Proc,Vol2,P1489
2005SI21 NUCLEAR REACTIONS Ni(α, X)62Zn / 61Cu / 56Ni / 57Ni / 56Co /
58Co, E=21-50 MeV; measured excitation functions. Stacked-foil
activation, comparison with model predictions. JOUR IMPEE 14 611
A=63
63Co 2005PE12 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 197Au(65Cu, X)62Co / 63Co, E ≈ 400-460
MeV; measured yields. Ion-guide isotope separator. JOUR NIMAE 546
418
2005PE12 RADIOACTIVITY 63Co(β−) [from 197Au(65Cu, X)]; measured
β-delayed Eγ, Iγ. Ion-guide isotope separator. JOUR NIMAE 546 418
63Ni 2005NA31 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 62Ni(n, γ), E=5, 5-90 MeV; measured Eγ,
Iγ, capture σ; deduced Maxwellian averaged σ. JOUR NUPAB 758
537c
2005PE12 RADIOACTIVITY 63Co(β−) [from 197Au(65Cu, X)]; measured
β-delayed Eγ, Iγ. Ion-guide isotope separator. JOUR NIMAE 546 418
63Zn 2005NAZY NUCLEAR REACTIONS 27Al(d, X)27Mg / 24Na, E=22-40 MeV;
Cu(d, X)62Zn / 63Zn / 61Cu / 64Cu, E=22-40 MeV; W(d, X)181Re /
182Re / 183Re / 184Re / 186Re / 187W, E=22-40 MeV; measured
activation σ. Comparison with previous results and model predictions.
CONF Santa Fe (Nucl Data for Sci and Technol) Proc,Vol2,P1489
A=64
64Cu 2005HIZX NUCLEAR REACTIONS 66Zn(d, α), E=5-14 MeV; Ce(3He, xn)140Nd,
E=16-35 MeV; 141Ce(p, 2n), E=10-45 MeV; 192Os(p, n), E=6-19 MeV;
measured excitation functions; deduced thick-target yields. Stacked-foil
activation technique. CONF Santa Fe (Nucl Data for Sci and Technol)
Proc,Vol2,P1631
2005MAZP NUCLEAR REACTIONS 64Zn(n, p), 64Zn, 63,65Cu(n, 2n), E ≈ 10-15
MeV; measured σ. Comparison with previous results. CONF Santa Fe
(Nucl Data for Sci and Technol) Proc,Vol1,P609
2005NAZY NUCLEAR REACTIONS 27Al(d, X)27Mg / 24Na, E=22-40 MeV;
Cu(d, X)62Zn / 63Zn / 61Cu / 64Cu, E=22-40 MeV; W(d, X)181Re /
182Re / 183Re / 184Re / 186Re / 187W, E=22-40 MeV; measured
activation σ. Comparison with previous results and model predictions.
CONF Santa Fe (Nucl Data for Sci and Technol) Proc,Vol2,P1489
A=65
No references found





67Ga 2005BAZS NUCLEAR REACTIONS 63Cu(α, γ), E=5.9-8.7 MeV; measured σ.
Activation technique, comparison with model predictions. CONF






70Ni 2004PEZW NUCLEAR REACTIONS 208Pb(70Ni, 70Ni’), (74Zn, 74Zn’), (76Ge,
76Ge’), E ≈ 40 MeV / nucleon; measured Eγ, Iγ, (particle)γ-coin
following projectile Coulomb excitation. 70Ni, 74Zn deduced transitions
B(E2). REPT IPNO-T-05-02,Perru
A=71
71Ge 2005SE14 RADIOACTIVITY 71As(β+); measured Eγ, Eβ, β-decay angular
distributions from oriented nuclei; deduced β-asymmetry parameter.
71As deduced ground-state admixture. Low-temperature nuclear
orientation technique. JOUR PRVCA 71 064310
71As 2005SE14 NUCLEAR MOMENTS 71As; measured Eγ, Eβ, β-decay angular
distributions from oriented nuclei; deduced β-asymmetry parameter.
71As deduced ground-state admixture. Low-temperature nuclear
orientation technique. JOUR PRVCA 71 064310
2005SE14 RADIOACTIVITY 71As(β+); measured Eγ, Eβ, β-decay angular
distributions from oriented nuclei; deduced β-asymmetry parameter.
71As deduced ground-state admixture. Low-temperature nuclear
orientation technique. JOUR PRVCA 71 064310
71Br 2005FI10 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 40Ca(40Ca, p2α), E=160 MeV; measured
Eγ, Iγ, γγ-, (charged particle)γ-coin. 71Br deduced levels, J, pi, δ,
rotational bands, shape coexistence features. 71Kr; analyzed data;
deduced ground-state J, pi. Gammasphere, Microball arrays. JOUR
PRVCA 72 024321
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A=71 (continued)
71Kr 2005FI10 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 40Ca(40Ca, p2α), E=160 MeV; measured
Eγ, Iγ, γγ-, (charged particle)γ-coin. 71Br deduced levels, J, pi, δ,
rotational bands, shape coexistence features. 71Kr; analyzed data;
deduced ground-state J, pi. Gammasphere, Microball arrays. JOUR
PRVCA 72 024321
A=72
72Co 2005MA59 RADIOACTIVITY 72,74Co(β−) [from Be(86Kr, X)]; measured Eγ, Iγ,
βγ-coin. 76Ni(IT) [from Be(86Kr, X)]; measured Eγ, Iγ. 72,74,76Ni
deduced levels, J, pi. Level systematics in neighboring isotopes
discussed. JOUR PYLBB 622 45
72Ni 2005MA59 RADIOACTIVITY 72,74Co(β−) [from Be(86Kr, X)]; measured Eγ, Iγ,
βγ-coin. 76Ni(IT) [from Be(86Kr, X)]; measured Eγ, Iγ. 72,74,76Ni
deduced levels, J, pi. Level systematics in neighboring isotopes
discussed. JOUR PYLBB 622 45
72Kr 2005GA22 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 197Au(72Kr, 72Kr’), E=69.3 MeV / nucleon;
197Au(78Kr, 78Kr’), E=57.4 MeV / nucleon; measured Eγ, Iγ,
(particle)γ-coin following projectile Coulomb excitation. 72,78Kr
deduced excitation B(E2), quadrupole moments, deformation.





74Co 2005MA59 RADIOACTIVITY 72,74Co(β−) [from Be(86Kr, X)]; measured Eγ, Iγ,
βγ-coin. 76Ni(IT) [from Be(86Kr, X)]; measured Eγ, Iγ. 72,74,76Ni
deduced levels, J, pi. Level systematics in neighboring isotopes
discussed. JOUR PYLBB 622 45
74Ni 2005MA59 RADIOACTIVITY 72,74Co(β−) [from Be(86Kr, X)]; measured Eγ, Iγ,
βγ-coin. 76Ni(IT) [from Be(86Kr, X)]; measured Eγ, Iγ. 72,74,76Ni
deduced levels, J, pi. Level systematics in neighboring isotopes
discussed. JOUR PYLBB 622 45
74Zn 2004PEZW NUCLEAR REACTIONS 208Pb(70Ni, 70Ni’), (74Zn, 74Zn’), (76Ge,
76Ge’), E ≈ 40 MeV / nucleon; measured Eγ, Iγ, (particle)γ-coin
following projectile Coulomb excitation. 70Ni, 74Zn deduced transitions
B(E2). REPT IPNO-T-05-02,Perru
74Rb 2005SA44 RADIOACTIVITY 46V(EC); analyzed masses; deduced Q(EC), log ft.
10C, 14O, 22Mg, 26mAl, 34Cl, 34Ar, 38mK, 42Sc, 46V, 50Mn, 54Co, 74Rb;
compiled, analyzed log ft; deduced quark-mixing matrix element.
JOUR PRLTA 95 102501





76Ni 2005MA59 RADIOACTIVITY 72,74Co(β−) [from Be(86Kr, X)]; measured Eγ, Iγ,
βγ-coin. 76Ni(IT) [from Be(86Kr, X)]; measured Eγ, Iγ. 72,74,76Ni
deduced levels, J, pi. Level systematics in neighboring isotopes
discussed. JOUR PYLBB 622 45
76Ge 2005BA60 RADIOACTIVITY 76Ge(2β−); measured 2νββ-decay T1/2,
0νββ-decay T1/2 lower limit. JOUR FECLA 125 21
76Se 2005BA60 RADIOACTIVITY 76Ge(2β−); measured 2νββ-decay T1/2,




78Kr 2005GA22 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 197Au(72Kr, 72Kr’), E=69.3 MeV / nucleon;
197Au(78Kr, 78Kr’), E=57.4 MeV / nucleon; measured Eγ, Iγ,
(particle)γ-coin following projectile Coulomb excitation. 72,78Kr
deduced excitation B(E2), quadrupole moments, deformation.







81Kr 2005MUZY NUCLEAR REACTIONS 84Kr(n, X), E=0-400 keV; measured total σ.
82,84,86Kr(n, γ), E=0-400 keV; 80,83Kr(n, γ), E=0-5 keV; measured
capture σ. 80,82,83,84,86Kr(n, γ), E=5-100 keV; deduced
Maxwellian-averaged σ. Astrophysical implications discussed. CONF
Santa Fe (Nucl Data for Sci and Technol) Proc,Vol2,P1327
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A=82
82Ga 2004PEZW RADIOACTIVITY 82,83Ga(β−) [from 238U(n, F)]; measured Eγ, Iγ,
γγ-, βγ-coin, T1/2. 82,83Ge deduced levels, configurations. REPT
IPNO-T-05-02,Perru
82Ge 2004PEZW RADIOACTIVITY 82,83Ga(β−) [from 238U(n, F)]; measured Eγ, Iγ,
γγ-, βγ-coin, T1/2. 82,83Ge deduced levels, configurations. REPT
IPNO-T-05-02,Perru
82Se 2005SHZW RADIOACTIVITY 100Mo, 82Se(2β−); measured 0νββ-decay T1/2
limits. NEMO-3 detector, underground laboratory in Modane. CONF
St Petersburg,P42,Shitov
82Kr 2005SHZW RADIOACTIVITY 100Mo, 82Se(2β−); measured 0νββ-decay T1/2
limits. NEMO-3 detector, underground laboratory in Modane. CONF
St Petersburg,P42,Shitov
82Sr 2005KEZZ NUCLEAR REACTIONS Ti(p, X)45Ca, E=30-200 MeV; 85Rb(p, 4n),
E=35-70 MeV; measured excitation functions. 89Y(n, p), E=fast;
measured spectrum-averaged σ. Activation technique, radiochemical
separation, x-ray spectrometry. CONF Santa Fe (Nucl Data for Sci and
Technol) Proc,Vol1,P758
2005UD02 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 89Y(p, X)89Zr / 88Zr / 86Zr / 88Y / 87Y /
87mY / 86Y / 85Sr / 83Sr / 82Sr / 84Rb / 83Rb, E=15-80 MeV;
measured excitation functions; deduced integral yields. Stacked-foil
activation technique. JOUR ARISE 63 367
A=83
83Ga 2004PEZW RADIOACTIVITY 82,83Ga(β−) [from 238U(n, F)]; measured Eγ, Iγ,
γγ-, βγ-coin, T1/2. 82,83Ge deduced levels, configurations. REPT
IPNO-T-05-02,Perru
83Ge 2004PEZW RADIOACTIVITY 82,83Ga(β−) [from 238U(n, F)]; measured Eγ, Iγ,
γγ-, βγ-coin, T1/2. 82,83Ge deduced levels, configurations. REPT
IPNO-T-05-02,Perru
83Kr 2005MUZY NUCLEAR REACTIONS 84Kr(n, X), E=0-400 keV; measured total σ.
82,84,86Kr(n, γ), E=0-400 keV; 80,83Kr(n, γ), E=0-5 keV; measured
capture σ. 80,82,83,84,86Kr(n, γ), E=5-100 keV; deduced
Maxwellian-averaged σ. Astrophysical implications discussed. CONF
Santa Fe (Nucl Data for Sci and Technol) Proc,Vol2,P1327
83Rb 2005UD02 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 89Y(p, X)89Zr / 88Zr / 86Zr / 88Y / 87Y /
87mY / 86Y / 85Sr / 83Sr / 82Sr / 84Rb / 83Rb, E=15-80 MeV;
measured excitation functions; deduced integral yields. Stacked-foil
activation technique. JOUR ARISE 63 367
83Sr 2005UD02 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 89Y(p, X)89Zr / 88Zr / 86Zr / 88Y / 87Y /
87mY / 86Y / 85Sr / 83Sr / 82Sr / 84Rb / 83Rb, E=15-80 MeV;
measured excitation functions; deduced integral yields. Stacked-foil
activation technique. JOUR ARISE 63 367
83Y 2005YU04 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 58Ni(28Si, 3p), E=98 MeV; measured Eγ,
Iγ(θ, H, t), γγ-coin. 83Y deduced g-factors for rotational band levels.
Transient field technique, comparison with cranking model predictions.
JOUR CPLEE 22 1628
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A=84
84Br 2005BEZW NUCLEAR REACTIONS 238U(γ, F)84Br / 130Sb / 132Sb / 131Te /
133Te / 134I / 135Xe, E=16 MeV bremsstrahlung; 237Np(γ, F)134I /
135Xe, E=16 MeV bremsstrahlung; measured Eγ, Iγ; deduced isomer
yield ratios, fission fragments mean angular momenta. CONF Santa Fe
(Nucl Data for Sci and Technol) Proc,Vol1,P641
84Kr 2005MUZY NUCLEAR REACTIONS 84Kr(n, X), E=0-400 keV; measured total σ.
82,84,86Kr(n, γ), E=0-400 keV; 80,83Kr(n, γ), E=0-5 keV; measured
capture σ. 80,82,83,84,86Kr(n, γ), E=5-100 keV; deduced
Maxwellian-averaged σ. Astrophysical implications discussed. CONF
Santa Fe (Nucl Data for Sci and Technol) Proc,Vol2,P1327
2005SH38 ATOMIC MASSES 32,33S, 84,86Kr, 129,132Xe; measured masses.
Penning trap. JOUR PLRAA 72 022510
84Rb 2005UD02 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 89Y(p, X)89Zr / 88Zr / 86Zr / 88Y / 87Y /
87mY / 86Y / 85Sr / 83Sr / 82Sr / 84Rb / 83Rb, E=15-80 MeV;
measured excitation functions; deduced integral yields. Stacked-foil
activation technique. JOUR ARISE 63 367
A=85
85Se 2005TH09 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 2H(84Se, p), (124Sn, p), E=4.5 MeV /
nucleon; measured recoil proton spectra, σ(E, θ). 85Se, 125Sn deduced
levels, J, pi. JOUR NUPAB 758 663c
85Br 2005FO05 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 173Yb(24Mg, X), E=134.5 MeV; 176Yb(23Na,
X), E=129 MeV; 208Pb(18O, X), E=91 MeV; measured Eγ, Iγ, γγ-coin
following compound nucleus fission. 85Br, 87Rb deduced high-spin
levels, J, pi, configurations. Comparison with shell model predictions.
JOUR PRVCA 71 064312
85Kr 2005MUZY NUCLEAR REACTIONS 84Kr(n, X), E=0-400 keV; measured total σ.
82,84,86Kr(n, γ), E=0-400 keV; 80,83Kr(n, γ), E=0-5 keV; measured
capture σ. 80,82,83,84,86Kr(n, γ), E=5-100 keV; deduced
Maxwellian-averaged σ. Astrophysical implications discussed. CONF
Santa Fe (Nucl Data for Sci and Technol) Proc,Vol2,P1327
85Sr 2005DI15 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 74Se, 84Sr(n, γ), E=spectrum; measured σ,
isomer ratio. Activation technique. JOUR NUPAB 758 513c
2005UD02 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 89Y(p, X)89Zr / 88Zr / 86Zr / 88Y / 87Y /
87mY / 86Y / 85Sr / 83Sr / 82Sr / 84Rb / 83Rb, E=15-80 MeV;
measured excitation functions; deduced integral yields. Stacked-foil
activation technique. JOUR ARISE 63 367
A=86
86Kr 2005SH38 ATOMIC MASSES 32,33S, 84,86Kr, 129,132Xe; measured masses.
Penning trap. JOUR PLRAA 72 022510
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A=86 (continued)
86Rb 2005TIZX NUCLEAR REACTIONS Pb, 208Pb(p, X)203Pb / 200Tl / 199Tl /
196Au / 192Ir / 190Ir / 173Lu / 101mRh / 86Rb / 59Fe / 24Na / 7Be,
E=40-2600 MeV; measured excitation functions. Comparison with
previous work and model predictions. Other reactions discussed.
CONF Santa Fe (Nucl Data for Sci and Technol) Proc,Vol1,P1070
2005TIZY NUCLEAR REACTIONS Pb, 208Pb, 209Bi(p, X)203Pb / 200Tl / 199Tl
/ 196Au / 192Ir / 190Ir / 173Lu / 101mRh / 86Rb / 59Fe / 24Na / 7Be,
E=40-2600 MeV; measured production σ. Comparison with model
predictions. PREPRINT nucl-ex/0507009,7/05/2005
86Y 2005UD02 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 89Y(p, X)89Zr / 88Zr / 86Zr / 88Y / 87Y /
87mY / 86Y / 85Sr / 83Sr / 82Sr / 84Rb / 83Rb, E=15-80 MeV;
measured excitation functions; deduced integral yields. Stacked-foil
activation technique. JOUR ARISE 63 367
86Zr 2005UD02 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 89Y(p, X)89Zr / 88Zr / 86Zr / 88Y / 87Y /
87mY / 86Y / 85Sr / 83Sr / 82Sr / 84Rb / 83Rb, E=15-80 MeV;
measured excitation functions; deduced integral yields. Stacked-foil
activation technique. JOUR ARISE 63 367
A=87
87Kr 2005MUZY NUCLEAR REACTIONS 84Kr(n, X), E=0-400 keV; measured total σ.
82,84,86Kr(n, γ), E=0-400 keV; 80,83Kr(n, γ), E=0-5 keV; measured
capture σ. 80,82,83,84,86Kr(n, γ), E=5-100 keV; deduced
Maxwellian-averaged σ. Astrophysical implications discussed. CONF
Santa Fe (Nucl Data for Sci and Technol) Proc,Vol2,P1327
87Rb 2005FO05 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 173Yb(24Mg, X), E=134.5 MeV; 176Yb(23Na,
X), E=129 MeV; 208Pb(18O, X), E=91 MeV; measured Eγ, Iγ, γγ-coin
following compound nucleus fission. 85Br, 87Rb deduced high-spin
levels, J, pi, configurations. Comparison with shell model predictions.
JOUR PRVCA 71 064312
87Sr 2005SEZX NUCLEAR REACTIONS 90,94Zr(n, α), 90,91,92,94Zr(n, p), 91,92Zr(n,
np+d), E=14-20 MeV; measured activation σ. Comparison with model
predictions. CONF Santa Fe (Nucl Data for Sci and Technol)
Proc,Vol1,P981
87Y 2005UD02 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 89Y(p, X)89Zr / 88Zr / 86Zr / 88Y / 87Y /
87mY / 86Y / 85Sr / 83Sr / 82Sr / 84Rb / 83Rb, E=15-80 MeV;
measured excitation functions; deduced integral yields. Stacked-foil
activation technique. JOUR ARISE 63 367
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88Kr 2005ADZZ NUCLEAR REACTIONS 129I(n, 7n), (n, 6n), (n, 4n), (n, γ), E=fast;
237Np(n, γ), E=fast; measured yields. 237Np(n, F)91Sr / 97Zr / 132Te /
133I / 135I, E=fast; 238Pu(n, F)97Zr / 129Sb / 132I / 133I / 135Xe /
105Ru, E=fast; 239Pu(n, F)88Kr / 91Sr / 92Sr / 92Y / 97Zr / 99Mo /
103Ru / 105Ru / 128Sb / 129Sb / 132Te / 131I / 132I / 133I / 135I / 135Xe
/ 143Ce / 140Ba / 140La, E=fast; measured fission fragment yields.
Secondary neutrons from proton irradiation. JINR nuclotron. CONF
St Petersburg,P195,Adam
88Y 2005TAZT NUCLEAR REACTIONS Mo, Nb, Zr, Y(p, X)88Zr / 88Y, E ≈ 20-80
MeV; Mo, Zr, Y(d, X)88Zr / 88Y, E ≈ 5-50 MeV; measured excitation
functions; deduced thick-target yields. Comparison with previous
results. Stacked-foil activation technique. CONF Santa Fe (Nucl Data
for Sci and Technol) Proc,Vol2,P1658
2005UD02 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 89Y(p, X)89Zr / 88Zr / 86Zr / 88Y / 87Y /
87mY / 86Y / 85Sr / 83Sr / 82Sr / 84Rb / 83Rb, E=15-80 MeV;
measured excitation functions; deduced integral yields. Stacked-foil
activation technique. JOUR ARISE 63 367
88Zr 2005BRZU NUCLEAR REACTIONS Ti(p, X)44Ti, E=21-29 MeV; Ni(p, X)56Ni,
E=18-28 MeV; Zr(p, X)88Zr, E=19-28 MeV; measured production σ.
Activation technique, comparison with previous results. CONF Santa
Fe (Nucl Data for Sci and Technol) Proc,Vol2,P1374
2005TAZT NUCLEAR REACTIONS Mo, Nb, Zr, Y(p, X)88Zr / 88Y, E ≈ 20-80
MeV; Mo, Zr, Y(d, X)88Zr / 88Y, E ≈ 5-50 MeV; measured excitation
functions; deduced thick-target yields. Comparison with previous
results. Stacked-foil activation technique. CONF Santa Fe (Nucl Data
for Sci and Technol) Proc,Vol2,P1658
2005UD02 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 89Y(p, X)89Zr / 88Zr / 86Zr / 88Y / 87Y /
87mY / 86Y / 85Sr / 83Sr / 82Sr / 84Rb / 83Rb, E=15-80 MeV;
measured excitation functions; deduced integral yields. Stacked-foil
activation technique. JOUR ARISE 63 367
A=89
89Kr 2005GA25 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 248Cm(γ, F)89Kr / 91Kr / 92Kr / 93Kr /
135Xe / 137Xe / 138Xe / 139Xe / 140Xe / 141Xe / 142Xe, E=25 MeV
bremsstrahlung; measured Eγ, Iγ; deduced yields. JOUR FECLA 125
44
89Sr 2005KEZZ NUCLEAR REACTIONS Ti(p, X)45Ca, E=30-200 MeV; 85Rb(p, 4n),
E=35-70 MeV; measured excitation functions. 89Y(n, p), E=fast;
measured spectrum-averaged σ. Activation technique, radiochemical
separation, x-ray spectrometry. CONF Santa Fe (Nucl Data for Sci and
Technol) Proc,Vol1,P758
89Y 2005KIZV NUCLEAR REACTIONS 89Y(α, α), E=16.165 MeV; measured σ(θ).
REPT ATOMKI 2004 Annual,P14,Kiss
2005WAZS NUCLEAR REACTIONS 82Se(17N, X), E=104 MeV; measured
prompt and delayed Eγ, Iγ, γγ-coin. 89,90Y, 93Nb deduced transitions,
possible high-spin isomers. REPT CNS-REP-66,P15,Wakabayashi
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89Zr 2005UD02 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 89Y(p, X)89Zr / 88Zr / 86Zr / 88Y / 87Y /
87mY / 86Y / 85Sr / 83Sr / 82Sr / 84Rb / 83Rb, E=15-80 MeV;
measured excitation functions; deduced integral yields. Stacked-foil
activation technique. JOUR ARISE 63 367
A=90
90Y 2005SEZX NUCLEAR REACTIONS 90,94Zr(n, α), 90,91,92,94Zr(n, p), 91,92Zr(n,
np+d), E=14-20 MeV; measured activation σ. Comparison with model
predictions. CONF Santa Fe (Nucl Data for Sci and Technol)
Proc,Vol1,P981
2005WAZS NUCLEAR REACTIONS 82Se(17N, X), E=104 MeV; measured
prompt and delayed Eγ, Iγ, γγ-coin. 89,90Y, 93Nb deduced transitions,
possible high-spin isomers. REPT CNS-REP-66,P15,Wakabayashi
90Zr 2005CH53 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 92Zr(α, α’), (α, 3HeX), (α, tX), (α, dX), (α,
pX), E=51 MeV; measured particle spectra. 92Zr(α, α’), (α, xnα),
E=51 MeV; measured Eγ, Iγ, αγ-coin. 90,91,92Zr deduced transitions.
Surrogate reaction technique. JOUR NUPAB 758 126c
90Nb 2005ALZZ NUCLEAR REACTIONS 93Nb(γ, n), (γ, 3n), , E=50 MeV
bremsstrahlung; measured Eγ, Iγ; deduced yield ratio. HPGe
detectors, microtron. CONF St Petersburg,P56,Aliev
2005MU21 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 115In(n, n’), 27Al(n, α), 93Nb(n, 2n), (n, 4n),
209Bi(n, 4n), (n, 5n), (n, 6n), (n, 7n), E ≈ 10-1000 MeV; measured
reaction rates. Comparison with model predictions. JOUR NIMAE 547
555
2005ZHZZ NUCLEAR REACTIONS 56,57Fe, 90,94Zr(p, n), E=7-11 MeV;
measured En, σ(E). 56,57Co, 90,94Nb deduced level densities. Statistical
equilibrium and pre-equilibrium model analysis. CONF Santa Fe (Nucl
Data for Sci and Technol) Proc,Vol1,P931
A=91
91Kr 2005GA25 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 248Cm(γ, F)89Kr / 91Kr / 92Kr / 93Kr /
135Xe / 137Xe / 138Xe / 139Xe / 140Xe / 141Xe / 142Xe, E=25 MeV
bremsstrahlung; measured Eγ, Iγ; deduced yields. JOUR FECLA 125
44
91Sr 2005ADZZ NUCLEAR REACTIONS 129I(n, 7n), (n, 6n), (n, 4n), (n, γ), E=fast;
237Np(n, γ), E=fast; measured yields. 237Np(n, F)91Sr / 97Zr / 132Te /
133I / 135I, E=fast; 238Pu(n, F)97Zr / 129Sb / 132I / 133I / 135Xe /
105Ru, E=fast; 239Pu(n, F)88Kr / 91Sr / 92Sr / 92Y / 97Zr / 99Mo /
103Ru / 105Ru / 128Sb / 129Sb / 132Te / 131I / 132I / 133I / 135I / 135Xe
/ 143Ce / 140Ba / 140La, E=fast; measured fission fragment yields.
Secondary neutrons from proton irradiation. JINR nuclotron. CONF
St Petersburg,P195,Adam
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2005SEZX NUCLEAR REACTIONS 90,94Zr(n, α), 90,91,92,94Zr(n, p), 91,92Zr(n,
np+d), E=14-20 MeV; measured activation σ. Comparison with model
predictions. CONF Santa Fe (Nucl Data for Sci and Technol)
Proc,Vol1,P981
91Y 2005SEZX NUCLEAR REACTIONS 90,94Zr(n, α), 90,91,92,94Zr(n, p), 91,92Zr(n,
np+d), E=14-20 MeV; measured activation σ. Comparison with model
predictions. CONF Santa Fe (Nucl Data for Sci and Technol)
Proc,Vol1,P981
91Zr 2005CH53 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 92Zr(α, α’), (α, 3HeX), (α, tX), (α, dX), (α,
pX), E=51 MeV; measured particle spectra. 92Zr(α, α’), (α, xnα),
E=51 MeV; measured Eγ, Iγ, αγ-coin. 90,91,92Zr deduced transitions.
Surrogate reaction technique. JOUR NUPAB 758 126c
2005FUZV NUCLEAR REACTIONS 82Se(16O, 3nα), E not given; measured
prompt and delayed Eγ, Iγ, γγ-coin. 91Zr deduced high-spin levels.
REPT CNS-REP-66,P17,Fukuchi
2005MOZW NUCLEAR REACTIONS 90,91,92,94,96Zr(n, γ), E<100 keV; measured
Eγ, Iγ, capture yields. CONF Santa Fe (Nucl Data for Sci and
Technol) Proc,Vol1,P880
2005TA23 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 90,91,92,94,96Zr(n, γ), E<1 MeV; measured
Eγ, Iγ, capture yields. JOUR NUPAB 758 573c
91Rh 2005MA55 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 54Fe(40Ca, 2np), E=130 MeV; measured Eγ,
Iγ, γγ-, (charged particle)γ-, (neutron)γ-coin. 91Rh deduced high-spin
levels, J, pi, configurations, possible isomeric state. GASP, ISIS arrays,
comparison with shell model predictions. JOUR PRVCA 72 014302
A=92
92Kr 2005GA25 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 248Cm(γ, F)89Kr / 91Kr / 92Kr / 93Kr /
135Xe / 137Xe / 138Xe / 139Xe / 140Xe / 141Xe / 142Xe, E=25 MeV
bremsstrahlung; measured Eγ, Iγ; deduced yields. JOUR FECLA 125
44
92Sr 2005ADZZ NUCLEAR REACTIONS 129I(n, 7n), (n, 6n), (n, 4n), (n, γ), E=fast;
237Np(n, γ), E=fast; measured yields. 237Np(n, F)91Sr / 97Zr / 132Te /
133I / 135I, E=fast; 238Pu(n, F)97Zr / 129Sb / 132I / 133I / 135Xe /
105Ru, E=fast; 239Pu(n, F)88Kr / 91Sr / 92Sr / 92Y / 97Zr / 99Mo /
103Ru / 105Ru / 128Sb / 129Sb / 132Te / 131I / 132I / 133I / 135I / 135Xe
/ 143Ce / 140Ba / 140La, E=fast; measured fission fragment yields.
Secondary neutrons from proton irradiation. JINR nuclotron. CONF
St Petersburg,P195,Adam
92Y 2005ADZZ NUCLEAR REACTIONS 129I(n, 7n), (n, 6n), (n, 4n), (n, γ), E=fast;
237Np(n, γ), E=fast; measured yields. 237Np(n, F)91Sr / 97Zr / 132Te /
133I / 135I, E=fast; 238Pu(n, F)97Zr / 129Sb / 132I / 133I / 135Xe /
105Ru, E=fast; 239Pu(n, F)88Kr / 91Sr / 92Sr / 92Y / 97Zr / 99Mo /
103Ru / 105Ru / 128Sb / 129Sb / 132Te / 131I / 132I / 133I / 135I / 135Xe
/ 143Ce / 140Ba / 140La, E=fast; measured fission fragment yields.
Secondary neutrons from proton irradiation. JINR nuclotron. CONF
St Petersburg,P195,Adam
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A=92 (continued)
2005SEZX NUCLEAR REACTIONS 90,94Zr(n, α), 90,91,92,94Zr(n, p), 91,92Zr(n,
np+d), E=14-20 MeV; measured activation σ. Comparison with model
predictions. CONF Santa Fe (Nucl Data for Sci and Technol)
Proc,Vol1,P981
92Zr 2005CH53 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 92Zr(α, α’), (α, 3HeX), (α, tX), (α, dX), (α,
pX), E=51 MeV; measured particle spectra. 92Zr(α, α’), (α, xnα),
E=51 MeV; measured Eγ, Iγ, αγ-coin. 90,91,92Zr deduced transitions.
Surrogate reaction technique. JOUR NUPAB 758 126c
2005MOZW NUCLEAR REACTIONS 90,91,92,94,96Zr(n, γ), E<100 keV; measured
Eγ, Iγ, capture yields. CONF Santa Fe (Nucl Data for Sci and
Technol) Proc,Vol1,P880
2005PA48 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 176Yb(28Si, X)92Zr / 93Zr / 94Zr / 95Zr /
96Zr, E=145 MeV; 176Yb(31P, X)92Zr / 93Zr / 94Zr / 95Zr / 96Zr,
E=152 MeV; measured Eγ, Iγ, γγ-coin. 92,93,94,95,96Zr deduced
high-spin levels, J, pi, configurations. Eurogam II and Euroball IV
arrays, comparisons with shell-model predictions. JOUR PRVCA 72
024304
2005TA23 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 90,91,92,94,96Zr(n, γ), E<1 MeV; measured
Eγ, Iγ, capture yields. JOUR NUPAB 758 573c
92Nb 2005ALZZ NUCLEAR REACTIONS 93Nb(γ, n), (γ, 3n), , E=50 MeV
bremsstrahlung; measured Eγ, Iγ; deduced yield ratio. HPGe
detectors, microtron. CONF St Petersburg,P56,Aliev
2005MU21 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 115In(n, n’), 27Al(n, α), 93Nb(n, 2n), (n, 4n),
209Bi(n, 4n), (n, 5n), (n, 6n), (n, 7n), E ≈ 10-1000 MeV; measured
reaction rates. Comparison with model predictions. JOUR NIMAE 547
555
92Rh 2005MUZX RADIOACTIVITY 94mAg(2p) [from 58Ni(40Ca, 3np)]; measured Eγ,
Ep, pp-, γγ-, pγ-coin; deduced two-proton decay branching ratio. 92Rh
deduced levels, J, pi. REPT GSI 2005-1,P87,Mukha
A=93
93Kr 2005GA25 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 248Cm(γ, F)89Kr / 91Kr / 92Kr / 93Kr /
135Xe / 137Xe / 138Xe / 139Xe / 140Xe / 141Xe / 142Xe, E=25 MeV
bremsstrahlung; measured Eγ, Iγ; deduced yields. JOUR FECLA 125
44
93Zr 2005MOZW NUCLEAR REACTIONS 90,91,92,94,96Zr(n, γ), E<100 keV; measured
Eγ, Iγ, capture yields. CONF Santa Fe (Nucl Data for Sci and
Technol) Proc,Vol1,P880
2005OHZX NUCLEAR REACTIONS 92Zr(n, γ), E=15-90, 550 keV; measured Eγ,
capture σ. CONF Santa Fe (Nucl Data for Sci and Technol)
Proc,Vol1,P945
2005PA48 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 176Yb(28Si, X)92Zr / 93Zr / 94Zr / 95Zr /
96Zr, E=145 MeV; 176Yb(31P, X)92Zr / 93Zr / 94Zr / 95Zr / 96Zr,
E=152 MeV; measured Eγ, Iγ, γγ-coin. 92,93,94,95,96Zr deduced
high-spin levels, J, pi, configurations. Eurogam II and Euroball IV
arrays, comparisons with shell-model predictions. JOUR PRVCA 72
024304
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A=93 (continued)
2005TA23 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 90,91,92,94,96Zr(n, γ), E<1 MeV; measured
Eγ, Iγ, capture yields. JOUR NUPAB 758 573c
93Nb 2005WAZS NUCLEAR REACTIONS 82Se(17N, X), E=104 MeV; measured
prompt and delayed Eγ, Iγ, γγ-coin. 89,90Y, 93Nb deduced transitions,
possible high-spin isomers. REPT CNS-REP-66,P15,Wakabayashi
93Mo 2005CHZW NUCLEAR REACTIONS 94,96Mo(3He, 3He’), (3He, α), E=30 MeV;
97,98Mo(3He, 3He’), (3He, α), E=45 MeV; measured particle spectra,
Eγ, Iγ, (particle)γ-coin. 93,94,95,96,97,98Mo deduced level density
parameters, thermodynamic quantities. PREPRINT
nucl-ex/0507007,7/04/2005
93Tc 2005NA28 RADIOACTIVITY 93mTc(IT) [from 45Sc(52Cr, 2n2p)]; measured Eγ,
Iγ, γ asymmetry from polarized nucleus decay. 93Tc deduced parity
nonconservation in isomeric state decay. JOUR PRVCA 72 027303
93Pd 2005MU15 RADIOACTIVITY 94mAg(p) [from 58Ni(40Ca, 3np)]; measured Ep,
γγ-, pγ-coin, T1/2 following decay of high-spin isomer; deduced
branching ratios, Q-value. 94Ag deduced isomer configuration,
deformation. 93Pd deduced levels. JOUR PRLTA 95 022501
A=94
94Y 2005SEZX NUCLEAR REACTIONS 90,94Zr(n, α), 90,91,92,94Zr(n, p), 91,92Zr(n,
np+d), E=14-20 MeV; measured activation σ. Comparison with model
predictions. CONF Santa Fe (Nucl Data for Sci and Technol)
Proc,Vol1,P981
94Zr 2005PA48 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 176Yb(28Si, X)92Zr / 93Zr / 94Zr / 95Zr /
96Zr, E=145 MeV; 176Yb(31P, X)92Zr / 93Zr / 94Zr / 95Zr / 96Zr,
E=152 MeV; measured Eγ, Iγ, γγ-coin. 92,93,94,95,96Zr deduced
high-spin levels, J, pi, configurations. Eurogam II and Euroball IV
arrays, comparisons with shell-model predictions. JOUR PRVCA 72
024304
94Nb 2005ZHZZ NUCLEAR REACTIONS 56,57Fe, 90,94Zr(p, n), E=7-11 MeV;
measured En, σ(E). 56,57Co, 90,94Nb deduced level densities. Statistical
equilibrium and pre-equilibrium model analysis. CONF Santa Fe (Nucl
Data for Sci and Technol) Proc,Vol1,P931
94Mo 2005CHZW NUCLEAR REACTIONS 94,96Mo(3He, 3He’), (3He, α), E=30 MeV;
97,98Mo(3He, 3He’), (3He, α), E=45 MeV; measured particle spectra,
Eγ, Iγ, (particle)γ-coin. 93,94,95,96,97,98Mo deduced level density
parameters, thermodynamic quantities. PREPRINT
nucl-ex/0507007,7/04/2005
94Ag 2005MU15 RADIOACTIVITY 94mAg(p) [from 58Ni(40Ca, 3np)]; measured Ep,
γγ-, pγ-coin, T1/2 following decay of high-spin isomer; deduced
branching ratios, Q-value. 94Ag deduced isomer configuration,
deformation. 93Pd deduced levels. JOUR PRLTA 95 022501
2005MUZX RADIOACTIVITY 94mAg(2p) [from 58Ni(40Ca, 3np)]; measured Eγ,
Ep, pp-, γγ-, pγ-coin; deduced two-proton decay branching ratio. 92Rh
deduced levels, J, pi. REPT GSI 2005-1,P87,Mukha
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A=95
95Zr 2005MOZW NUCLEAR REACTIONS 90,91,92,94,96Zr(n, γ), E<100 keV; measured
Eγ, Iγ, capture yields. CONF Santa Fe (Nucl Data for Sci and
Technol) Proc,Vol1,P880
2005PA48 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 176Yb(28Si, X)92Zr / 93Zr / 94Zr / 95Zr /
96Zr, E=145 MeV; 176Yb(31P, X)92Zr / 93Zr / 94Zr / 95Zr / 96Zr,
E=152 MeV; measured Eγ, Iγ, γγ-coin. 92,93,94,95,96Zr deduced
high-spin levels, J, pi, configurations. Eurogam II and Euroball IV
arrays, comparisons with shell-model predictions. JOUR PRVCA 72
024304
2005TA23 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 90,91,92,94,96Zr(n, γ), E<1 MeV; measured
Eγ, Iγ, capture yields. JOUR NUPAB 758 573c
2005UOZZ NUCLEAR REACTIONS U(p, F)95Zr / 115Cd / 134Cs / 136Cs / 137Cs
/ 147Nd, E ≈ 20-70 MeV; measured production σ. Stacked-foil
activation technique, comparison with model predictions. CONF Santa
Fe (Nucl Data for Sci and Technol) Proc,Vol2,P1547
95Mo 2005CHZW NUCLEAR REACTIONS 94,96Mo(3He, 3He’), (3He, α), E=30 MeV;
97,98Mo(3He, 3He’), (3He, α), E=45 MeV; measured particle spectra,
Eγ, Iγ, (particle)γ-coin. 93,94,95,96,97,98Mo deduced level density
parameters, thermodynamic quantities. PREPRINT
nucl-ex/0507007,7/04/2005
2005HA49 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 92Mo(α, γ), E=9 MeV; 91Zr(α, γ), E=10.5
MeV; 118Sn(α, γ), E=11.5 MeV; measured Eγ, Iγ. 91Zr, 118Sn(α, γ),
E(cm) ≈ 9-11 MeV; measured σ. Comparison with model predictions.
JOUR NUPAB 758 505c
95Tc 2005MU22 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 93Nb(α, 2n), E ≈ 20-120 MeV; measured
excitation function, isomer yield ratio. Activation technique,
comparison with model predictions. JOUR PRVCA 72 014609
95Pd 2005HA45 RADIOACTIVITY 95Ag(EC) [from 58Ni(40Ca, 2np)]; measured
β-delayed Eγ, Iγ, γγ-, βγ-coin. 95Pd deduced levels, J, pi. Mass
separator. Comparison with shell-model predictions. JOUR PRVCA 72
024303
95Ag 2005HA45 RADIOACTIVITY 95Ag(EC) [from 58Ni(40Ca, 2np)]; measured
β-delayed Eγ, Iγ, γγ-, βγ-coin. 95Pd deduced levels, J, pi. Mass
separator. Comparison with shell-model predictions. JOUR PRVCA 72
024303
A=96
96Rb 2005PI13 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 241Pu(n, F)96Rb, E=thermal; measured
delayed Eγ, Iγ, E(ce), I(ce), γγ-, (ce)γ-coin, X-ray spectra. 96Rb
deduced levels, J, pi, configurations, deformation, isomer T1/2. Mass
separator, comparisons with neighboring nuclides. JOUR PRVCA 71
064327
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A=96 (continued)
96Zr 2005PA48 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 176Yb(28Si, X)92Zr / 93Zr / 94Zr / 95Zr /
96Zr, E=145 MeV; 176Yb(31P, X)92Zr / 93Zr / 94Zr / 95Zr / 96Zr,
E=152 MeV; measured Eγ, Iγ, γγ-coin. 92,93,94,95,96Zr deduced
high-spin levels, J, pi, configurations. Eurogam II and Euroball IV
arrays, comparisons with shell-model predictions. JOUR PRVCA 72
024304
96Mo 2005CHZW NUCLEAR REACTIONS 94,96Mo(3He, 3He’), (3He, α), E=30 MeV;
97,98Mo(3He, 3He’), (3He, α), E=45 MeV; measured particle spectra,
Eγ, Iγ, (particle)γ-coin. 93,94,95,96,97,98Mo deduced level density
parameters, thermodynamic quantities. PREPRINT
nucl-ex/0507007,7/04/2005
96Ru 2005HA49 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 92Mo(α, γ), E=9 MeV; 91Zr(α, γ), E=10.5
MeV; 118Sn(α, γ), E=11.5 MeV; measured Eγ, Iγ. 91Zr, 118Sn(α, γ),
E(cm) ≈ 9-11 MeV; measured σ. Comparison with model predictions.
JOUR NUPAB 758 505c
A=97
97Zr 2005ADZZ NUCLEAR REACTIONS 129I(n, 7n), (n, 6n), (n, 4n), (n, γ), E=fast;
237Np(n, γ), E=fast; measured yields. 237Np(n, F)91Sr / 97Zr / 132Te /
133I / 135I, E=fast; 238Pu(n, F)97Zr / 129Sb / 132I / 133I / 135Xe /
105Ru, E=fast; 239Pu(n, F)88Kr / 91Sr / 92Sr / 92Y / 97Zr / 99Mo /
103Ru / 105Ru / 128Sb / 129Sb / 132Te / 131I / 132I / 133I / 135I / 135Xe
/ 143Ce / 140Ba / 140La, E=fast; measured fission fragment yields.
Secondary neutrons from proton irradiation. JINR nuclotron. CONF
St Petersburg,P195,Adam
2005HU14 RADIOACTIVITY 97Zr(β−) [from Zr(n, X)]; measured T1/2. JOUR
JRNCD 265 499
2005MOZW NUCLEAR REACTIONS 90,91,92,94,96Zr(n, γ), E<100 keV; measured
Eγ, Iγ, capture yields. CONF Santa Fe (Nucl Data for Sci and
Technol) Proc,Vol1,P880
2005TA23 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 90,91,92,94,96Zr(n, γ), E<1 MeV; measured
Eγ, Iγ, capture yields. JOUR NUPAB 758 573c
97Nb 2005HU14 RADIOACTIVITY 97Zr(β−) [from Zr(n, X)]; measured T1/2. JOUR
JRNCD 265 499
97Mo 2005CHZW NUCLEAR REACTIONS 94,96Mo(3He, 3He’), (3He, α), E=30 MeV;
97,98Mo(3He, 3He’), (3He, α), E=45 MeV; measured particle spectra,
Eγ, Iγ, (particle)γ-coin. 93,94,95,96,97,98Mo deduced level density
parameters, thermodynamic quantities. PREPRINT
nucl-ex/0507007,7/04/2005
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A=98
98Mo 2005CHZW NUCLEAR REACTIONS 94,96Mo(3He, 3He’), (3He, α), E=30 MeV;
97,98Mo(3He, 3He’), (3He, α), E=45 MeV; measured particle spectra,
Eγ, Iγ, (particle)γ-coin. 93,94,95,96,97,98Mo deduced level density
parameters, thermodynamic quantities. PREPRINT
nucl-ex/0507007,7/04/2005
2005RU14 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 98,100Mo(γ, γ’), E=3.2-3.8 MeV
bremsstrahlung; measured Eγ, Iγ. 98,100Mo deduced levels, J, pi,
branching ratios, transition probabilities, shape isomer configuration
mixing features. JOUR PRLTA 95 062501
A=99
99Mo 2005ADZZ NUCLEAR REACTIONS 129I(n, 7n), (n, 6n), (n, 4n), (n, γ), E=fast;
237Np(n, γ), E=fast; measured yields. 237Np(n, F)91Sr / 97Zr / 132Te /
133I / 135I, E=fast; 238Pu(n, F)97Zr / 129Sb / 132I / 133I / 135Xe /
105Ru, E=fast; 239Pu(n, F)88Kr / 91Sr / 92Sr / 92Y / 97Zr / 99Mo /
103Ru / 105Ru / 128Sb / 129Sb / 132Te / 131I / 132I / 133I / 135I / 135Xe
/ 143Ce / 140Ba / 140La, E=fast; measured fission fragment yields.
Secondary neutrons from proton irradiation. JINR nuclotron. CONF
St Petersburg,P195,Adam
2005MIZZ NUCLEAR REACTIONS Cu(n, X)56Co, E=40-180 MeV; Fe(n,
X)54Mn / 52Mn / 51Cr / 48V, E ≈ 0-180 MeV; Pb(n, X)196Au / 200Pb
/ 103Ru, E ≈ 40-180 MeV; U(n, X)99Mo, E ≈ 0-180 MeV; measured
excitation functions. Comparison with proton-induced reactions.
CONF Santa Fe (Nucl Data for Sci and Technol) Proc,Vol1,P861
A=100
100Mo 2005RU14 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 98,100Mo(γ, γ’), E=3.2-3.8 MeV
bremsstrahlung; measured Eγ, Iγ. 98,100Mo deduced levels, J, pi,
branching ratios, transition probabilities, shape isomer configuration
mixing features. JOUR PRLTA 95 062501
2005SHZW RADIOACTIVITY 100Mo, 82Se(2β−); measured 0νββ-decay T1/2
limits. NEMO-3 detector, underground laboratory in Modane. CONF
St Petersburg,P42,Shitov
100Tc 2005FUZY NUCLEAR REACTIONS 99Tc(n, γ), E=thermal; measured prompt
and delayed Eγ, Iγ; deduced capture σ, reaction σ lower limit. CONF
Santa Fe (Nucl Data for Sci and Technol) Proc,Vol2,P1454
2005FUZY RADIOACTIVITY 100Tc(β−) [from 99Tc(n, γ)]; measured Eγ, Iγ.
100Ru deduced transitions. CONF Santa Fe (Nucl Data for Sci and
Technol) Proc,Vol2,P1454
100Ru 2005FUZY RADIOACTIVITY 100Tc(β−) [from 99Tc(n, γ)]; measured Eγ, Iγ.
100Ru deduced transitions. CONF Santa Fe (Nucl Data for Sci and
Technol) Proc,Vol2,P1454
2005SHZW RADIOACTIVITY 100Mo, 82Se(2β−); measured 0νββ-decay T1/2
limits. NEMO-3 detector, underground laboratory in Modane. CONF
St Petersburg,P42,Shitov
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A=101
101Rh 2005TIZX NUCLEAR REACTIONS Pb, 208Pb(p, X)203Pb / 200Tl / 199Tl /
196Au / 192Ir / 190Ir / 173Lu / 101mRh / 86Rb / 59Fe / 24Na / 7Be,
E=40-2600 MeV; measured excitation functions. Comparison with
previous work and model predictions. Other reactions discussed.
CONF Santa Fe (Nucl Data for Sci and Technol) Proc,Vol1,P1070
2005TIZY NUCLEAR REACTIONS Pb, 208Pb, 209Bi(p, X)203Pb / 200Tl / 199Tl
/ 196Au / 192Ir / 190Ir / 173Lu / 101mRh / 86Rb / 59Fe / 24Na / 7Be,
E=40-2600 MeV; measured production σ. Comparison with model
predictions. PREPRINT nucl-ex/0507009,7/05/2005
A=102
102Ru 2005SO09 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 96Zr(13C, 3nα), E=51, 58 MeV; measured
Eγ, Iγ, γγ-, γα-coin. 102Ru deduced high-spin levels J, pi,
configurations, B(M1) / B(E2). Euroball IV and Diamant arrays.
JOUR PRVCA 71 064302
102Cd 2005KA34 RADIOACTIVITY 103Sn(β+), (EC), (ECp), (β+p) [from 50Cr(58Ni,
nα)]; measured Eγ, Iγ, βγ-, γγ-coin, T1/2, Q(EC), β-delayed proton
spectra; deduced log ft, Gamow-Teller strength distribution, proton
decay branching ratio. 103In deduced levels, J, pi. Total absorption
spectrometer. JOUR ZAANE 25 211
A=103
103Ru 2005ADZZ NUCLEAR REACTIONS 129I(n, 7n), (n, 6n), (n, 4n), (n, γ), E=fast;
237Np(n, γ), E=fast; measured yields. 237Np(n, F)91Sr / 97Zr / 132Te /
133I / 135I, E=fast; 238Pu(n, F)97Zr / 129Sb / 132I / 133I / 135Xe /
105Ru, E=fast; 239Pu(n, F)88Kr / 91Sr / 92Sr / 92Y / 97Zr / 99Mo /
103Ru / 105Ru / 128Sb / 129Sb / 132Te / 131I / 132I / 133I / 135I / 135Xe
/ 143Ce / 140Ba / 140La, E=fast; measured fission fragment yields.
Secondary neutrons from proton irradiation. JINR nuclotron. CONF
St Petersburg,P195,Adam
2005MIZZ NUCLEAR REACTIONS Cu(n, X)56Co, E=40-180 MeV; Fe(n,
X)54Mn / 52Mn / 51Cr / 48V, E ≈ 0-180 MeV; Pb(n, X)196Au / 200Pb
/ 103Ru, E ≈ 40-180 MeV; U(n, X)99Mo, E ≈ 0-180 MeV; measured
excitation functions. Comparison with proton-induced reactions.
CONF Santa Fe (Nucl Data for Sci and Technol) Proc,Vol1,P861
103Rh 2005BRZV NUCLEAR REACTIONS 103Rh(n, n), (n, γ), E=0.01-1000 eV;
measured capture and transmission σ. 103Rh deduced resonance
parameters. CONF Santa Fe (Nucl Data for Sci and Technol)
Proc,Vol1,P953
103Pd 2005SKZZ NUCLEAR REACTIONS 100Ru(α, n), E=12-25 MeV; 101Ru(α, 2n),
E=15-25 MeV; 101Ru(3He, n), E=15-34 MeV; 102Ru(3He, 2n),
E=15-34 MeV; measured excitation functions; deduced thick-target
yields. Stacked-foil activation technique. CONF Santa Fe (Nucl Data
for Sci and Technol) Proc,Vol2,P1634
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A=103 (continued)
103Ag 2005HEZW NUCLEAR REACTIONS Pd(α, X)103Ag / 105Ag / 106mAg / 110mAg /
111Ag / 112Ag / 104Cd / 105Cd / 111mCd, E ≈ 20-37 MeV; measured
production σ. Activation technique, comparison with model
predictions. CONF Santa Fe (Nucl Data for Sci and Technol)
Proc,Vol1,P961
103In 2005KA34 RADIOACTIVITY 103Sn(β+), (EC), (ECp), (β+p) [from 50Cr(58Ni,
nα)]; measured Eγ, Iγ, βγ-, γγ-coin, T1/2, Q(EC), β-delayed proton
spectra; deduced log ft, Gamow-Teller strength distribution, proton
decay branching ratio. 103In deduced levels, J, pi. Total absorption
spectrometer. JOUR ZAANE 25 211
103Sn 2005KA34 RADIOACTIVITY 103Sn(β+), (EC), (ECp), (β+p) [from 50Cr(58Ni,
nα)]; measured Eγ, Iγ, βγ-, γγ-coin, T1/2, Q(EC), β-delayed proton
spectra; deduced log ft, Gamow-Teller strength distribution, proton
decay branching ratio. 103In deduced levels, J, pi. Total absorption
spectrometer. JOUR ZAANE 25 211
A=104
104Rh 2005BRZV NUCLEAR REACTIONS 103Rh(n, n), (n, γ), E=0.01-1000 eV;
measured capture and transmission σ. 103Rh deduced resonance
parameters. CONF Santa Fe (Nucl Data for Sci and Technol)
Proc,Vol1,P953
104Cd 2005HEZW NUCLEAR REACTIONS Pd(α, X)103Ag / 105Ag / 106mAg / 110mAg /
111Ag / 112Ag / 104Cd / 105Cd / 111mCd, E ≈ 20-37 MeV; measured
production σ. Activation technique, comparison with model
predictions. CONF Santa Fe (Nucl Data for Sci and Technol)
Proc,Vol1,P961
104Sn 2005LIZY RADIOACTIVITY 105Sb(p) [from 50Cr(58Ni, 2np)]; measured Ep;
deduced upper limit for proton decay branching ratio. REPT GSI
2005-1,P85,Liu
A=105
105Ru 2005ADZZ NUCLEAR REACTIONS 129I(n, 7n), (n, 6n), (n, 4n), (n, γ), E=fast;
237Np(n, γ), E=fast; measured yields. 237Np(n, F)91Sr / 97Zr / 132Te /
133I / 135I, E=fast; 238Pu(n, F)97Zr / 129Sb / 132I / 133I / 135Xe /
105Ru, E=fast; 239Pu(n, F)88Kr / 91Sr / 92Sr / 92Y / 97Zr / 99Mo /
103Ru / 105Ru / 128Sb / 129Sb / 132Te / 131I / 132I / 133I / 135I / 135Xe
/ 143Ce / 140Ba / 140La, E=fast; measured fission fragment yields.
Secondary neutrons from proton irradiation. JINR nuclotron. CONF
St Petersburg,P195,Adam
105Ag 2005HEZW NUCLEAR REACTIONS Pd(α, X)103Ag / 105Ag / 106mAg / 110mAg /
111Ag / 112Ag / 104Cd / 105Cd / 111mCd, E ≈ 20-37 MeV; measured
production σ. Activation technique, comparison with model
predictions. CONF Santa Fe (Nucl Data for Sci and Technol)
Proc,Vol1,P961
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A=105 (continued)
105Cd 2005HEZW NUCLEAR REACTIONS Pd(α, X)103Ag / 105Ag / 106mAg / 110mAg /
111Ag / 112Ag / 104Cd / 105Cd / 111mCd, E ≈ 20-37 MeV; measured
production σ. Activation technique, comparison with model
predictions. CONF Santa Fe (Nucl Data for Sci and Technol)
Proc,Vol1,P961
105Sb 2005LIZY NUCLEAR REACTIONS 50Cr(58Ni, 2np), E=222, 255 MeV; measured
delayed Ep. 105Sb deduced upper limit for proton decay branching
ratio. REPT GSI 2005-1,P85,Liu
2005LIZY RADIOACTIVITY 105Sb(p) [from 50Cr(58Ni, 2np)]; measured Ep;
deduced upper limit for proton decay branching ratio. REPT GSI
2005-1,P85,Liu
A=106
106Pd 2004BRZV RADIOACTIVITY 106Cd(2EC); measured T1/2 lower limit. REPT
JINR-P6-2004-219,Brudanin
2005BRZX RADIOACTIVITY 106Cd(2EC); measured T1/2 limit. Modane
underground laboratory. CONF St Petersburg,P299,Brudanin
106Ag 2005HEZW NUCLEAR REACTIONS Pd(α, X)103Ag / 105Ag / 106mAg / 110mAg /
111Ag / 112Ag / 104Cd / 105Cd / 111mCd, E ≈ 20-37 MeV; measured
production σ. Activation technique, comparison with model
predictions. CONF Santa Fe (Nucl Data for Sci and Technol)
Proc,Vol1,P961
106Cd 2004BRZV RADIOACTIVITY 106Cd(2EC); measured T1/2 lower limit. REPT
JINR-P6-2004-219,Brudanin
2005BRZX RADIOACTIVITY 106Cd(2EC); measured T1/2 limit. Modane
underground laboratory. CONF St Petersburg,P299,Brudanin
2005GY03 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 106Cd(α, γ), E=8-12.5 MeV; measured Eγ,
Iγ, σ. 106Cd(α, α), E ≈ 15, 17, 19 MeV; measured σ(θ). Astrophysical
implications discussed, comparison with model predictions. JOUR
NUPAB 758 517c
2005SI23 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 62Ni(48Ca, 4n), E=183, 207 MeV; 96Zr(16O,
4n), E=72 MeV; measured Eγ, Iγ, γγ-coin, DSA. 106,108Cd deduced
high-spin levels, J, pi, T1/2, B(E2), configurations. Gammasphere array.
JOUR PRVCA 72 024318
106Sn 2005MIZW RADIOACTIVITY 106,107Sb(EC), (β+) [from 58Ni(58Ni, X)]; measured
Eγ, Iγ, βγ-, γγ-coin. 106,107Sn deduced levels, configurations. Total
absorption spectrometer. REPT GSI 2005-1,P84,Miernik
106Sb 2005MIZW RADIOACTIVITY 106,107Sb(EC), (β+) [from 58Ni(58Ni, X)]; measured
Eγ, Iγ, βγ-, γγ-coin. 106,107Sn deduced levels, configurations. Total
absorption spectrometer. REPT GSI 2005-1,P84,Miernik
A=107
107Mo 2005UR02 RADIOACTIVITY 248Cm(SF); measured Eγ, Iγ, γγ-coin, angular
correlations. 107Mo deduced high-spin levels, J, pi, configurations.
Eurogam2 array. JOUR PRVCA 72 027302
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A=107 (continued)
107In 2005IDZY NUCLEAR REACTIONS 58Ni(52Cr, 3p), E=187 MeV; measured Eγ,
Iγ, γγ-, (recoil)γ-coin. 107In deduced rotational band, configurations.
Jurosphere array, recoil separator, total Routhian surface calculations.
REPT CNS-REP-66,P19,Ideguchi
107Sn 2005MIZW RADIOACTIVITY 106,107Sb(EC), (β+) [from 58Ni(58Ni, X)]; measured
Eγ, Iγ, βγ-, γγ-coin. 106,107Sn deduced levels, configurations. Total
absorption spectrometer. REPT GSI 2005-1,P84,Miernik
107Sb 2005MIZW RADIOACTIVITY 106,107Sb(EC), (β+) [from 58Ni(58Ni, X)]; measured
Eγ, Iγ, βγ-, γγ-coin. 106,107Sn deduced levels, configurations. Total
absorption spectrometer. REPT GSI 2005-1,P84,Miernik
A=108
108Cd 2005SI23 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 62Ni(48Ca, 4n), E=183, 207 MeV; 96Zr(16O,
4n), E=72 MeV; measured Eγ, Iγ, γγ-coin, DSA. 106,108Cd deduced
high-spin levels, J, pi, T1/2, B(E2), configurations. Gammasphere array.




110Ag 2005HEZW NUCLEAR REACTIONS Pd(α, X)103Ag / 105Ag / 106mAg / 110mAg /
111Ag / 112Ag / 104Cd / 105Cd / 111mCd, E ≈ 20-37 MeV; measured
production σ. Activation technique, comparison with model
predictions. CONF Santa Fe (Nucl Data for Sci and Technol)
Proc,Vol1,P961
110Sn 2005GY03 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 106Cd(α, γ), E=8-12.5 MeV; measured Eγ,
Iγ, σ. 106Cd(α, α), E ≈ 15, 17, 19 MeV; measured σ(θ). Astrophysical
implications discussed, comparison with model predictions. JOUR
NUPAB 758 517c
2005GYZY NUCLEAR REACTIONS 106Cd(α, γ), E(cm) ≈ 8-12 MeV; measured
capture σ. Activation technique, comparison with model predictions.
REPT ATOMKI 2004 Annual,P19,Gyurky
A=111
111Ag 2005HEZW NUCLEAR REACTIONS Pd(α, X)103Ag / 105Ag / 106mAg / 110mAg /
111Ag / 112Ag / 104Cd / 105Cd / 111mCd, E ≈ 20-37 MeV; measured
production σ. Activation technique, comparison with model
predictions. CONF Santa Fe (Nucl Data for Sci and Technol)
Proc,Vol1,P961
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A=111 (continued)
111Cd 2005HEZW NUCLEAR REACTIONS Pd(α, X)103Ag / 105Ag / 106mAg / 110mAg /
111Ag / 112Ag / 104Cd / 105Cd / 111mCd, E ≈ 20-37 MeV; measured
production σ. Activation technique, comparison with model
predictions. CONF Santa Fe (Nucl Data for Sci and Technol)
Proc,Vol1,P961
111In 2005BAZR NUCLEAR REACTIONS 107Ag(α, γ), E=7.8-11.9 MeV; 48Ti(α, n), E
≈ 6.5-11.5 MeV; measured σ. Stacked-foil activation technique,
comparison with model predictions. CONF Santa Fe (Nucl Data for
Sci and Technol) Proc,Vol2,P1370
2005TAZS NUCLEAR REACTIONS Sn, Cd(p, X)111In / 114mIn, E=10-80 MeV;
measured excitation functions; deduced integral yields. Comparison
with model predictions and previous work. Stacked-foil activation
technique. CONF Santa Fe (Nucl Data for Sci and Technol)
Proc,Vol2,P1662
111Sb 2005SH24 RADIOACTIVITY 111Te(β+), (EC) [from 58Ni(56Fe, n2p)]; measured
Eγ, Iγ, γγ-coin, T1/2. 111Sb deduced levels, J, pi. Mass separator,
comparisons with shell-model predictions and level systematics in
neighboring isotopes. JOUR PRVCA 71 064323
111Te 2005SH24 RADIOACTIVITY 111Te(β+), (EC) [from 58Ni(56Fe, n2p)]; measured
Eγ, Iγ, γγ-coin, T1/2. 111Sb deduced levels, J, pi. Mass separator,
comparisons with shell-model predictions and level systematics in
neighboring isotopes. JOUR PRVCA 71 064323
A=112
112Ag 2005HEZW NUCLEAR REACTIONS Pd(α, X)103Ag / 105Ag / 106mAg / 110mAg /
111Ag / 112Ag / 104Cd / 105Cd / 111mCd, E ≈ 20-37 MeV; measured
production σ. Activation technique, comparison with model
predictions. CONF Santa Fe (Nucl Data for Sci and Technol)
Proc,Vol1,P961
112Sn 2005GA21 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 112Sn(α, α), E=14.4, 19.5 MeV; 124Sn(α, α),
E=19.5 MeV; measured elastic σ(θ); deduced optical potential
parameters. 112Sn(α, γ), E(cm)=7-11 MeV; calculated astrophysical
S-factors, reaction rates. JOUR PRVCA 71 065802
A=113
113Pd 2005FO09 RADIOACTIVITY 252Cf(SF); measured Eγ, Iγ, γγ-coin. 113,115,117Pd
deduced levels, J, pi. Gammasphere array. JOUR PRVCA 72 014315
113Cd 2005GOZX RADIOACTIVITY 113Cd(β−); measured Eβ, T1/2. CdZnTe detectors.
PREPRINT nucl-ex/0508016,08/12/2005
113In 2005GOZX RADIOACTIVITY 113Cd(β−); measured Eβ, T1/2. CdZnTe detectors.
PREPRINT nucl-ex/0508016,08/12/2005
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A=114
114In 2005TAZS NUCLEAR REACTIONS Sn, Cd(p, X)111In / 114mIn, E=10-80 MeV;
measured excitation functions; deduced integral yields. Comparison
with model predictions and previous work. Stacked-foil activation
technique. CONF Santa Fe (Nucl Data for Sci and Technol)
Proc,Vol2,P1662
114Te 2005MO20 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 93Nb(24Mg, 2np), E=90 MeV; measured
Doppler-shifted Eγ, Iγ, γγ-coin. 114Te deduced levels, J, pi, T1/2,
B(E2). Recoil-distance technique. Comparison with model predictions
and level systematics in neighboring nuclides. JOUR PRVCA 71
064324
A=115
115Pd 2005FO09 RADIOACTIVITY 252Cf(SF); measured Eγ, Iγ, γγ-coin. 113,115,117Pd
deduced levels, J, pi. Gammasphere array. JOUR PRVCA 72 014315
115Cd 2005UOZZ NUCLEAR REACTIONS U(p, F)95Zr / 115Cd / 134Cs / 136Cs / 137Cs
/ 147Nd, E ≈ 20-70 MeV; measured production σ. Stacked-foil
activation technique, comparison with model predictions. CONF Santa
Fe (Nucl Data for Sci and Technol) Proc,Vol2,P1547
2005VIZZ RADIOACTIVITY 115Cd(β−); 117mSn, 125mTe(IT); measured Iγ,
(X-ray)γ-coin. 115In, 117Sn, 125Te transitions deduced ICC. CONF St
Petersburg,P65,Vishnevsky
115In 2005CAZW RADIOACTIVITY 115In(β−); measured β-delayed Eγ, Iγ; deduced
branching ratio, partial T1/2, and Q-value for decay to first excited
state. 115Sn deduced level energy. Implications for neutrino mass limits
discussed. PREPRINT nucl-ex/0509020,9/15/2005
2005MU21 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 115In(n, n’), 27Al(n, α), 93Nb(n, 2n), (n, 4n),
209Bi(n, 4n), (n, 5n), (n, 6n), (n, 7n), E ≈ 10-1000 MeV; measured
reaction rates. Comparison with model predictions. JOUR NIMAE 547
555
2005VIZZ RADIOACTIVITY 115Cd(β−); 117mSn, 125mTe(IT); measured Iγ,
(X-ray)γ-coin. 115In, 117Sn, 125Te transitions deduced ICC. CONF St
Petersburg,P65,Vishnevsky
115Sn 2005CAZW RADIOACTIVITY 115In(β−); measured β-delayed Eγ, Iγ; deduced
branching ratio, partial T1/2, and Q-value for decay to first excited
state. 115Sn deduced level energy. Implications for neutrino mass limits
discussed. PREPRINT nucl-ex/0509020,9/15/2005
A=116
116Te 2005GA21 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 112Sn(α, α), E=14.4, 19.5 MeV; 124Sn(α, α),
E=19.5 MeV; measured elastic σ(θ); deduced optical potential
parameters. 112Sn(α, γ), E(cm)=7-11 MeV; calculated astrophysical
S-factors, reaction rates. JOUR PRVCA 71 065802
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A=117
117Pd 2005FO09 RADIOACTIVITY 252Cf(SF); measured Eγ, Iγ, γγ-coin. 113,115,117Pd
deduced levels, J, pi. Gammasphere array. JOUR PRVCA 72 014315
117Sn 2005VIZZ RADIOACTIVITY 115Cd(β−); 117mSn, 125mTe(IT); measured Iγ,





119Rh 2005MO30 RADIOACTIVITY 119Rh(β−) [from Be(136Xe, X)]; measured T1/2.
JOUR NUPAB 758 643c
119Pd 2005MO30 RADIOACTIVITY 119Rh(β−) [from Be(136Xe, X)]; measured T1/2.
JOUR NUPAB 758 643c
A=120
120Sb 2005BIZZ NUCLEAR REACTIONS 81Br, 121Sb(γ, n), E=9-18 MeV; measured
isomer production σ. Microtron. CONF St Petersburg,P214,Bigan
120I 2003MOZS NUCLEAR REACTIONS 118Sn(6Li, 4n), E=48 MeV; measured Eγ,
Iγ, γγ-coin. 120I deduced high-spin levels, J, pi, configurations, B(M1) /
B(E2). REPT ANU-P/1564 2002 Annual,P11,Moon
120Ce 2005RO19 RADIOACTIVITY 121Pr(p) [from 92Mo(36Ar, 6np)]; measured Ep,
T1/2. 121Pr deduced ground-state J, deformation. Comparison with
previous results. JOUR PRLTA 95 032502
A=121
121Pr 2005RO19 RADIOACTIVITY 121Pr(p) [from 92Mo(36Ar, 6np)]; measured Ep,
T1/2. 121Pr deduced ground-state J, deformation. Comparison with
previous results. JOUR PRLTA 95 032502
A=122
122Te 2005HA49 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 92Mo(α, γ), E=9 MeV; 91Zr(α, γ), E=10.5
MeV; 118Sn(α, γ), E=11.5 MeV; measured Eγ, Iγ. 91Zr, 118Sn(α, γ),
E(cm) ≈ 9-11 MeV; measured σ. Comparison with model predictions.
JOUR NUPAB 758 505c
122I 2003MOZR NUCLEAR REACTIONS 120Sn(7Li, 5n), E=58 MeV; measured Eγ,
Iγ, γγ-coin. 122I deduced high-spin levels, J, pi. Level systematics in
neighboring isotopes discussed. REPT ANU-P/1564 2002
Annual,P13,Moon
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A=122 (continued)
2004MOZT NUCLEAR REACTIONS 120Sn(7Li, 5n), E=58 MeV; measured not
given. 122I deduced levels, J, pi. PC C B Moon,2/24/2004
122Ce 2005SM07 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 64Zn(64Zn, 2nα), E=260 MeV; measured
Eγ, Iγ, γγ-, nγ-, (charged particle)γ-, (recoil)γ-coin. 122Ce deduced
levels, J, pi, rotational band, angular distribution ratios, transition
multipolarities, quadrupole deformation parameter. Microball and
Gammasphere arrays, comparison with Woods-Saxon cranking
predictions. JOUR PYLBB 625 203
A=123
123I 2005ADZZ NUCLEAR REACTIONS 129I(n, 7n), (n, 6n), (n, 4n), (n, γ), E=fast;
237Np(n, γ), E=fast; measured yields. 237Np(n, F)91Sr / 97Zr / 132Te /
133I / 135I, E=fast; 238Pu(n, F)97Zr / 129Sb / 132I / 133I / 135Xe /
105Ru, E=fast; 239Pu(n, F)88Kr / 91Sr / 92Sr / 92Y / 97Zr / 99Mo /
103Ru / 105Ru / 128Sb / 129Sb / 132Te / 131I / 132I / 133I / 135I / 135Xe
/ 143Ce / 140Ba / 140La, E=fast; measured fission fragment yields.
Secondary neutrons from proton irradiation. JINR nuclotron. CONF
St Petersburg,P195,Adam
A=124
124Sn 2005GA21 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 112Sn(α, α), E=14.4, 19.5 MeV; 124Sn(α, α),
E=19.5 MeV; measured elastic σ(θ); deduced optical potential
parameters. 112Sn(α, γ), E(cm)=7-11 MeV; calculated astrophysical
S-factors, reaction rates. JOUR PRVCA 71 065802
124I 2003MOZQ NUCLEAR REACTIONS 122Sn(7Li, 5n), E not given; measured Eγ,
Iγ, γγ-coin. 124I deduced high-spin levels, J, pi, configurations. REPT
ANU-P/1564 2002 Annual,P15,Moon
2005ADZZ NUCLEAR REACTIONS 129I(n, 7n), (n, 6n), (n, 4n), (n, γ), E=fast;
237Np(n, γ), E=fast; measured yields. 237Np(n, F)91Sr / 97Zr / 132Te /
133I / 135I, E=fast; 238Pu(n, F)97Zr / 129Sb / 132I / 133I / 135Xe /
105Ru, E=fast; 239Pu(n, F)88Kr / 91Sr / 92Sr / 92Y / 97Zr / 99Mo /
103Ru / 105Ru / 128Sb / 129Sb / 132Te / 131I / 132I / 133I / 135I / 135Xe
/ 143Ce / 140Ba / 140La, E=fast; measured fission fragment yields.
Secondary neutrons from proton irradiation. JINR nuclotron. CONF
St Petersburg,P195,Adam
A=125
125Sn 2005TH09 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 2H(84Se, p), (124Sn, p), E=4.5 MeV /
nucleon; measured recoil proton spectra, σ(E, θ). 85Se, 125Sn deduced
levels, J, pi. JOUR NUPAB 758 663c
125Te 2005VIZZ RADIOACTIVITY 115Cd(β−); 117mSn, 125mTe(IT); measured Iγ,
(X-ray)γ-coin. 115In, 117Sn, 125Te transitions deduced ICC. CONF St
Petersburg,P65,Vishnevsky
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A=126
126I 2003MOZP NUCLEAR REACTIONS 124Sn(7Li, 5n), E not given; measured Eγ,
Iγ, γγ-coin. 126I deduced high-spin levels, J, pi, configurations. REPT
ANU-P/1564 2002 Annual,P17,Moon
2005ADZZ NUCLEAR REACTIONS 129I(n, 7n), (n, 6n), (n, 4n), (n, γ), E=fast;
237Np(n, γ), E=fast; measured yields. 237Np(n, F)91Sr / 97Zr / 132Te /
133I / 135I, E=fast; 238Pu(n, F)97Zr / 129Sb / 132I / 133I / 135Xe /
105Ru, E=fast; 239Pu(n, F)88Kr / 91Sr / 92Sr / 92Y / 97Zr / 99Mo /
103Ru / 105Ru / 128Sb / 129Sb / 132Te / 131I / 132I / 133I / 135I / 135Xe
/ 143Ce / 140Ba / 140La, E=fast; measured fission fragment yields.
Secondary neutrons from proton irradiation. JINR nuclotron. CONF
St Petersburg,P195,Adam
A=127
127Ce 2003WIZU NUCLEAR REACTIONS 106Cd(24Mg, n2p), E not given; measured
Eγ, Iγ, γγ-, (charged particle)γ-coin. 127Ce deduced high-spin levels, J,
pi. REPT ANU-P/1564 2002 Annual,P18,Wilson
A=128
128Sb 2005ADZZ NUCLEAR REACTIONS 129I(n, 7n), (n, 6n), (n, 4n), (n, γ), E=fast;
237Np(n, γ), E=fast; measured yields. 237Np(n, F)91Sr / 97Zr / 132Te /
133I / 135I, E=fast; 238Pu(n, F)97Zr / 129Sb / 132I / 133I / 135Xe /
105Ru, E=fast; 239Pu(n, F)88Kr / 91Sr / 92Sr / 92Y / 97Zr / 99Mo /
103Ru / 105Ru / 128Sb / 129Sb / 132Te / 131I / 132I / 133I / 135I / 135Xe
/ 143Ce / 140Ba / 140La, E=fast; measured fission fragment yields.
Secondary neutrons from proton irradiation. JINR nuclotron. CONF
St Petersburg,P195,Adam
A=129
129Sb 2005ADZZ NUCLEAR REACTIONS 129I(n, 7n), (n, 6n), (n, 4n), (n, γ), E=fast;
237Np(n, γ), E=fast; measured yields. 237Np(n, F)91Sr / 97Zr / 132Te /
133I / 135I, E=fast; 238Pu(n, F)97Zr / 129Sb / 132I / 133I / 135Xe /
105Ru, E=fast; 239Pu(n, F)88Kr / 91Sr / 92Sr / 92Y / 97Zr / 99Mo /
103Ru / 105Ru / 128Sb / 129Sb / 132Te / 131I / 132I / 133I / 135I / 135Xe
/ 143Ce / 140Ba / 140La, E=fast; measured fission fragment yields.
Secondary neutrons from proton irradiation. JINR nuclotron. CONF
St Petersburg,P195,Adam
129I 2005SCZW NUCLEAR REACTIONS Pb(p, X)10Be / 26Al / 129I / 36Cl,
E=200-2600 MeV; measured excitation functions. Stacked foil
activation, chemical separation. Comparison with model predictions.
CONF Santa Fe (Nucl Data for Sci and Technol) Proc,Vol2,P1517
129Xe 2005SH38 ATOMIC MASSES 32,33S, 84,86Kr, 129,132Xe; measured masses.
Penning trap. JOUR PLRAA 72 022510
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A=130
130Sn 2005AD29 NUCLEAR REACTIONS Be(238U, X), E not given; measured
fragment yields. 12C, 208Pb(130Sn, nX), (132Sn, nX), E ≈ 500 MeV /
nucleon; measured En, Eγ, nγ-coin; deduced Coulomb dissociation
σ(E). 130,132Sn deduced dipole strength distributions, pygmy and giant
dipole resonance parameters. JOUR PRLTA 95 132501
2005ADZX NUCLEAR REACTIONS Pb(130Sn, 130Sn’), (132Sn, 132Sn’), E∗ ≈ 5-30
MeV; measured Σ(E) following projectile Coulomb excitation.
130,132Sn(γ, nX), E∗ ≈ 5-30 MeV; deduced photo-neutron σ. 130,132Sn
deduced pygmy and GDR energies. REPT GSI 2005-1,P94,Adrich
130Sb 2005BEZW NUCLEAR REACTIONS 238U(γ, F)84Br / 130Sb / 132Sb / 131Te /
133Te / 134I / 135Xe, E=16 MeV bremsstrahlung; 237Np(γ, F)134I /
135Xe, E=16 MeV bremsstrahlung; measured Eγ, Iγ; deduced isomer
yield ratios, fission fragments mean angular momenta. CONF Santa Fe
(Nucl Data for Sci and Technol) Proc,Vol1,P641
130I 2005ADZZ NUCLEAR REACTIONS 129I(n, 7n), (n, 6n), (n, 4n), (n, γ), E=fast;
237Np(n, γ), E=fast; measured yields. 237Np(n, F)91Sr / 97Zr / 132Te /
133I / 135I, E=fast; 238Pu(n, F)97Zr / 129Sb / 132I / 133I / 135Xe /
105Ru, E=fast; 239Pu(n, F)88Kr / 91Sr / 92Sr / 92Y / 97Zr / 99Mo /
103Ru / 105Ru / 128Sb / 129Sb / 132Te / 131I / 132I / 133I / 135I / 135Xe
/ 143Ce / 140Ba / 140La, E=fast; measured fission fragment yields.
Secondary neutrons from proton irradiation. JINR nuclotron. CONF
St Petersburg,P195,Adam
2005BEZV NUCLEAR REACTIONS 99Tc, 129I(n, γ), E=cold; measured Eγ, Iγ;
deduced thermal capture σ. CONF Santa Fe (Nucl Data for Sci and
Technol) Proc,Vol1,P744
2005BEZV RADIOACTIVITY 130,130mI(β−) [from 129I(n, γ)]; measured Eγ, Iγ,
T1/2. CONF Santa Fe (Nucl Data for Sci and Technol) Proc,Vol1,P744
2005UN01 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 128Te(14N, 4n), (14N, 5n), (14N, 4np), (14N,
5nα), (14N, 6nα), (14N, n2pα), (14N, n2p2α), (14N, 3α), E ≈ 64-90;
measured excitation functions; deduced reaction mechanism features.
Activation technique, comparison with model predictions. JOUR
IMPEE 14 775
130Xe 2005BEZV RADIOACTIVITY 130,130mI(β−) [from 129I(n, γ)]; measured Eγ, Iγ,
T1/2. CONF Santa Fe (Nucl Data for Sci and Technol) Proc,Vol1,P744
A=131
131Te 2005BEZW NUCLEAR REACTIONS 238U(γ, F)84Br / 130Sb / 132Sb / 131Te /
133Te / 134I / 135Xe, E=16 MeV bremsstrahlung; 237Np(γ, F)134I /
135Xe, E=16 MeV bremsstrahlung; measured Eγ, Iγ; deduced isomer
yield ratios, fission fragments mean angular momenta. CONF Santa Fe
(Nucl Data for Sci and Technol) Proc,Vol1,P641
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A=131 (continued)
131I 2005ADZZ NUCLEAR REACTIONS 129I(n, 7n), (n, 6n), (n, 4n), (n, γ), E=fast;
237Np(n, γ), E=fast; measured yields. 237Np(n, F)91Sr / 97Zr / 132Te /
133I / 135I, E=fast; 238Pu(n, F)97Zr / 129Sb / 132I / 133I / 135Xe /
105Ru, E=fast; 239Pu(n, F)88Kr / 91Sr / 92Sr / 92Y / 97Zr / 99Mo /
103Ru / 105Ru / 128Sb / 129Sb / 132Te / 131I / 132I / 133I / 135I / 135Xe
/ 143Ce / 140Ba / 140La, E=fast; measured fission fragment yields.
Secondary neutrons from proton irradiation. JINR nuclotron. CONF
St Petersburg,P195,Adam
2005UN01 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 128Te(14N, 4n), (14N, 5n), (14N, 4np), (14N,
5nα), (14N, 6nα), (14N, n2pα), (14N, n2p2α), (14N, 3α), E ≈ 64-90;
measured excitation functions; deduced reaction mechanism features.
Activation technique, comparison with model predictions. JOUR
IMPEE 14 775
A=132
132Sn 2005AD29 NUCLEAR REACTIONS Be(238U, X), E not given; measured
fragment yields. 12C, 208Pb(130Sn, nX), (132Sn, nX), E ≈ 500 MeV /
nucleon; measured En, Eγ, nγ-coin; deduced Coulomb dissociation
σ(E). 130,132Sn deduced dipole strength distributions, pygmy and giant
dipole resonance parameters. JOUR PRLTA 95 132501
2005ADZX NUCLEAR REACTIONS Pb(130Sn, 130Sn’), (132Sn, 132Sn’), E∗ ≈ 5-30
MeV; measured Σ(E) following projectile Coulomb excitation.
130,132Sn(γ, nX), E∗ ≈ 5-30 MeV; deduced photo-neutron σ. 130,132Sn
deduced pygmy and GDR energies. REPT GSI 2005-1,P94,Adrich
132Sb 2005BEZW NUCLEAR REACTIONS 238U(γ, F)84Br / 130Sb / 132Sb / 131Te /
133Te / 134I / 135Xe, E=16 MeV bremsstrahlung; 237Np(γ, F)134I /
135Xe, E=16 MeV bremsstrahlung; measured Eγ, Iγ; deduced isomer
yield ratios, fission fragments mean angular momenta. CONF Santa Fe
(Nucl Data for Sci and Technol) Proc,Vol1,P641
132Te 2005ADZZ NUCLEAR REACTIONS 129I(n, 7n), (n, 6n), (n, 4n), (n, γ), E=fast;
237Np(n, γ), E=fast; measured yields. 237Np(n, F)91Sr / 97Zr / 132Te /
133I / 135I, E=fast; 238Pu(n, F)97Zr / 129Sb / 132I / 133I / 135Xe /
105Ru, E=fast; 239Pu(n, F)88Kr / 91Sr / 92Sr / 92Y / 97Zr / 99Mo /
103Ru / 105Ru / 128Sb / 129Sb / 132Te / 131I / 132I / 133I / 135I / 135Xe
/ 143Ce / 140Ba / 140La, E=fast; measured fission fragment yields.
Secondary neutrons from proton irradiation. JINR nuclotron. CONF
St Petersburg,P195,Adam
132I 2005ADZZ NUCLEAR REACTIONS 129I(n, 7n), (n, 6n), (n, 4n), (n, γ), E=fast;
237Np(n, γ), E=fast; measured yields. 237Np(n, F)91Sr / 97Zr / 132Te /
133I / 135I, E=fast; 238Pu(n, F)97Zr / 129Sb / 132I / 133I / 135Xe /
105Ru, E=fast; 239Pu(n, F)88Kr / 91Sr / 92Sr / 92Y / 97Zr / 99Mo /
103Ru / 105Ru / 128Sb / 129Sb / 132Te / 131I / 132I / 133I / 135I / 135Xe
/ 143Ce / 140Ba / 140La, E=fast; measured fission fragment yields.
Secondary neutrons from proton irradiation. JINR nuclotron. CONF
St Petersburg,P195,Adam
132Xe 2005SH38 ATOMIC MASSES 32,33S, 84,86Kr, 129,132Xe; measured masses.
Penning trap. JOUR PLRAA 72 022510
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A=132 (continued)
132La 2005UN01 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 128Te(14N, 4n), (14N, 5n), (14N, 4np), (14N,
5nα), (14N, 6nα), (14N, n2pα), (14N, n2p2α), (14N, 3α), E ≈ 64-90;
measured excitation functions; deduced reaction mechanism features.
Activation technique, comparison with model predictions. JOUR
IMPEE 14 775
A=133
133Te 2005BEZW NUCLEAR REACTIONS 238U(γ, F)84Br / 130Sb / 132Sb / 131Te /
133Te / 134I / 135Xe, E=16 MeV bremsstrahlung; 237Np(γ, F)134I /
135Xe, E=16 MeV bremsstrahlung; measured Eγ, Iγ; deduced isomer
yield ratios, fission fragments mean angular momenta. CONF Santa Fe
(Nucl Data for Sci and Technol) Proc,Vol1,P641
133I 2005ADZZ NUCLEAR REACTIONS 129I(n, 7n), (n, 6n), (n, 4n), (n, γ), E=fast;
237Np(n, γ), E=fast; measured yields. 237Np(n, F)91Sr / 97Zr / 132Te /
133I / 135I, E=fast; 238Pu(n, F)97Zr / 129Sb / 132I / 133I / 135Xe /
105Ru, E=fast; 239Pu(n, F)88Kr / 91Sr / 92Sr / 92Y / 97Zr / 99Mo /
103Ru / 105Ru / 128Sb / 129Sb / 132Te / 131I / 132I / 133I / 135I / 135Xe
/ 143Ce / 140Ba / 140La, E=fast; measured fission fragment yields.
Secondary neutrons from proton irradiation. JINR nuclotron. CONF
St Petersburg,P195,Adam
133La 2005UN01 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 128Te(14N, 4n), (14N, 5n), (14N, 4np), (14N,
5nα), (14N, 6nα), (14N, n2pα), (14N, n2p2α), (14N, 3α), E ≈ 64-90;
measured excitation functions; deduced reaction mechanism features.
Activation technique, comparison with model predictions. JOUR
IMPEE 14 775
A=134
134Sn 2005SH23 RADIOACTIVITY 134Sn(β−); 135Sn(β−), (β−n); measured Eγ, Iγ,
βγ-, γγ-coin. 134Sb deduced levels, J, pi, β-decaying isomeric state.
Mass separator, shell model calculations. JOUR PRVCA 71 064321
134Sb 2005SH23 RADIOACTIVITY 134Sn(β−); 135Sn(β−), (β−n); measured Eγ, Iγ,
βγ-, γγ-coin. 134Sb deduced levels, J, pi, β-decaying isomeric state.
Mass separator, shell model calculations. JOUR PRVCA 71 064321
134I 2005BEZW NUCLEAR REACTIONS 238U(γ, F)84Br / 130Sb / 132Sb / 131Te /
133Te / 134I / 135Xe, E=16 MeV bremsstrahlung; 237Np(γ, F)134I /
135Xe, E=16 MeV bremsstrahlung; measured Eγ, Iγ; deduced isomer
yield ratios, fission fragments mean angular momenta. CONF Santa Fe
(Nucl Data for Sci and Technol) Proc,Vol1,P641
134Cs 2005UOZZ NUCLEAR REACTIONS U(p, F)95Zr / 115Cd / 134Cs / 136Cs / 137Cs
/ 147Nd, E ≈ 20-70 MeV; measured production σ. Stacked-foil
activation technique, comparison with model predictions. CONF Santa
Fe (Nucl Data for Sci and Technol) Proc,Vol2,P1547
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A=135
135Sn 2005SH23 RADIOACTIVITY 134Sn(β−); 135Sn(β−), (β−n); measured Eγ, Iγ,
βγ-, γγ-coin. 134Sb deduced levels, J, pi, β-decaying isomeric state.
Mass separator, shell model calculations. JOUR PRVCA 71 064321
2005SH36 RADIOACTIVITY 135Sn(β−) [from U(n, F)]; measured Eγ, Iγ,
γγ-coin. 135Sb deduced levels, J, pi. Resonance ionization, mass
separator. Comparisons with shell-model predictions. JOUR PRVCA
72 024305
135Sb 2005SH23 RADIOACTIVITY 134Sn(β−); 135Sn(β−), (β−n); measured Eγ, Iγ,
βγ-, γγ-coin. 134Sb deduced levels, J, pi, β-decaying isomeric state.
Mass separator, shell model calculations. JOUR PRVCA 71 064321
2005SH36 RADIOACTIVITY 135Sn(β−) [from U(n, F)]; measured Eγ, Iγ,
γγ-coin. 135Sb deduced levels, J, pi. Resonance ionization, mass
separator. Comparisons with shell-model predictions. JOUR PRVCA
72 024305
135I 2005ADZZ NUCLEAR REACTIONS 129I(n, 7n), (n, 6n), (n, 4n), (n, γ), E=fast;
237Np(n, γ), E=fast; measured yields. 237Np(n, F)91Sr / 97Zr / 132Te /
133I / 135I, E=fast; 238Pu(n, F)97Zr / 129Sb / 132I / 133I / 135Xe /
105Ru, E=fast; 239Pu(n, F)88Kr / 91Sr / 92Sr / 92Y / 97Zr / 99Mo /
103Ru / 105Ru / 128Sb / 129Sb / 132Te / 131I / 132I / 133I / 135I / 135Xe
/ 143Ce / 140Ba / 140La, E=fast; measured fission fragment yields.
Secondary neutrons from proton irradiation. JINR nuclotron. CONF
St Petersburg,P195,Adam
2005GAZW NUCLEAR REACTIONS 232Th, 238U, 243Am, 248Cm(γ, F)135mXe /
135Xe / 135I, E=25 MeV bremsstrahlung; measured yield ratios.
Microtron, gas flow transport. CONF St Petersburg,P66,Gangrsky
135Xe 2005ADZZ NUCLEAR REACTIONS 129I(n, 7n), (n, 6n), (n, 4n), (n, γ), E=fast;
237Np(n, γ), E=fast; measured yields. 237Np(n, F)91Sr / 97Zr / 132Te /
133I / 135I, E=fast; 238Pu(n, F)97Zr / 129Sb / 132I / 133I / 135Xe /
105Ru, E=fast; 239Pu(n, F)88Kr / 91Sr / 92Sr / 92Y / 97Zr / 99Mo /
103Ru / 105Ru / 128Sb / 129Sb / 132Te / 131I / 132I / 133I / 135I / 135Xe
/ 143Ce / 140Ba / 140La, E=fast; measured fission fragment yields.
Secondary neutrons from proton irradiation. JINR nuclotron. CONF
St Petersburg,P195,Adam
2005BEZW NUCLEAR REACTIONS 238U(γ, F)84Br / 130Sb / 132Sb / 131Te /
133Te / 134I / 135Xe, E=16 MeV bremsstrahlung; 237Np(γ, F)134I /
135Xe, E=16 MeV bremsstrahlung; measured Eγ, Iγ; deduced isomer
yield ratios, fission fragments mean angular momenta. CONF Santa Fe
(Nucl Data for Sci and Technol) Proc,Vol1,P641
2005GA25 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 248Cm(γ, F)89Kr / 91Kr / 92Kr / 93Kr /
135Xe / 137Xe / 138Xe / 139Xe / 140Xe / 141Xe / 142Xe, E=25 MeV
bremsstrahlung; measured Eγ, Iγ; deduced yields. JOUR FECLA 125
44
2005GAZW NUCLEAR REACTIONS 232Th, 238U, 243Am, 248Cm(γ, F)135mXe /
135Xe / 135I, E=25 MeV bremsstrahlung; measured yield ratios.
Microtron, gas flow transport. CONF St Petersburg,P66,Gangrsky
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A=135 (continued)
135Cs 2005UN01 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 128Te(14N, 4n), (14N, 5n), (14N, 4np), (14N,
5nα), (14N, 6nα), (14N, n2pα), (14N, n2p2α), (14N, 3α), E ≈ 64-90;
measured excitation functions; deduced reaction mechanism features.
Activation technique, comparison with model predictions. JOUR
IMPEE 14 775
135Ce 2005VEZZ NUCLEAR REACTIONS Pr(p, X)139Nd / 138Nd / 139Ce / 135Ce /
137Pr / 138mPr, E=20-100 MeV; La(p, X)139Ce, E=0-20 MeV;
measured excitation functions. Comparison with model predictions.
CONF Santa Fe (Nucl Data for Sci and Technol) Proc,Vol2,P1650
A=136
136Cs 2005UOZZ NUCLEAR REACTIONS U(p, F)95Zr / 115Cd / 134Cs / 136Cs / 137Cs
/ 147Nd, E ≈ 20-70 MeV; measured production σ. Stacked-foil
activation technique, comparison with model predictions. CONF Santa
Fe (Nucl Data for Sci and Technol) Proc,Vol2,P1547
A=137
137Xe 2005GA25 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 248Cm(γ, F)89Kr / 91Kr / 92Kr / 93Kr /
135Xe / 137Xe / 138Xe / 139Xe / 140Xe / 141Xe / 142Xe, E=25 MeV
bremsstrahlung; measured Eγ, Iγ; deduced yields. JOUR FECLA 125
44
137Cs 2005UOZZ NUCLEAR REACTIONS U(p, F)95Zr / 115Cd / 134Cs / 136Cs / 137Cs
/ 147Nd, E ≈ 20-70 MeV; measured production σ. Stacked-foil
activation technique, comparison with model predictions. CONF Santa
Fe (Nucl Data for Sci and Technol) Proc,Vol2,P1547
137Ce 2005UN01 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 128Te(14N, 4n), (14N, 5n), (14N, 4np), (14N,
5nα), (14N, 6nα), (14N, n2pα), (14N, n2p2α), (14N, 3α), E ≈ 64-90;
measured excitation functions; deduced reaction mechanism features.
Activation technique, comparison with model predictions. JOUR
IMPEE 14 775
137Pr 2005UN01 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 128Te(14N, 4n), (14N, 5n), (14N, 4np), (14N,
5nα), (14N, 6nα), (14N, n2pα), (14N, n2p2α), (14N, 3α), E ≈ 64-90;
measured excitation functions; deduced reaction mechanism features.
Activation technique, comparison with model predictions. JOUR
IMPEE 14 775
2005VEZZ NUCLEAR REACTIONS Pr(p, X)139Nd / 138Nd / 139Ce / 135Ce /
137Pr / 138mPr, E=20-100 MeV; La(p, X)139Ce, E=0-20 MeV;
measured excitation functions. Comparison with model predictions.
CONF Santa Fe (Nucl Data for Sci and Technol) Proc,Vol2,P1650
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A=138
138Xe 2005GA25 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 248Cm(γ, F)89Kr / 91Kr / 92Kr / 93Kr /
135Xe / 137Xe / 138Xe / 139Xe / 140Xe / 141Xe / 142Xe, E=25 MeV
bremsstrahlung; measured Eγ, Iγ; deduced yields. JOUR FECLA 125
44
138Pr 2005UN01 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 128Te(14N, 4n), (14N, 5n), (14N, 4np), (14N,
5nα), (14N, 6nα), (14N, n2pα), (14N, n2p2α), (14N, 3α), E ≈ 64-90;
measured excitation functions; deduced reaction mechanism features.
Activation technique, comparison with model predictions. JOUR
IMPEE 14 775
2005VEZZ NUCLEAR REACTIONS Pr(p, X)139Nd / 138Nd / 139Ce / 135Ce /
137Pr / 138mPr, E=20-100 MeV; La(p, X)139Ce, E=0-20 MeV;
measured excitation functions. Comparison with model predictions.
CONF Santa Fe (Nucl Data for Sci and Technol) Proc,Vol2,P1650
138Nd 2005VEZZ NUCLEAR REACTIONS Pr(p, X)139Nd / 138Nd / 139Ce / 135Ce /
137Pr / 138mPr, E=20-100 MeV; La(p, X)139Ce, E=0-20 MeV;
measured excitation functions. Comparison with model predictions.
CONF Santa Fe (Nucl Data for Sci and Technol) Proc,Vol2,P1650
A=139
139Xe 2005GA25 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 248Cm(γ, F)89Kr / 91Kr / 92Kr / 93Kr /
135Xe / 137Xe / 138Xe / 139Xe / 140Xe / 141Xe / 142Xe, E=25 MeV
bremsstrahlung; measured Eγ, Iγ; deduced yields. JOUR FECLA 125
44
139La 2005SK04 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 131Xe, 139La(n, n), E=low; measured
neutron transmission spectra through polarized targets. Plans for
measurement of time-reversal violating effects discussed. JOUR
JRNBA 110 471
139Ce 2005VEZZ NUCLEAR REACTIONS Pr(p, X)139Nd / 138Nd / 139Ce / 135Ce /
137Pr / 138mPr, E=20-100 MeV; La(p, X)139Ce, E=0-20 MeV;
measured excitation functions. Comparison with model predictions.
CONF Santa Fe (Nucl Data for Sci and Technol) Proc,Vol2,P1650
139Pr 2005YU06 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 130Te(14N, 4n), (14N, 5n), E=55-65 MeV;
measured Eγ, Iγ, γγ-coin; deduced γ-ray excitation functions. 140Pr
deduced high-spin levels, J, pi, configurations. Level systematics in
neighboring nuclides discussed. JOUR CPLEE 22 1873
139Nd 2005VEZZ NUCLEAR REACTIONS Pr(p, X)139Nd / 138Nd / 139Ce / 135Ce /
137Pr / 138mPr, E=20-100 MeV; La(p, X)139Ce, E=0-20 MeV;
measured excitation functions. Comparison with model predictions.
CONF Santa Fe (Nucl Data for Sci and Technol) Proc,Vol2,P1650
A=140
140Xe 2005GA25 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 248Cm(γ, F)89Kr / 91Kr / 92Kr / 93Kr /
135Xe / 137Xe / 138Xe / 139Xe / 140Xe / 141Xe / 142Xe, E=25 MeV
bremsstrahlung; measured Eγ, Iγ; deduced yields. JOUR FECLA 125
44
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A=140 (continued)
140Ba 2005ADZZ NUCLEAR REACTIONS 129I(n, 7n), (n, 6n), (n, 4n), (n, γ), E=fast;
237Np(n, γ), E=fast; measured yields. 237Np(n, F)91Sr / 97Zr / 132Te /
133I / 135I, E=fast; 238Pu(n, F)97Zr / 129Sb / 132I / 133I / 135Xe /
105Ru, E=fast; 239Pu(n, F)88Kr / 91Sr / 92Sr / 92Y / 97Zr / 99Mo /
103Ru / 105Ru / 128Sb / 129Sb / 132Te / 131I / 132I / 133I / 135I / 135Xe
/ 143Ce / 140Ba / 140La, E=fast; measured fission fragment yields.
Secondary neutrons from proton irradiation. JINR nuclotron. CONF
St Petersburg,P195,Adam
140La 2005ADZZ NUCLEAR REACTIONS 129I(n, 7n), (n, 6n), (n, 4n), (n, γ), E=fast;
237Np(n, γ), E=fast; measured yields. 237Np(n, F)91Sr / 97Zr / 132Te /
133I / 135I, E=fast; 238Pu(n, F)97Zr / 129Sb / 132I / 133I / 135Xe /
105Ru, E=fast; 239Pu(n, F)88Kr / 91Sr / 92Sr / 92Y / 97Zr / 99Mo /
103Ru / 105Ru / 128Sb / 129Sb / 132Te / 131I / 132I / 133I / 135I / 135Xe
/ 143Ce / 140Ba / 140La, E=fast; measured fission fragment yields.
Secondary neutrons from proton irradiation. JINR nuclotron. CONF
St Petersburg,P195,Adam
140Pr 2005HIZX NUCLEAR REACTIONS 66Zn(d, α), E=5-14 MeV; Ce(3He, xn)140Nd,
E=16-35 MeV; 141Ce(p, 2n), E=10-45 MeV; 192Os(p, n), E=6-19 MeV;
measured excitation functions; deduced thick-target yields. Stacked-foil
activation technique. CONF Santa Fe (Nucl Data for Sci and Technol)
Proc,Vol2,P1631
2005YU06 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 130Te(14N, 4n), (14N, 5n), E=55-65 MeV;
measured Eγ, Iγ, γγ-coin; deduced γ-ray excitation functions. 140Pr
deduced high-spin levels, J, pi, configurations. Level systematics in
neighboring nuclides discussed. JOUR CPLEE 22 1873
140Nd 2005HIZX NUCLEAR REACTIONS 66Zn(d, α), E=5-14 MeV; Ce(3He, xn)140Nd,
E=16-35 MeV; 141Ce(p, 2n), E=10-45 MeV; 192Os(p, n), E=6-19 MeV;
measured excitation functions; deduced thick-target yields. Stacked-foil
activation technique. CONF Santa Fe (Nucl Data for Sci and Technol)
Proc,Vol2,P1631
A=141
141Xe 2005GA25 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 248Cm(γ, F)89Kr / 91Kr / 92Kr / 93Kr /
135Xe / 137Xe / 138Xe / 139Xe / 140Xe / 141Xe / 142Xe, E=25 MeV
bremsstrahlung; measured Eγ, Iγ; deduced yields. JOUR FECLA 125
44
A=142
142Xe 2005GA25 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 248Cm(γ, F)89Kr / 91Kr / 92Kr / 93Kr /
135Xe / 137Xe / 138Xe / 139Xe / 140Xe / 141Xe / 142Xe, E=25 MeV
bremsstrahlung; measured Eγ, Iγ; deduced yields. JOUR FECLA 125
44
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A=143
143Ce 2005ADZZ NUCLEAR REACTIONS 129I(n, 7n), (n, 6n), (n, 4n), (n, γ), E=fast;
237Np(n, γ), E=fast; measured yields. 237Np(n, F)91Sr / 97Zr / 132Te /
133I / 135I, E=fast; 238Pu(n, F)97Zr / 129Sb / 132I / 133I / 135Xe /
105Ru, E=fast; 239Pu(n, F)88Kr / 91Sr / 92Sr / 92Y / 97Zr / 99Mo /
103Ru / 105Ru / 128Sb / 129Sb / 132Te / 131I / 132I / 133I / 135I / 135Xe
/ 143Ce / 140Ba / 140La, E=fast; measured fission fragment yields.
Secondary neutrons from proton irradiation. JINR nuclotron. CONF
St Petersburg,P195,Adam
143Gd 2005BA64 NUCLEAR MOMENTS 143m,145,145mGd; measured isotope shifts, hfs;




145Gd 2005BA64 NUCLEAR MOMENTS 143m,145,145mGd; measured isotope shifts, hfs;




147Nd 2005UOZZ NUCLEAR REACTIONS U(p, F)95Zr / 115Cd / 134Cs / 136Cs / 137Cs
/ 147Nd, E ≈ 20-70 MeV; measured production σ. Stacked-foil
activation technique, comparison with model predictions. CONF Santa












152Sm 2005MA73 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 151Sm(n, γ), E ≈ 0-1 MeV; measured
capture σ. Astrophysical implication discussed. JOUR NUPAB 758
533c
152Gd 2005WA23 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 148Nd(9Be, 5n), E=42, 45, 48, 52, 55 MeV;
measured Eγ, Iγ; deduced excitation function. 148Nd(9Be, 5n), E=54
MeV; measured Eγ, Iγ, γγ-coin. 152Gd deduced high-spin levels, J, pi,
configuration, quadrupole deformation. Total Routhian surface




154Sm 2005DEZV NUCLEAR REACTIONS 154Sm(n, n’γ)E=reactor; measured Eγ,
Iγ(θ). 154Sm deduced levels, δ, configurations. Reactor. CONF St
Petersburg,P53,Demidov
154Eu 2005KUZX RADIOACTIVITY 154Eu(β−); measured Eγ, Iγ, γγ-coin. 154Gd
deduced transition intensities. Application as relative efficiency
calibration source discussed. CONF Santa Fe (Nucl Data for Sci and
Technol) Proc,Vol1,P830
154Gd 2005BEZU NUCLEAR REACTIONS 157Gd(3He, α), (3He, 2nα), (3He, n3He),
E=45 MeV; measured Eγ, Iγ, (particle)γ-coin. 236,238U(d, pF), (d,
d’F), E=24, 32 MeV; measured Eγ, Iγ, (particle)γ-coin; deduced fission
probability ratios. Surrogate reactions, Gammasphere and STARS
arrays. CONF Santa Fe (Nucl Data for Sci and Technol)
Proc,Vol1,P890
2005KUZX RADIOACTIVITY 154Eu(β−); measured Eγ, Iγ, γγ-coin. 154Gd
deduced transition intensities. Application as relative efficiency
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156Gd 2005BEZU NUCLEAR REACTIONS 157Gd(3He, α), (3He, 2nα), (3He, n3He),
E=45 MeV; measured Eγ, Iγ, (particle)γ-coin. 236,238U(d, pF), (d,
d’F), E=24, 32 MeV; measured Eγ, Iγ, (particle)γ-coin; deduced fission
probability ratios. Surrogate reactions, Gammasphere and STARS
arrays. CONF Santa Fe (Nucl Data for Sci and Technol)
Proc,Vol1,P890
156Ho 2005KAZY RADIOACTIVITY 156,158,160Er(EC); measured prompt and delayed
Eγ, Iγ, γγ-coin. 156,158,160Ho levels deduced T1/2. HPGe detectors,
YaSNAPP-2 ISOL complex. CONF St Petersburg,P58,Kalinnikov
156Er 2005KAZY RADIOACTIVITY 156,158,160Er(EC); measured prompt and delayed
Eγ, Iγ, γγ-coin. 156,158,160Ho levels deduced T1/2. HPGe detectors,




158Ho 2005KAZY RADIOACTIVITY 156,158,160Er(EC); measured prompt and delayed
Eγ, Iγ, γγ-coin. 156,158,160Ho levels deduced T1/2. HPGe detectors,
YaSNAPP-2 ISOL complex. CONF St Petersburg,P58,Kalinnikov
158Er 2005KAZY RADIOACTIVITY 156,158,160Er(EC); measured prompt and delayed
Eγ, Iγ, γγ-coin. 156,158,160Ho levels deduced T1/2. HPGe detectors,
YaSNAPP-2 ISOL complex. CONF St Petersburg,P58,Kalinnikov
A=159
159Pm 2005IC02 RADIOACTIVITY 159Pm, 162Sm, 166Gd, 166Tb(β−) [from 238U(p, F)];
measured Eγ, Iγ, βγ-, γγ-coin, T1/2. 166Tb deduced levels, β-feeding
intensities. JOUR PRVCA 71 067302
159Sm 2005IC02 RADIOACTIVITY 159Pm, 162Sm, 166Gd, 166Tb(β−) [from 238U(p, F)];
measured Eγ, Iγ, βγ-, γγ-coin, T1/2. 166Tb deduced levels, β-feeding
intensities. JOUR PRVCA 71 067302
A=160
160Ho 2005KAZX RADIOACTIVITY 160mHo(IT); measured γγ-coin, T1/2. YASNAPP
setup. CONF St Petersburg,P72,Kalinnikov
2005KAZY RADIOACTIVITY 156,158,160Er(EC); measured prompt and delayed
Eγ, Iγ, γγ-coin. 156,158,160Ho levels deduced T1/2. HPGe detectors,
YaSNAPP-2 ISOL complex. CONF St Petersburg,P58,Kalinnikov
160Er 2005KAZY RADIOACTIVITY 156,158,160Er(EC); measured prompt and delayed
Eγ, Iγ, γγ-coin. 156,158,160Ho levels deduced T1/2. HPGe detectors,
YaSNAPP-2 ISOL complex. CONF St Petersburg,P58,Kalinnikov
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A=160 (continued)
2005WO06 RADIOACTIVITY 160Yb, 160Tm(EC) [from 147Sm(18O, 5n) and
subsequent decay]; measured β-delayed Eγ, Iγ(θ, H, t), γγ-coin. 160Er
level deduced g factor. Perturbed angular correlation technique,
systematics in neighboring nuclides discussed. JOUR PRVCA 72
027301
160Tm 2005WO06 RADIOACTIVITY 160Yb, 160Tm(EC) [from 147Sm(18O, 5n) and
subsequent decay]; measured β-delayed Eγ, Iγ(θ, H, t), γγ-coin. 160Er
level deduced g factor. Perturbed angular correlation technique,
systematics in neighboring nuclides discussed. JOUR PRVCA 72
027301
160Yb 2005WO06 RADIOACTIVITY 160Yb, 160Tm(EC) [from 147Sm(18O, 5n) and
subsequent decay]; measured β-delayed Eγ, Iγ(θ, H, t), γγ-coin. 160Er
level deduced g factor. Perturbed angular correlation technique,





162Sm 2005IC02 RADIOACTIVITY 159Pm, 162Sm, 166Gd, 166Tb(β−) [from 238U(p, F)];
measured Eγ, Iγ, βγ-, γγ-coin, T1/2. 166Tb deduced levels, β-feeding
intensities. JOUR PRVCA 71 067302
162Eu 2005IC02 RADIOACTIVITY 159Pm, 162Sm, 166Gd, 166Tb(β−) [from 238U(p, F)];
measured Eγ, Iγ, βγ-, γγ-coin, T1/2. 166Tb deduced levels, β-feeding






165Dy 2005KA33 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 164Dy(n, γ), E=thermal; measured capture
σ, resonance integral. Activation method. JOUR NIMAE 550 626
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A=166
166Gd 2005IC02 RADIOACTIVITY 159Pm, 162Sm, 166Gd, 166Tb(β−) [from 238U(p, F)];
measured Eγ, Iγ, βγ-, γγ-coin, T1/2. 166Tb deduced levels, β-feeding
intensities. JOUR PRVCA 71 067302
166Tb 2005IC02 RADIOACTIVITY 159Pm, 162Sm, 166Gd, 166Tb(β−) [from 238U(p, F)];
measured Eγ, Iγ, βγ-, γγ-coin, T1/2. 166Tb deduced levels, β-feeding
intensities. JOUR PRVCA 71 067302
166Dy 2005IC02 RADIOACTIVITY 159Pm, 162Sm, 166Gd, 166Tb(β−) [from 238U(p, F)];
measured Eγ, Iγ, βγ-, γγ-coin, T1/2. 166Tb deduced levels, β-feeding






169Tm 2005ALZX NUCLEAR REACTIONS 169Tm(n, n), (n, n’), E=600 MeV; measured





171Os 2005ANZY RADIOACTIVITY 186,187Po, 183Pb, 179Hg, 175Pt(α) [from 144Sm(46Ti,
xn) and subsequent decay]; measured Eα, T1/2. 183Pb deduced excited
state energy. 187Po deduced isomeric states. 192At(α) [from 144Sm(51V,
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173Lu 2005TIZX NUCLEAR REACTIONS Pb, 208Pb(p, X)203Pb / 200Tl / 199Tl /
196Au / 192Ir / 190Ir / 173Lu / 101mRh / 86Rb / 59Fe / 24Na / 7Be,
E=40-2600 MeV; measured excitation functions. Comparison with
previous work and model predictions. Other reactions discussed.
CONF Santa Fe (Nucl Data for Sci and Technol) Proc,Vol1,P1070
2005TIZY NUCLEAR REACTIONS Pb, 208Pb, 209Bi(p, X)203Pb / 200Tl / 199Tl
/ 196Au / 192Ir / 190Ir / 173Lu / 101mRh / 86Rb / 59Fe / 24Na / 7Be,
E=40-2600 MeV; measured production σ. Comparison with model
predictions. PREPRINT nucl-ex/0507009,7/05/2005
173Au 2005CAZY NUCLEAR REACTIONS 92,94,96Mo(84Sr, 2np), E not given;
90Zr(90Zr, n), E=369, 380 MeV; measured Eγ, Iγ, γγ-, (recoil)γ-coin.
173,175,177Au, 179Hg deduced high-spin levels, J, pi, shape coexistence
features. Gammasphere, mass separator, recoil-decay tagging. CONF
Santa Fe (Nucl Data for Sci and Technol) Proc,Vol1,P894
A=174
174Yb 2005GR22 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 173Yb(n, γ), E=resonance; measured Eγ, Iγ.
174Yb deduced levels, J, pi, transition intensities and multipolarities,
resonance features. Radiative capture, average resonance capture,
neutron filtered beams, pair spectrometer. JOUR NUPAB 757 287
174Hf 2005TRZY NUCLEAR REACTIONS Hf(n, n), (n, γ), E ≈ 0.005-200 eV;
measured transmission and capture σ. 174,176,177,178,179,180Hf deduced
resonance parameters, capture resonance integrals. CONF Santa Fe
(Nucl Data for Sci and Technol) Proc,Vol1,P949
A=175
175Pt 2005ANZY RADIOACTIVITY 186,187Po, 183Pb, 179Hg, 175Pt(α) [from 144Sm(46Ti,
xn) and subsequent decay]; measured Eα, T1/2. 183Pb deduced excited
state energy. 187Po deduced isomeric states. 192At(α) [from 144Sm(51V,
xn)]; measured Eα, αα-coin, T1/2; deduced isomeric states. REPT GSI
2005-1,P77,Andreyev
175Au 2005CAZY NUCLEAR REACTIONS 92,94,96Mo(84Sr, 2np), E not given;
90Zr(90Zr, n), E=369, 380 MeV; measured Eγ, Iγ, γγ-, (recoil)γ-coin.
173,175,177Au, 179Hg deduced high-spin levels, J, pi, shape coexistence
features. Gammasphere, mass separator, recoil-decay tagging. CONF
Santa Fe (Nucl Data for Sci and Technol) Proc,Vol1,P894
A=176
176Lu 2005HE19 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 18O(p, n), E=2582 keV; measured neutron
spectra. 138Ba, 139La, 175Lu(n, γ), E=spectrum; measured σ. JOUR
NUPAB 758 529c
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176Hf 2005TRZY NUCLEAR REACTIONS Hf(n, n), (n, γ), E ≈ 0.005-200 eV;
measured transmission and capture σ. 174,176,177,178,179,180Hf deduced
resonance parameters, capture resonance integrals. CONF Santa Fe
(Nucl Data for Sci and Technol) Proc,Vol1,P949
176Os 2005WA25 RADIOACTIVITY 176,176mIr(β+), (EC) [from 146Nd(35Cl, 5n)];
measured Eγ, Iγ, γγ-coin, T1/2. 176Os deduced levels, J, pi. 176Ir
deduced low-spin isomeric state. JOUR CPLEE 22 2211
176Ir 2005WA25 RADIOACTIVITY 176,176mIr(β+), (EC) [from 146Nd(35Cl, 5n)];
measured Eγ, Iγ, γγ-coin, T1/2. 176Os deduced levels, J, pi. 176Ir
deduced low-spin isomeric state. JOUR CPLEE 22 2211
A=177
177Hf 2005TRZY NUCLEAR REACTIONS Hf(n, n), (n, γ), E ≈ 0.005-200 eV;
measured transmission and capture σ. 174,176,177,178,179,180Hf deduced
resonance parameters, capture resonance integrals. CONF Santa Fe
(Nucl Data for Sci and Technol) Proc,Vol1,P949
2005WIZZ NUCLEAR REACTIONS 175,176Lu, 176,177,178,179,180Hf(n, γ), E=3-225
keV; measured capture σ; deduced Maxwellian averaged σ.
Comparison with previous results, astrophysical implications discussed.
CONF Santa Fe (Nucl Data for Sci and Technol) Proc,Vol2,P1315
177Au 2005CAZY NUCLEAR REACTIONS 92,94,96Mo(84Sr, 2np), E not given;
90Zr(90Zr, n), E=369, 380 MeV; measured Eγ, Iγ, γγ-, (recoil)γ-coin.
173,175,177Au, 179Hg deduced high-spin levels, J, pi, shape coexistence
features. Gammasphere, mass separator, recoil-decay tagging. CONF
Santa Fe (Nucl Data for Sci and Technol) Proc,Vol1,P894
177Hg 2005CAZY RADIOACTIVITY 181,183Pb(α); measured Eα, Eγ, αγ-coin. 177Hg
deduced level. 179Hg deduced isomeric state energy, T1/2. CONF Santa
Fe (Nucl Data for Sci and Technol) Proc,Vol1,P894
A=178
178Hf 2005TRZY NUCLEAR REACTIONS Hf(n, n), (n, γ), E ≈ 0.005-200 eV;
measured transmission and capture σ. 174,176,177,178,179,180Hf deduced
resonance parameters, capture resonance integrals. CONF Santa Fe
(Nucl Data for Sci and Technol) Proc,Vol1,P949
2005WIZZ NUCLEAR REACTIONS 175,176Lu, 176,177,178,179,180Hf(n, γ), E=3-225
keV; measured capture σ; deduced Maxwellian averaged σ.
Comparison with previous results, astrophysical implications discussed.
CONF Santa Fe (Nucl Data for Sci and Technol) Proc,Vol2,P1315
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A=179
179Hf 2005TRZY NUCLEAR REACTIONS Hf(n, n), (n, γ), E ≈ 0.005-200 eV;
measured transmission and capture σ. 174,176,177,178,179,180Hf deduced
resonance parameters, capture resonance integrals. CONF Santa Fe
(Nucl Data for Sci and Technol) Proc,Vol1,P949
2005WIZZ NUCLEAR REACTIONS 175,176Lu, 176,177,178,179,180Hf(n, γ), E=3-225
keV; measured capture σ; deduced Maxwellian averaged σ.
Comparison with previous results, astrophysical implications discussed.
CONF Santa Fe (Nucl Data for Sci and Technol) Proc,Vol2,P1315
179Hg 2005ANZY RADIOACTIVITY 186,187Po, 183Pb, 179Hg, 175Pt(α) [from 144Sm(46Ti,
xn) and subsequent decay]; measured Eα, T1/2. 183Pb deduced excited
state energy. 187Po deduced isomeric states. 192At(α) [from 144Sm(51V,
xn)]; measured Eα, αα-coin, T1/2; deduced isomeric states. REPT GSI
2005-1,P77,Andreyev
2005CAZY NUCLEAR REACTIONS 92,94,96Mo(84Sr, 2np), E not given;
90Zr(90Zr, n), E=369, 380 MeV; measured Eγ, Iγ, γγ-, (recoil)γ-coin.
173,175,177Au, 179Hg deduced high-spin levels, J, pi, shape coexistence
features. Gammasphere, mass separator, recoil-decay tagging. CONF
Santa Fe (Nucl Data for Sci and Technol) Proc,Vol1,P894
2005CAZY RADIOACTIVITY 181,183Pb(α); measured Eα, Eγ, αγ-coin. 177Hg
deduced level. 179Hg deduced isomeric state energy, T1/2. CONF Santa
Fe (Nucl Data for Sci and Technol) Proc,Vol1,P894
A=180
180Hf 2005TRZY NUCLEAR REACTIONS Hf(n, n), (n, γ), E ≈ 0.005-200 eV;
measured transmission and capture σ. 174,176,177,178,179,180Hf deduced
resonance parameters, capture resonance integrals. CONF Santa Fe
(Nucl Data for Sci and Technol) Proc,Vol1,P949
2005WIZZ NUCLEAR REACTIONS 175,176Lu, 176,177,178,179,180Hf(n, γ), E=3-225
keV; measured capture σ; deduced Maxwellian averaged σ.
Comparison with previous results, astrophysical implications discussed.
CONF Santa Fe (Nucl Data for Sci and Technol) Proc,Vol2,P1315
A=181
181Hf 2005WIZZ NUCLEAR REACTIONS 175,176Lu, 176,177,178,179,180Hf(n, γ), E=3-225
keV; measured capture σ; deduced Maxwellian averaged σ.
Comparison with previous results, astrophysical implications discussed.
CONF Santa Fe (Nucl Data for Sci and Technol) Proc,Vol2,P1315
181Re 2005NAZY NUCLEAR REACTIONS 27Al(d, X)27Mg / 24Na, E=22-40 MeV;
Cu(d, X)62Zn / 63Zn / 61Cu / 64Cu, E=22-40 MeV; W(d, X)181Re /
182Re / 183Re / 184Re / 186Re / 187W, E=22-40 MeV; measured
activation σ. Comparison with previous results and model predictions.
CONF Santa Fe (Nucl Data for Sci and Technol) Proc,Vol2,P1489
181Pb 2005CAZY RADIOACTIVITY 181,183Pb(α); measured Eα, Eγ, αγ-coin. 177Hg
deduced level. 179Hg deduced isomeric state energy, T1/2. CONF Santa
Fe (Nucl Data for Sci and Technol) Proc,Vol1,P894
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A=182
182Hf 2005VO17 RADIOACTIVITY 182Hf(β−); measured T1/2. New accelerator mass
spectrometry measurement discussed. JOUR NUPAB 758 340c
182Ta 2005VO17 RADIOACTIVITY 182Hf(β−); measured T1/2. New accelerator mass
spectrometry measurement discussed. JOUR NUPAB 758 340c
182Re 2005NAZY NUCLEAR REACTIONS 27Al(d, X)27Mg / 24Na, E=22-40 MeV;
Cu(d, X)62Zn / 63Zn / 61Cu / 64Cu, E=22-40 MeV; W(d, X)181Re /
182Re / 183Re / 184Re / 186Re / 187W, E=22-40 MeV; measured
activation σ. Comparison with previous results and model predictions.
CONF Santa Fe (Nucl Data for Sci and Technol) Proc,Vol2,P1489
182Pb 2005ANZY RADIOACTIVITY 186,187Po, 183Pb, 179Hg, 175Pt(α) [from 144Sm(46Ti,
xn) and subsequent decay]; measured Eα, T1/2. 183Pb deduced excited
state energy. 187Po deduced isomeric states. 192At(α) [from 144Sm(51V,
xn)]; measured Eα, αα-coin, T1/2; deduced isomeric states. REPT GSI
2005-1,P77,Andreyev
A=183
183Re 2005NAZY NUCLEAR REACTIONS 27Al(d, X)27Mg / 24Na, E=22-40 MeV;
Cu(d, X)62Zn / 63Zn / 61Cu / 64Cu, E=22-40 MeV; W(d, X)181Re /
182Re / 183Re / 184Re / 186Re / 187W, E=22-40 MeV; measured
activation σ. Comparison with previous results and model predictions.
CONF Santa Fe (Nucl Data for Sci and Technol) Proc,Vol2,P1489
183Ir 2005FOZZ NUCLEAR REACTIONS 191Ir(n, n’), (n, 2n), (n, 3n), (n, 4n), (n, 5n),
(n, 6n), (n, 7n), (n, 8n), (n, 9n), E=1-300 MeV; measured Eγ, Iγ;
deduced γ-ray production σ. CONF Santa Fe (Nucl Data for Sci and
Technol) Proc,Vol1,P898
183Pb 2005AN17 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 142Nd(52Cr, 3n), (52Cr, 4n), (52Cr, 5n),
(52Cr, 6n), (52Cr, np), (52Cr, 2np), (52Cr, 3np), (52Cr, 4np), (52Cr,
5np), (52Cr, 6np), E=220-310 MeV; 142Nd(50Cr, 3n), (50Cr, 4n), (50Cr,
2np), (50Cr, 3np), (50Cr, 4np), (50Cr, 5np), E=230-285 MeV;
92Mo(98Mo, 2np), (98Mo, 3np), E=427-460 MeV; 93Nb(95Mo, n),
(95Mo, 2n), (95Mo, 3n), (95Mo, p), (95Mo, np), (95Mo, 2np), (95Mo,
3np), (95Mo, 4np), E=375-456 MeV; 93Nb(94Mo, 2n), (94Mo, 3n),
(94Mo, np), (94Mo, 2np), (94Mo, 3np), E=405-450 MeV; 144Sm(46Ti,
3n), (46Ti, 4n), E=202-242 MeV; measured σ. Velocity filter,
comparison with statistical model predictions. JOUR PRVCA 72
014612
2005ANZY RADIOACTIVITY 186,187Po, 183Pb, 179Hg, 175Pt(α) [from 144Sm(46Ti,
xn) and subsequent decay]; measured Eα, T1/2. 183Pb deduced excited
state energy. 187Po deduced isomeric states. 192At(α) [from 144Sm(51V,
xn)]; measured Eα, αα-coin, T1/2; deduced isomeric states. REPT GSI
2005-1,P77,Andreyev
2005CAZY RADIOACTIVITY 181,183Pb(α); measured Eα, Eγ, αγ-coin. 177Hg
deduced level. 179Hg deduced isomeric state energy, T1/2. CONF Santa
Fe (Nucl Data for Sci and Technol) Proc,Vol1,P894
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A=184
184Re 2005NAZY NUCLEAR REACTIONS 27Al(d, X)27Mg / 24Na, E=22-40 MeV;
Cu(d, X)62Zn / 63Zn / 61Cu / 64Cu, E=22-40 MeV; W(d, X)181Re /
182Re / 183Re / 184Re / 186Re / 187W, E=22-40 MeV; measured
activation σ. Comparison with previous results and model predictions.
CONF Santa Fe (Nucl Data for Sci and Technol) Proc,Vol2,P1489
184Ir 2005FOZZ NUCLEAR REACTIONS 191Ir(n, n’), (n, 2n), (n, 3n), (n, 4n), (n, 5n),
(n, 6n), (n, 7n), (n, 8n), (n, 9n), E=1-300 MeV; measured Eγ, Iγ;
deduced γ-ray production σ. CONF Santa Fe (Nucl Data for Sci and
Technol) Proc,Vol1,P898
184Au 2005SA40 RADIOACTIVITY 184Hg(β+), (EC) [from Pb(p, X)]; measured Eγ,
Iγ, γγ-coin, E(ce), I(ce); deduced log ft. 184Au deduced levels, J, pi,
configurations. Mass separator, comparisons with model predictions.
JOUR ZAANE 25 5
184Hg 2005SA40 RADIOACTIVITY 184Hg(β+), (EC) [from Pb(p, X)]; measured Eγ,
Iγ, γγ-coin, E(ce), I(ce); deduced log ft. 184Au deduced levels, J, pi,
configurations. Mass separator, comparisons with model predictions.
JOUR ZAANE 25 5
184Pb 2005AN17 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 142Nd(52Cr, 3n), (52Cr, 4n), (52Cr, 5n),
(52Cr, 6n), (52Cr, np), (52Cr, 2np), (52Cr, 3np), (52Cr, 4np), (52Cr,
5np), (52Cr, 6np), E=220-310 MeV; 142Nd(50Cr, 3n), (50Cr, 4n), (50Cr,
2np), (50Cr, 3np), (50Cr, 4np), (50Cr, 5np), E=230-285 MeV;
92Mo(98Mo, 2np), (98Mo, 3np), E=427-460 MeV; 93Nb(95Mo, n),
(95Mo, 2n), (95Mo, 3n), (95Mo, p), (95Mo, np), (95Mo, 2np), (95Mo,
3np), (95Mo, 4np), E=375-456 MeV; 93Nb(94Mo, 2n), (94Mo, 3n),
(94Mo, np), (94Mo, 2np), (94Mo, 3np), E=405-450 MeV; 144Sm(46Ti,
3n), (46Ti, 4n), E=202-242 MeV; measured σ. Velocity filter,
comparison with statistical model predictions. JOUR PRVCA 72
014612
184Bi 2005AN17 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 142Nd(52Cr, 3n), (52Cr, 4n), (52Cr, 5n),
(52Cr, 6n), (52Cr, np), (52Cr, 2np), (52Cr, 3np), (52Cr, 4np), (52Cr,
5np), (52Cr, 6np), E=220-310 MeV; 142Nd(50Cr, 3n), (50Cr, 4n), (50Cr,
2np), (50Cr, 3np), (50Cr, 4np), (50Cr, 5np), E=230-285 MeV;
92Mo(98Mo, 2np), (98Mo, 3np), E=427-460 MeV; 93Nb(95Mo, n),
(95Mo, 2n), (95Mo, 3n), (95Mo, p), (95Mo, np), (95Mo, 2np), (95Mo,
3np), (95Mo, 4np), E=375-456 MeV; 93Nb(94Mo, 2n), (94Mo, 3n),
(94Mo, np), (94Mo, 2np), (94Mo, 3np), E=405-450 MeV; 144Sm(46Ti,
3n), (46Ti, 4n), E=202-242 MeV; measured σ. Velocity filter,
comparison with statistical model predictions. JOUR PRVCA 72
014612
A=185
185Re 2005SH26 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 186W(82Se, X)187W / 187Re / 185Re, E=630
MeV; measured prompt and delayed Eγ, Iγ, γγ-, (particle)γ-coin.
187W deduced levels, J, pi, isomer T1/2, configuration. Recoil shadow
technique. JOUR PRVCA 71 067301
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A=185 (continued)
185Ir 2005FOZZ NUCLEAR REACTIONS 191Ir(n, n’), (n, 2n), (n, 3n), (n, 4n), (n, 5n),
(n, 6n), (n, 7n), (n, 8n), (n, 9n), E=1-300 MeV; measured Eγ, Iγ;
deduced γ-ray production σ. CONF Santa Fe (Nucl Data for Sci and
Technol) Proc,Vol1,P898
185Pb 2005AN17 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 142Nd(52Cr, 3n), (52Cr, 4n), (52Cr, 5n),
(52Cr, 6n), (52Cr, np), (52Cr, 2np), (52Cr, 3np), (52Cr, 4np), (52Cr,
5np), (52Cr, 6np), E=220-310 MeV; 142Nd(50Cr, 3n), (50Cr, 4n), (50Cr,
2np), (50Cr, 3np), (50Cr, 4np), (50Cr, 5np), E=230-285 MeV;
92Mo(98Mo, 2np), (98Mo, 3np), E=427-460 MeV; 93Nb(95Mo, n),
(95Mo, 2n), (95Mo, 3n), (95Mo, p), (95Mo, np), (95Mo, 2np), (95Mo,
3np), (95Mo, 4np), E=375-456 MeV; 93Nb(94Mo, 2n), (94Mo, 3n),
(94Mo, np), (94Mo, 2np), (94Mo, 3np), E=405-450 MeV; 144Sm(46Ti,
3n), (46Ti, 4n), E=202-242 MeV; measured σ. Velocity filter,
comparison with statistical model predictions. JOUR PRVCA 72
014612
185Bi 2005AN17 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 142Nd(52Cr, 3n), (52Cr, 4n), (52Cr, 5n),
(52Cr, 6n), (52Cr, np), (52Cr, 2np), (52Cr, 3np), (52Cr, 4np), (52Cr,
5np), (52Cr, 6np), E=220-310 MeV; 142Nd(50Cr, 3n), (50Cr, 4n), (50Cr,
2np), (50Cr, 3np), (50Cr, 4np), (50Cr, 5np), E=230-285 MeV;
92Mo(98Mo, 2np), (98Mo, 3np), E=427-460 MeV; 93Nb(95Mo, n),
(95Mo, 2n), (95Mo, 3n), (95Mo, p), (95Mo, np), (95Mo, 2np), (95Mo,
3np), (95Mo, 4np), E=375-456 MeV; 93Nb(94Mo, 2n), (94Mo, 3n),
(94Mo, np), (94Mo, 2np), (94Mo, 3np), E=405-450 MeV; 144Sm(46Ti,
3n), (46Ti, 4n), E=202-242 MeV; measured σ. Velocity filter,
comparison with statistical model predictions. JOUR PRVCA 72
014612
A=186
186Re 2005ALZY NUCLEAR REACTIONS 186W(d, 2n), E=12.8-5.9 MeV; measured
yields. Stacked foil activation. CONF St Petersburg,P181,Alekseev
2005NAZY NUCLEAR REACTIONS 27Al(d, X)27Mg / 24Na, E=22-40 MeV;
Cu(d, X)62Zn / 63Zn / 61Cu / 64Cu, E=22-40 MeV; W(d, X)181Re /
182Re / 183Re / 184Re / 186Re / 187W, E=22-40 MeV; measured
activation σ. Comparison with previous results and model predictions.
CONF Santa Fe (Nucl Data for Sci and Technol) Proc,Vol2,P1489
186Ir 2005FOZZ NUCLEAR REACTIONS 191Ir(n, n’), (n, 2n), (n, 3n), (n, 4n), (n, 5n),
(n, 6n), (n, 7n), (n, 8n), (n, 9n), E=1-300 MeV; measured Eγ, Iγ;
deduced γ-ray production σ. CONF Santa Fe (Nucl Data for Sci and
Technol) Proc,Vol1,P898
2005TAZV NUCLEAR REACTIONS Ir(p, X)188Pt / 189Pt / 191Pt / 186Ir / 187Ir
/ 188Ir / 189Ir / 190Ir / 192Ir, E ≈ 10-70 MeV; measured excitation
functions; deduced integral yields. Stacked-foil activation technique.
CONF Santa Fe (Nucl Data for Sci and Technol) Proc,Vol1,P1023
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A=186 (continued)
186Pb 2005AN17 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 142Nd(52Cr, 3n), (52Cr, 4n), (52Cr, 5n),
(52Cr, 6n), (52Cr, np), (52Cr, 2np), (52Cr, 3np), (52Cr, 4np), (52Cr,
5np), (52Cr, 6np), E=220-310 MeV; 142Nd(50Cr, 3n), (50Cr, 4n), (50Cr,
2np), (50Cr, 3np), (50Cr, 4np), (50Cr, 5np), E=230-285 MeV;
92Mo(98Mo, 2np), (98Mo, 3np), E=427-460 MeV; 93Nb(95Mo, n),
(95Mo, 2n), (95Mo, 3n), (95Mo, p), (95Mo, np), (95Mo, 2np), (95Mo,
3np), (95Mo, 4np), E=375-456 MeV; 93Nb(94Mo, 2n), (94Mo, 3n),
(94Mo, np), (94Mo, 2np), (94Mo, 3np), E=405-450 MeV; 144Sm(46Ti,
3n), (46Ti, 4n), E=202-242 MeV; measured σ. Velocity filter,
comparison with statistical model predictions. JOUR PRVCA 72
014612
2005PA42 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 106Pd(83Kr, 3n), E=355 MeV; measured Eγ,
Iγ, γγ-, (recoil)γ-coin. 186Pb deduced levels, J, pi, oblate deformation.
Jurogam array, recoil-decay tagging, interacting boson model
calculations. JOUR PRVCA 72 011304
186Bi 2005AN17 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 142Nd(52Cr, 3n), (52Cr, 4n), (52Cr, 5n),
(52Cr, 6n), (52Cr, np), (52Cr, 2np), (52Cr, 3np), (52Cr, 4np), (52Cr,
5np), (52Cr, 6np), E=220-310 MeV; 142Nd(50Cr, 3n), (50Cr, 4n), (50Cr,
2np), (50Cr, 3np), (50Cr, 4np), (50Cr, 5np), E=230-285 MeV;
92Mo(98Mo, 2np), (98Mo, 3np), E=427-460 MeV; 93Nb(95Mo, n),
(95Mo, 2n), (95Mo, 3n), (95Mo, p), (95Mo, np), (95Mo, 2np), (95Mo,
3np), (95Mo, 4np), E=375-456 MeV; 93Nb(94Mo, 2n), (94Mo, 3n),
(94Mo, np), (94Mo, 2np), (94Mo, 3np), E=405-450 MeV; 144Sm(46Ti,
3n), (46Ti, 4n), E=202-242 MeV; measured σ. Velocity filter,
comparison with statistical model predictions. JOUR PRVCA 72
014612
186Po 2005AN17 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 142Nd(52Cr, 3n), (52Cr, 4n), (52Cr, 5n),
(52Cr, 6n), (52Cr, np), (52Cr, 2np), (52Cr, 3np), (52Cr, 4np), (52Cr,
5np), (52Cr, 6np), E=220-310 MeV; 142Nd(50Cr, 3n), (50Cr, 4n), (50Cr,
2np), (50Cr, 3np), (50Cr, 4np), (50Cr, 5np), E=230-285 MeV;
92Mo(98Mo, 2np), (98Mo, 3np), E=427-460 MeV; 93Nb(95Mo, n),
(95Mo, 2n), (95Mo, 3n), (95Mo, p), (95Mo, np), (95Mo, 2np), (95Mo,
3np), (95Mo, 4np), E=375-456 MeV; 93Nb(94Mo, 2n), (94Mo, 3n),
(94Mo, np), (94Mo, 2np), (94Mo, 3np), E=405-450 MeV; 144Sm(46Ti,
3n), (46Ti, 4n), E=202-242 MeV; measured σ. Velocity filter,
comparison with statistical model predictions. JOUR PRVCA 72
014612
2005ANZY NUCLEAR REACTIONS 144Sm(46Ti, xn), E not given; measured Eγ,
Eα, αα-, αγ-coin following residual nucleus decay; deduced evidence
for 186,187Po. 144Sm(51V, xn), E not given; measured Eγ, Eα, αα-,
αγ-coin following residual nucleus decay; deduced evidence for 192At.
REPT GSI 2005-1,P77,Andreyev
2005ANZY RADIOACTIVITY 186,187Po, 183Pb, 179Hg, 175Pt(α) [from 144Sm(46Ti,
xn) and subsequent decay]; measured Eα, T1/2. 183Pb deduced excited
state energy. 187Po deduced isomeric states. 192At(α) [from 144Sm(51V,
xn)]; measured Eα, αα-coin, T1/2; deduced isomeric states. REPT GSI
2005-1,P77,Andreyev
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A=187
187W 2005NAZY NUCLEAR REACTIONS 27Al(d, X)27Mg / 24Na, E=22-40 MeV;
Cu(d, X)62Zn / 63Zn / 61Cu / 64Cu, E=22-40 MeV; W(d, X)181Re /
182Re / 183Re / 184Re / 186Re / 187W, E=22-40 MeV; measured
activation σ. Comparison with previous results and model predictions.
CONF Santa Fe (Nucl Data for Sci and Technol) Proc,Vol2,P1489
2005SH26 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 186W(82Se, X)187W / 187Re / 185Re, E=630
MeV; measured prompt and delayed Eγ, Iγ, γγ-, (particle)γ-coin.
187W deduced levels, J, pi, isomer T1/2, configuration. Recoil shadow
technique. JOUR PRVCA 71 067301
187Re 2005SH26 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 186W(82Se, X)187W / 187Re / 185Re, E=630
MeV; measured prompt and delayed Eγ, Iγ, γγ-, (particle)γ-coin.
187W deduced levels, J, pi, isomer T1/2, configuration. Recoil shadow
technique. JOUR PRVCA 71 067301
187Os 2005AB22 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 186,187Os(n, γ), E ≈ 1-1000 keV; measured
capture σ. Astrophysical implications discussed. JOUR NUPAB 758
501c
2005MOZV NUCLEAR REACTIONS 186,187,188Os(n, γ), E < 1 MeV; measured
capture σ. Comparison with previous results, astrophysical
implications discussed. CONF Santa Fe (Nucl Data for Sci and
Technol) Proc,Vol2,P1335
2005SE19 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 186,187,188Os(n, γ), E=10-90 keV; measured
Eγ, Iγ. JOUR NUPAB 758 553c
2005SH37 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 186W, 187Re, 188Os(γ, n), E=7.3-10.9 MeV;
measured σ. 185W, 186Re, 187Os(n, γ), E < 100 keV; calculated capture
σ. Astrophysical implications discussed. JOUR PRVCA 72 025808
2005SH41 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 188Os(γ, n), E=8-11 MeV; measured σ;
deduced parameters. 187Os(n, γ), E=5-50 keV; calculated capture σ.
Astrophysical implications discussed. JOUR NUPAB 758 561c
2005SHZX NUCLEAR REACTIONS 186W, 187Re, 188Os(γ, n), E ≈ 7.3-10.9 MeV;
measured σ; deduced parameters. Hauser-Feshbach model, implications
for cosmochronology discussed. PREPRINT
nucl-ex/0506027,6/30/2005
187Ir 2005FOZZ NUCLEAR REACTIONS 191Ir(n, n’), (n, 2n), (n, 3n), (n, 4n), (n, 5n),
(n, 6n), (n, 7n), (n, 8n), (n, 9n), E=1-300 MeV; measured Eγ, Iγ;
deduced γ-ray production σ. CONF Santa Fe (Nucl Data for Sci and
Technol) Proc,Vol1,P898
2005TAZV NUCLEAR REACTIONS Ir(p, X)188Pt / 189Pt / 191Pt / 186Ir / 187Ir
/ 188Ir / 189Ir / 190Ir / 192Ir, E ≈ 10-70 MeV; measured excitation
functions; deduced integral yields. Stacked-foil activation technique.
CONF Santa Fe (Nucl Data for Sci and Technol) Proc,Vol1,P1023
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A=187 (continued)
187Pb 2005AN17 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 142Nd(52Cr, 3n), (52Cr, 4n), (52Cr, 5n),
(52Cr, 6n), (52Cr, np), (52Cr, 2np), (52Cr, 3np), (52Cr, 4np), (52Cr,
5np), (52Cr, 6np), E=220-310 MeV; 142Nd(50Cr, 3n), (50Cr, 4n), (50Cr,
2np), (50Cr, 3np), (50Cr, 4np), (50Cr, 5np), E=230-285 MeV;
92Mo(98Mo, 2np), (98Mo, 3np), E=427-460 MeV; 93Nb(95Mo, n),
(95Mo, 2n), (95Mo, 3n), (95Mo, p), (95Mo, np), (95Mo, 2np), (95Mo,
3np), (95Mo, 4np), E=375-456 MeV; 93Nb(94Mo, 2n), (94Mo, 3n),
(94Mo, np), (94Mo, 2np), (94Mo, 3np), E=405-450 MeV; 144Sm(46Ti,
3n), (46Ti, 4n), E=202-242 MeV; measured σ. Velocity filter,
comparison with statistical model predictions. JOUR PRVCA 72
014612
187Bi 2005AN17 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 142Nd(52Cr, 3n), (52Cr, 4n), (52Cr, 5n),
(52Cr, 6n), (52Cr, np), (52Cr, 2np), (52Cr, 3np), (52Cr, 4np), (52Cr,
5np), (52Cr, 6np), E=220-310 MeV; 142Nd(50Cr, 3n), (50Cr, 4n), (50Cr,
2np), (50Cr, 3np), (50Cr, 4np), (50Cr, 5np), E=230-285 MeV;
92Mo(98Mo, 2np), (98Mo, 3np), E=427-460 MeV; 93Nb(95Mo, n),
(95Mo, 2n), (95Mo, 3n), (95Mo, p), (95Mo, np), (95Mo, 2np), (95Mo,
3np), (95Mo, 4np), E=375-456 MeV; 93Nb(94Mo, 2n), (94Mo, 3n),
(94Mo, np), (94Mo, 2np), (94Mo, 3np), E=405-450 MeV; 144Sm(46Ti,
3n), (46Ti, 4n), E=202-242 MeV; measured σ. Velocity filter,
comparison with statistical model predictions. JOUR PRVCA 72
014612
187Po 2005AN17 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 142Nd(52Cr, 3n), (52Cr, 4n), (52Cr, 5n),
(52Cr, 6n), (52Cr, np), (52Cr, 2np), (52Cr, 3np), (52Cr, 4np), (52Cr,
5np), (52Cr, 6np), E=220-310 MeV; 142Nd(50Cr, 3n), (50Cr, 4n), (50Cr,
2np), (50Cr, 3np), (50Cr, 4np), (50Cr, 5np), E=230-285 MeV;
92Mo(98Mo, 2np), (98Mo, 3np), E=427-460 MeV; 93Nb(95Mo, n),
(95Mo, 2n), (95Mo, 3n), (95Mo, p), (95Mo, np), (95Mo, 2np), (95Mo,
3np), (95Mo, 4np), E=375-456 MeV; 93Nb(94Mo, 2n), (94Mo, 3n),
(94Mo, np), (94Mo, 2np), (94Mo, 3np), E=405-450 MeV; 144Sm(46Ti,
3n), (46Ti, 4n), E=202-242 MeV; measured σ. Velocity filter,
comparison with statistical model predictions. JOUR PRVCA 72
014612
2005ANZY NUCLEAR REACTIONS 144Sm(46Ti, xn), E not given; measured Eγ,
Eα, αα-, αγ-coin following residual nucleus decay; deduced evidence
for 186,187Po. 144Sm(51V, xn), E not given; measured Eγ, Eα, αα-,
αγ-coin following residual nucleus decay; deduced evidence for 192At.
REPT GSI 2005-1,P77,Andreyev
2005ANZY RADIOACTIVITY 186,187Po, 183Pb, 179Hg, 175Pt(α) [from 144Sm(46Ti,
xn) and subsequent decay]; measured Eα, T1/2. 183Pb deduced excited
state energy. 187Po deduced isomeric states. 192At(α) [from 144Sm(51V,
xn)]; measured Eα, αα-coin, T1/2; deduced isomeric states. REPT GSI
2005-1,P77,Andreyev
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A=188
188Os 2005AB22 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 186,187Os(n, γ), E ≈ 1-1000 keV; measured
capture σ. Astrophysical implications discussed. JOUR NUPAB 758
501c
2005MOZV NUCLEAR REACTIONS 186,187,188Os(n, γ), E < 1 MeV; measured
capture σ. Comparison with previous results, astrophysical
implications discussed. CONF Santa Fe (Nucl Data for Sci and
Technol) Proc,Vol2,P1335
2005SE19 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 186,187,188Os(n, γ), E=10-90 keV; measured
Eγ, Iγ. JOUR NUPAB 758 553c
2005SH37 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 186W, 187Re, 188Os(γ, n), E=7.3-10.9 MeV;
measured σ. 185W, 186Re, 187Os(n, γ), E < 100 keV; calculated capture
σ. Astrophysical implications discussed. JOUR PRVCA 72 025808
2005SH41 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 188Os(γ, n), E=8-11 MeV; measured σ;
deduced parameters. 187Os(n, γ), E=5-50 keV; calculated capture σ.
Astrophysical implications discussed. JOUR NUPAB 758 561c
188Ir 2005FOZZ NUCLEAR REACTIONS 191Ir(n, n’), (n, 2n), (n, 3n), (n, 4n), (n, 5n),
(n, 6n), (n, 7n), (n, 8n), (n, 9n), E=1-300 MeV; measured Eγ, Iγ;
deduced γ-ray production σ. CONF Santa Fe (Nucl Data for Sci and
Technol) Proc,Vol1,P898
2005TAZV NUCLEAR REACTIONS Ir(p, X)188Pt / 189Pt / 191Pt / 186Ir / 187Ir
/ 188Ir / 189Ir / 190Ir / 192Ir, E ≈ 10-70 MeV; measured excitation
functions; deduced integral yields. Stacked-foil activation technique.
CONF Santa Fe (Nucl Data for Sci and Technol) Proc,Vol1,P1023
188Pt 2005TAZV NUCLEAR REACTIONS Ir(p, X)188Pt / 189Pt / 191Pt / 186Ir / 187Ir
/ 188Ir / 189Ir / 190Ir / 192Ir, E ≈ 10-70 MeV; measured excitation
functions; deduced integral yields. Stacked-foil activation technique.
CONF Santa Fe (Nucl Data for Sci and Technol) Proc,Vol1,P1023
188Bi 2005AN17 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 142Nd(52Cr, 3n), (52Cr, 4n), (52Cr, 5n),
(52Cr, 6n), (52Cr, np), (52Cr, 2np), (52Cr, 3np), (52Cr, 4np), (52Cr,
5np), (52Cr, 6np), E=220-310 MeV; 142Nd(50Cr, 3n), (50Cr, 4n), (50Cr,
2np), (50Cr, 3np), (50Cr, 4np), (50Cr, 5np), E=230-285 MeV;
92Mo(98Mo, 2np), (98Mo, 3np), E=427-460 MeV; 93Nb(95Mo, n),
(95Mo, 2n), (95Mo, 3n), (95Mo, p), (95Mo, np), (95Mo, 2np), (95Mo,
3np), (95Mo, 4np), E=375-456 MeV; 93Nb(94Mo, 2n), (94Mo, 3n),
(94Mo, np), (94Mo, 2np), (94Mo, 3np), E=405-450 MeV; 144Sm(46Ti,
3n), (46Ti, 4n), E=202-242 MeV; measured σ. Velocity filter,
comparison with statistical model predictions. JOUR PRVCA 72
014612
2005ANZY RADIOACTIVITY 186,187Po, 183Pb, 179Hg, 175Pt(α) [from 144Sm(46Ti,
xn) and subsequent decay]; measured Eα, T1/2. 183Pb deduced excited
state energy. 187Po deduced isomeric states. 192At(α) [from 144Sm(51V,
xn)]; measured Eα, αα-coin, T1/2; deduced isomeric states. REPT GSI
2005-1,P77,Andreyev
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A=188 (continued)
188Po 2005AN17 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 142Nd(52Cr, 3n), (52Cr, 4n), (52Cr, 5n),
(52Cr, 6n), (52Cr, np), (52Cr, 2np), (52Cr, 3np), (52Cr, 4np), (52Cr,
5np), (52Cr, 6np), E=220-310 MeV; 142Nd(50Cr, 3n), (50Cr, 4n), (50Cr,
2np), (50Cr, 3np), (50Cr, 4np), (50Cr, 5np), E=230-285 MeV;
92Mo(98Mo, 2np), (98Mo, 3np), E=427-460 MeV; 93Nb(95Mo, n),
(95Mo, 2n), (95Mo, 3n), (95Mo, p), (95Mo, np), (95Mo, 2np), (95Mo,
3np), (95Mo, 4np), E=375-456 MeV; 93Nb(94Mo, 2n), (94Mo, 3n),
(94Mo, np), (94Mo, 2np), (94Mo, 3np), E=405-450 MeV; 144Sm(46Ti,
3n), (46Ti, 4n), E=202-242 MeV; measured σ. Velocity filter,
comparison with statistical model predictions. JOUR PRVCA 72
014612
A=189
189Os 2005MOZV NUCLEAR REACTIONS 186,187,188Os(n, γ), E < 1 MeV; measured
capture σ. Comparison with previous results, astrophysical
implications discussed. CONF Santa Fe (Nucl Data for Sci and
Technol) Proc,Vol2,P1335
2005SE19 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 186,187,188Os(n, γ), E=10-90 keV; measured
Eγ, Iγ. JOUR NUPAB 758 553c
189Ir 2005FOZZ NUCLEAR REACTIONS 191Ir(n, n’), (n, 2n), (n, 3n), (n, 4n), (n, 5n),
(n, 6n), (n, 7n), (n, 8n), (n, 9n), E=1-300 MeV; measured Eγ, Iγ;
deduced γ-ray production σ. CONF Santa Fe (Nucl Data for Sci and
Technol) Proc,Vol1,P898
2005TAZV NUCLEAR REACTIONS Ir(p, X)188Pt / 189Pt / 191Pt / 186Ir / 187Ir
/ 188Ir / 189Ir / 190Ir / 192Ir, E ≈ 10-70 MeV; measured excitation
functions; deduced integral yields. Stacked-foil activation technique.
CONF Santa Fe (Nucl Data for Sci and Technol) Proc,Vol1,P1023
2005TAZW NUCLEAR REACTIONS Pt(p, X)195Au / 196Au / 198Au / 189Ir /
190Ir / 192Ir / 194Ir, E ≈ 0-70 MeV; Pt(d, X)192Au / 193Au / 194Au /
195Au / 196Au / 195mPt / 197Pt / 192Ir, E ≈ 0-21 MeV; Pt(α, X)195Au
/ 196Au, E ≈ 0-38 MeV; measured activation σ; deduced integral yields.
CONF Santa Fe (Nucl Data for Sci and Technol) Proc,Vol1,P1015
189Pt 2005TAZV NUCLEAR REACTIONS Ir(p, X)188Pt / 189Pt / 191Pt / 186Ir / 187Ir
/ 188Ir / 189Ir / 190Ir / 192Ir, E ≈ 10-70 MeV; measured excitation
functions; deduced integral yields. Stacked-foil activation technique.
CONF Santa Fe (Nucl Data for Sci and Technol) Proc,Vol1,P1023
189Bi 2005AN17 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 142Nd(52Cr, 3n), (52Cr, 4n), (52Cr, 5n),
(52Cr, 6n), (52Cr, np), (52Cr, 2np), (52Cr, 3np), (52Cr, 4np), (52Cr,
5np), (52Cr, 6np), E=220-310 MeV; 142Nd(50Cr, 3n), (50Cr, 4n), (50Cr,
2np), (50Cr, 3np), (50Cr, 4np), (50Cr, 5np), E=230-285 MeV;
92Mo(98Mo, 2np), (98Mo, 3np), E=427-460 MeV; 93Nb(95Mo, n),
(95Mo, 2n), (95Mo, 3n), (95Mo, p), (95Mo, np), (95Mo, 2np), (95Mo,
3np), (95Mo, 4np), E=375-456 MeV; 93Nb(94Mo, 2n), (94Mo, 3n),
(94Mo, np), (94Mo, 2np), (94Mo, 3np), E=405-450 MeV; 144Sm(46Ti,
3n), (46Ti, 4n), E=202-242 MeV; measured σ. Velocity filter,
comparison with statistical model predictions. JOUR PRVCA 72
014612
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A=189 (continued)
189Po 2005AN17 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 142Nd(52Cr, 3n), (52Cr, 4n), (52Cr, 5n),
(52Cr, 6n), (52Cr, np), (52Cr, 2np), (52Cr, 3np), (52Cr, 4np), (52Cr,
5np), (52Cr, 6np), E=220-310 MeV; 142Nd(50Cr, 3n), (50Cr, 4n), (50Cr,
2np), (50Cr, 3np), (50Cr, 4np), (50Cr, 5np), E=230-285 MeV;
92Mo(98Mo, 2np), (98Mo, 3np), E=427-460 MeV; 93Nb(95Mo, n),
(95Mo, 2n), (95Mo, 3n), (95Mo, p), (95Mo, np), (95Mo, 2np), (95Mo,
3np), (95Mo, 4np), E=375-456 MeV; 93Nb(94Mo, 2n), (94Mo, 3n),
(94Mo, np), (94Mo, 2np), (94Mo, 3np), E=405-450 MeV; 144Sm(46Ti,
3n), (46Ti, 4n), E=202-242 MeV; measured σ. Velocity filter,
comparison with statistical model predictions. JOUR PRVCA 72
014612
A=190
190Ir 2005FOZZ NUCLEAR REACTIONS 191Ir(n, n’), (n, 2n), (n, 3n), (n, 4n), (n, 5n),
(n, 6n), (n, 7n), (n, 8n), (n, 9n), E=1-300 MeV; measured Eγ, Iγ;
deduced γ-ray production σ. CONF Santa Fe (Nucl Data for Sci and
Technol) Proc,Vol1,P898
2005TAZV NUCLEAR REACTIONS Ir(p, X)188Pt / 189Pt / 191Pt / 186Ir / 187Ir
/ 188Ir / 189Ir / 190Ir / 192Ir, E ≈ 10-70 MeV; measured excitation
functions; deduced integral yields. Stacked-foil activation technique.
CONF Santa Fe (Nucl Data for Sci and Technol) Proc,Vol1,P1023
2005TAZW NUCLEAR REACTIONS Pt(p, X)195Au / 196Au / 198Au / 189Ir /
190Ir / 192Ir / 194Ir, E ≈ 0-70 MeV; Pt(d, X)192Au / 193Au / 194Au /
195Au / 196Au / 195mPt / 197Pt / 192Ir, E ≈ 0-21 MeV; Pt(α, X)195Au
/ 196Au, E ≈ 0-38 MeV; measured activation σ; deduced integral yields.
CONF Santa Fe (Nucl Data for Sci and Technol) Proc,Vol1,P1015
2005TIZX NUCLEAR REACTIONS Pb, 208Pb(p, X)203Pb / 200Tl / 199Tl /
196Au / 192Ir / 190Ir / 173Lu / 101mRh / 86Rb / 59Fe / 24Na / 7Be,
E=40-2600 MeV; measured excitation functions. Comparison with
previous work and model predictions. Other reactions discussed.
CONF Santa Fe (Nucl Data for Sci and Technol) Proc,Vol1,P1070
2005TIZY NUCLEAR REACTIONS Pb, 208Pb, 209Bi(p, X)203Pb / 200Tl / 199Tl
/ 196Au / 192Ir / 190Ir / 173Lu / 101mRh / 86Rb / 59Fe / 24Na / 7Be,
E=40-2600 MeV; measured production σ. Comparison with model
predictions. PREPRINT nucl-ex/0507009,7/05/2005
190Pt 2005LEZW NUCLEAR REACTIONS 188,190,194Os, 194,196Pt(α, 2n), E=27 MeV;
measured Eγ, Iγ(θ, H, t). 190,192,194Pt, 196,198Hg deduced isomeric
states g-factors, configurations. Integral perturbed angular distribution
method, HPGe detectors. CONF St Petersburg,P81,Levon
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A=190 (continued)
190Bi 2005AN17 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 142Nd(52Cr, 3n), (52Cr, 4n), (52Cr, 5n),
(52Cr, 6n), (52Cr, np), (52Cr, 2np), (52Cr, 3np), (52Cr, 4np), (52Cr,
5np), (52Cr, 6np), E=220-310 MeV; 142Nd(50Cr, 3n), (50Cr, 4n), (50Cr,
2np), (50Cr, 3np), (50Cr, 4np), (50Cr, 5np), E=230-285 MeV;
92Mo(98Mo, 2np), (98Mo, 3np), E=427-460 MeV; 93Nb(95Mo, n),
(95Mo, 2n), (95Mo, 3n), (95Mo, p), (95Mo, np), (95Mo, 2np), (95Mo,
3np), (95Mo, 4np), E=375-456 MeV; 93Nb(94Mo, 2n), (94Mo, 3n),
(94Mo, np), (94Mo, 2np), (94Mo, 3np), E=405-450 MeV; 144Sm(46Ti,
3n), (46Ti, 4n), E=202-242 MeV; measured σ. Velocity filter,
comparison with statistical model predictions. JOUR PRVCA 72
014612
190Po 2005AN17 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 142Nd(52Cr, 3n), (52Cr, 4n), (52Cr, 5n),
(52Cr, 6n), (52Cr, np), (52Cr, 2np), (52Cr, 3np), (52Cr, 4np), (52Cr,
5np), (52Cr, 6np), E=220-310 MeV; 142Nd(50Cr, 3n), (50Cr, 4n), (50Cr,
2np), (50Cr, 3np), (50Cr, 4np), (50Cr, 5np), E=230-285 MeV;
92Mo(98Mo, 2np), (98Mo, 3np), E=427-460 MeV; 93Nb(95Mo, n),
(95Mo, 2n), (95Mo, 3n), (95Mo, p), (95Mo, np), (95Mo, 2np), (95Mo,
3np), (95Mo, 4np), E=375-456 MeV; 93Nb(94Mo, 2n), (94Mo, 3n),
(94Mo, np), (94Mo, 2np), (94Mo, 3np), E=405-450 MeV; 144Sm(46Ti,
3n), (46Ti, 4n), E=202-242 MeV; measured σ. Velocity filter,
comparison with statistical model predictions. JOUR PRVCA 72
014612
A=191
191Ir 2005FOZZ NUCLEAR REACTIONS 191Ir(n, n’), (n, 2n), (n, 3n), (n, 4n), (n, 5n),
(n, 6n), (n, 7n), (n, 8n), (n, 9n), E=1-300 MeV; measured Eγ, Iγ;
deduced γ-ray production σ. CONF Santa Fe (Nucl Data for Sci and
Technol) Proc,Vol1,P898
191Pt 2005TAZV NUCLEAR REACTIONS Ir(p, X)188Pt / 189Pt / 191Pt / 186Ir / 187Ir
/ 188Ir / 189Ir / 190Ir / 192Ir, E ≈ 10-70 MeV; measured excitation
functions; deduced integral yields. Stacked-foil activation technique.
CONF Santa Fe (Nucl Data for Sci and Technol) Proc,Vol1,P1023
191Bi 2005AN17 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 142Nd(52Cr, 3n), (52Cr, 4n), (52Cr, 5n),
(52Cr, 6n), (52Cr, np), (52Cr, 2np), (52Cr, 3np), (52Cr, 4np), (52Cr,
5np), (52Cr, 6np), E=220-310 MeV; 142Nd(50Cr, 3n), (50Cr, 4n), (50Cr,
2np), (50Cr, 3np), (50Cr, 4np), (50Cr, 5np), E=230-285 MeV;
92Mo(98Mo, 2np), (98Mo, 3np), E=427-460 MeV; 93Nb(95Mo, n),
(95Mo, 2n), (95Mo, 3n), (95Mo, p), (95Mo, np), (95Mo, 2np), (95Mo,
3np), (95Mo, 4np), E=375-456 MeV; 93Nb(94Mo, 2n), (94Mo, 3n),
(94Mo, np), (94Mo, 2np), (94Mo, 3np), E=405-450 MeV; 144Sm(46Ti,
3n), (46Ti, 4n), E=202-242 MeV; measured σ. Velocity filter,
comparison with statistical model predictions. JOUR PRVCA 72
014612
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A=191 (continued)
191Po 2005AN17 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 142Nd(52Cr, 3n), (52Cr, 4n), (52Cr, 5n),
(52Cr, 6n), (52Cr, np), (52Cr, 2np), (52Cr, 3np), (52Cr, 4np), (52Cr,
5np), (52Cr, 6np), E=220-310 MeV; 142Nd(50Cr, 3n), (50Cr, 4n), (50Cr,
2np), (50Cr, 3np), (50Cr, 4np), (50Cr, 5np), E=230-285 MeV;
92Mo(98Mo, 2np), (98Mo, 3np), E=427-460 MeV; 93Nb(95Mo, n),
(95Mo, 2n), (95Mo, 3n), (95Mo, p), (95Mo, np), (95Mo, 2np), (95Mo,
3np), (95Mo, 4np), E=375-456 MeV; 93Nb(94Mo, 2n), (94Mo, 3n),
(94Mo, np), (94Mo, 2np), (94Mo, 3np), E=405-450 MeV; 144Sm(46Ti,
3n), (46Ti, 4n), E=202-242 MeV; measured σ. Velocity filter,
comparison with statistical model predictions. JOUR PRVCA 72
014612
A=192
192Ir 2005HIZX NUCLEAR REACTIONS 66Zn(d, α), E=5-14 MeV; Ce(3He, xn)140Nd,
E=16-35 MeV; 141Ce(p, 2n), E=10-45 MeV; 192Os(p, n), E=6-19 MeV;
measured excitation functions; deduced thick-target yields. Stacked-foil
activation technique. CONF Santa Fe (Nucl Data for Sci and Technol)
Proc,Vol2,P1631
2005TAZV NUCLEAR REACTIONS Ir(p, X)188Pt / 189Pt / 191Pt / 186Ir / 187Ir
/ 188Ir / 189Ir / 190Ir / 192Ir, E ≈ 10-70 MeV; measured excitation
functions; deduced integral yields. Stacked-foil activation technique.
CONF Santa Fe (Nucl Data for Sci and Technol) Proc,Vol1,P1023
2005TAZW NUCLEAR REACTIONS Pt(p, X)195Au / 196Au / 198Au / 189Ir /
190Ir / 192Ir / 194Ir, E ≈ 0-70 MeV; Pt(d, X)192Au / 193Au / 194Au /
195Au / 196Au / 195mPt / 197Pt / 192Ir, E ≈ 0-21 MeV; Pt(α, X)195Au
/ 196Au, E ≈ 0-38 MeV; measured activation σ; deduced integral yields.
CONF Santa Fe (Nucl Data for Sci and Technol) Proc,Vol1,P1015
2005TIZX NUCLEAR REACTIONS Pb, 208Pb(p, X)203Pb / 200Tl / 199Tl /
196Au / 192Ir / 190Ir / 173Lu / 101mRh / 86Rb / 59Fe / 24Na / 7Be,
E=40-2600 MeV; measured excitation functions. Comparison with
previous work and model predictions. Other reactions discussed.
CONF Santa Fe (Nucl Data for Sci and Technol) Proc,Vol1,P1070
2005TIZY NUCLEAR REACTIONS Pb, 208Pb, 209Bi(p, X)203Pb / 200Tl / 199Tl
/ 196Au / 192Ir / 190Ir / 173Lu / 101mRh / 86Rb / 59Fe / 24Na / 7Be,
E=40-2600 MeV; measured production σ. Comparison with model
predictions. PREPRINT nucl-ex/0507009,7/05/2005
192Pt 2005LEZW NUCLEAR REACTIONS 188,190,194Os, 194,196Pt(α, 2n), E=27 MeV;
measured Eγ, Iγ(θ, H, t). 190,192,194Pt, 196,198Hg deduced isomeric
states g-factors, configurations. Integral perturbed angular distribution
method, HPGe detectors. CONF St Petersburg,P81,Levon
192Au 2005TAZW NUCLEAR REACTIONS Pt(p, X)195Au / 196Au / 198Au / 189Ir /
190Ir / 192Ir / 194Ir, E ≈ 0-70 MeV; Pt(d, X)192Au / 193Au / 194Au /
195Au / 196Au / 195mPt / 197Pt / 192Ir, E ≈ 0-21 MeV; Pt(α, X)195Au
/ 196Au, E ≈ 0-38 MeV; measured activation σ; deduced integral yields.
CONF Santa Fe (Nucl Data for Sci and Technol) Proc,Vol1,P1015
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A=192 (continued)
192Bi 2005AN17 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 142Nd(52Cr, 3n), (52Cr, 4n), (52Cr, 5n),
(52Cr, 6n), (52Cr, np), (52Cr, 2np), (52Cr, 3np), (52Cr, 4np), (52Cr,
5np), (52Cr, 6np), E=220-310 MeV; 142Nd(50Cr, 3n), (50Cr, 4n), (50Cr,
2np), (50Cr, 3np), (50Cr, 4np), (50Cr, 5np), E=230-285 MeV;
92Mo(98Mo, 2np), (98Mo, 3np), E=427-460 MeV; 93Nb(95Mo, n),
(95Mo, 2n), (95Mo, 3n), (95Mo, p), (95Mo, np), (95Mo, 2np), (95Mo,
3np), (95Mo, 4np), E=375-456 MeV; 93Nb(94Mo, 2n), (94Mo, 3n),
(94Mo, np), (94Mo, 2np), (94Mo, 3np), E=405-450 MeV; 144Sm(46Ti,
3n), (46Ti, 4n), E=202-242 MeV; measured σ. Velocity filter,
comparison with statistical model predictions. JOUR PRVCA 72
014612
192At 2005ANZY NUCLEAR REACTIONS 144Sm(46Ti, xn), E not given; measured Eγ,
Eα, αα-, αγ-coin following residual nucleus decay; deduced evidence
for 186,187Po. 144Sm(51V, xn), E not given; measured Eγ, Eα, αα-,
αγ-coin following residual nucleus decay; deduced evidence for 192At.
REPT GSI 2005-1,P77,Andreyev
2005ANZY RADIOACTIVITY 186,187Po, 183Pb, 179Hg, 175Pt(α) [from 144Sm(46Ti,
xn) and subsequent decay]; measured Eα, T1/2. 183Pb deduced excited
state energy. 187Po deduced isomeric states. 192At(α) [from 144Sm(51V,
xn)]; measured Eα, αα-coin, T1/2; deduced isomeric states. REPT GSI
2005-1,P77,Andreyev
A=193
193Au 2005TAZW NUCLEAR REACTIONS Pt(p, X)195Au / 196Au / 198Au / 189Ir /
190Ir / 192Ir / 194Ir, E ≈ 0-70 MeV; Pt(d, X)192Au / 193Au / 194Au /
195Au / 196Au / 195mPt / 197Pt / 192Ir, E ≈ 0-21 MeV; Pt(α, X)195Au
/ 196Au, E ≈ 0-38 MeV; measured activation σ; deduced integral yields.
CONF Santa Fe (Nucl Data for Sci and Technol) Proc,Vol1,P1015
A=194
194Ir 2005TAZW NUCLEAR REACTIONS Pt(p, X)195Au / 196Au / 198Au / 189Ir /
190Ir / 192Ir / 194Ir, E ≈ 0-70 MeV; Pt(d, X)192Au / 193Au / 194Au /
195Au / 196Au / 195mPt / 197Pt / 192Ir, E ≈ 0-21 MeV; Pt(α, X)195Au
/ 196Au, E ≈ 0-38 MeV; measured activation σ; deduced integral yields.
CONF Santa Fe (Nucl Data for Sci and Technol) Proc,Vol1,P1015
194Pt 2005LEZW NUCLEAR REACTIONS 188,190,194Os, 194,196Pt(α, 2n), E=27 MeV;
measured Eγ, Iγ(θ, H, t). 190,192,194Pt, 196,198Hg deduced isomeric
states g-factors, configurations. Integral perturbed angular distribution
method, HPGe detectors. CONF St Petersburg,P81,Levon
194Au 2005TAZW NUCLEAR REACTIONS Pt(p, X)195Au / 196Au / 198Au / 189Ir /
190Ir / 192Ir / 194Ir, E ≈ 0-70 MeV; Pt(d, X)192Au / 193Au / 194Au /
195Au / 196Au / 195mPt / 197Pt / 192Ir, E ≈ 0-21 MeV; Pt(α, X)195Au
/ 196Au, E ≈ 0-38 MeV; measured activation σ; deduced integral yields.
CONF Santa Fe (Nucl Data for Sci and Technol) Proc,Vol1,P1015
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A=195
195Pt 2005TAZW NUCLEAR REACTIONS Pt(p, X)195Au / 196Au / 198Au / 189Ir /
190Ir / 192Ir / 194Ir, E ≈ 0-70 MeV; Pt(d, X)192Au / 193Au / 194Au /
195Au / 196Au / 195mPt / 197Pt / 192Ir, E ≈ 0-21 MeV; Pt(α, X)195Au
/ 196Au, E ≈ 0-38 MeV; measured activation σ; deduced integral yields.
CONF Santa Fe (Nucl Data for Sci and Technol) Proc,Vol1,P1015
195Au 2005TAZW NUCLEAR REACTIONS Pt(p, X)195Au / 196Au / 198Au / 189Ir /
190Ir / 192Ir / 194Ir, E ≈ 0-70 MeV; Pt(d, X)192Au / 193Au / 194Au /
195Au / 196Au / 195mPt / 197Pt / 192Ir, E ≈ 0-21 MeV; Pt(α, X)195Au
/ 196Au, E ≈ 0-38 MeV; measured activation σ; deduced integral yields.
CONF Santa Fe (Nucl Data for Sci and Technol) Proc,Vol1,P1015
A=196
196Au 2005DA34 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 197Au(12C, 11C), (12C, 13C), (16O, 15O),
(16O, 17O), E ≈ 6-7 MeV / nucleon; measured yield ratios, high spin
yield fraction; deduced reaction mechanism features. Radiochemical
and off-line spectrometric techniques. JOUR JRNCD 266 79
2005MIZZ NUCLEAR REACTIONS Cu(n, X)56Co, E=40-180 MeV; Fe(n,
X)54Mn / 52Mn / 51Cr / 48V, E ≈ 0-180 MeV; Pb(n, X)196Au / 200Pb
/ 103Ru, E ≈ 40-180 MeV; U(n, X)99Mo, E ≈ 0-180 MeV; measured
excitation functions. Comparison with proton-induced reactions.
CONF Santa Fe (Nucl Data for Sci and Technol) Proc,Vol1,P861
2005TAZW NUCLEAR REACTIONS Pt(p, X)195Au / 196Au / 198Au / 189Ir /
190Ir / 192Ir / 194Ir, E ≈ 0-70 MeV; Pt(d, X)192Au / 193Au / 194Au /
195Au / 196Au / 195mPt / 197Pt / 192Ir, E ≈ 0-21 MeV; Pt(α, X)195Au
/ 196Au, E ≈ 0-38 MeV; measured activation σ; deduced integral yields.
CONF Santa Fe (Nucl Data for Sci and Technol) Proc,Vol1,P1015
2005TIZX NUCLEAR REACTIONS Pb, 208Pb(p, X)203Pb / 200Tl / 199Tl /
196Au / 192Ir / 190Ir / 173Lu / 101mRh / 86Rb / 59Fe / 24Na / 7Be,
E=40-2600 MeV; measured excitation functions. Comparison with
previous work and model predictions. Other reactions discussed.
CONF Santa Fe (Nucl Data for Sci and Technol) Proc,Vol1,P1070
2005TIZY NUCLEAR REACTIONS Pb, 208Pb, 209Bi(p, X)203Pb / 200Tl / 199Tl
/ 196Au / 192Ir / 190Ir / 173Lu / 101mRh / 86Rb / 59Fe / 24Na / 7Be,
E=40-2600 MeV; measured production σ. Comparison with model
predictions. PREPRINT nucl-ex/0507009,7/05/2005
196Hg 2005LEZW NUCLEAR REACTIONS 188,190,194Os, 194,196Pt(α, 2n), E=27 MeV;
measured Eγ, Iγ(θ, H, t). 190,192,194Pt, 196,198Hg deduced isomeric
states g-factors, configurations. Integral perturbed angular distribution
method, HPGe detectors. CONF St Petersburg,P81,Levon
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A=197
197Pt 2005TAZW NUCLEAR REACTIONS Pt(p, X)195Au / 196Au / 198Au / 189Ir /
190Ir / 192Ir / 194Ir, E ≈ 0-70 MeV; Pt(d, X)192Au / 193Au / 194Au /
195Au / 196Au / 195mPt / 197Pt / 192Ir, E ≈ 0-21 MeV; Pt(α, X)195Au
/ 196Au, E ≈ 0-38 MeV; measured activation σ; deduced integral yields.
CONF Santa Fe (Nucl Data for Sci and Technol) Proc,Vol1,P1015
197Au 2005BU29 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 197Au(54Cr, 54Cr’), (56Cr, 56Cr’), (58Cr,
58Cr’), E ≈ 100 MeV / nucleon; measured Eγ, Iγ, (particle)γ-coin
following projectile Coulomb excitation. 54,56,58Cr deduced transitions
B(E2). Comparison with shell model predictions. JOUR PYLBB 622
29
2005FO06 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 197Au(n, n’γ), E ≈ 2-12 MeV; measured Eγ,
Iγ, γγ-coin, excitation functions. 197Au deduced levels, J, pi,
configurations. JOUR PRVCA 71 064314
2005GA22 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 197Au(72Kr, 72Kr’), E=69.3 MeV / nucleon;
197Au(78Kr, 78Kr’), E=57.4 MeV / nucleon; measured Eγ, Iγ,
(particle)γ-coin following projectile Coulomb excitation. 72,78Kr
deduced excitation B(E2), quadrupole moments, deformation.
Comparison with shell-model Monte Carlo predictions. JOUR PRLTA
95 022502
2005HUZZ NUCLEAR REACTIONS 197Au(54Cr, 54Cr’), (56Cr, 56Cr’), (58Cr,
58Cr’), E ≈ 136 MeV / nucleon; measured Eγ, Iγ, (particle)γ-coin
following projectile Coulomb excitation. 54,56,58Cr deduced levels,
B(E2). CONF Bormio (XLIII Winter Meeting) Proc,P232
2005IMZZ NUCLEAR REACTIONS 197Au(12Be, 12Be’), E=40.3 MeV / nucleon;
measured Eγ, Iγ, (particle)γ-coin, DSA following projectile Coulomb
excitation. 12Be deduced transition. REPT RIKEN 2004
Annual,P41,Imai
2005SMZX NUCLEAR REACTIONS 197Au(n, n), E=0.3-10 MeV; measured σ(θ).
197Au(n, X), E ≈ 0-15 MeV; analyzed total σ. Optical-statistical and
coupled-channels model analysis. REPT ANL/NDM-161,Smith
197Bi 2005MA51 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 181Ta(22Ne, 6n), E=125 MeV; measured Eγ,
Iγ, γγ-coin. 197Bi deduced high-spin levels, J, pi, configurations, shears
band. Afrodite array, total Routhian surface calculations. JOUR
ZAANE 25 49
A=198
198Au 2005DA34 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 197Au(12C, 11C), (12C, 13C), (16O, 15O),
(16O, 17O), E ≈ 6-7 MeV / nucleon; measured yield ratios, high spin
yield fraction; deduced reaction mechanism features. Radiochemical
and off-line spectrometric techniques. JOUR JRNCD 266 79
2005MIZX NUCLEAR REACTIONS 23Na, 27Al, 51V, 55Mn, 64Ni, 65Cu, 141Pr,
186W, 197Au(n, γ), E=thermal; measured prompt and delayed Eγ, Iγ;
deduced capture σ. Reliability of prompt γ-ray method discussed.
CONF Santa Fe (Nucl Data for Sci and Technol) Proc,Vol1,P996
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A=198 (continued)
2005TAZW NUCLEAR REACTIONS Pt(p, X)195Au / 196Au / 198Au / 189Ir /
190Ir / 192Ir / 194Ir, E ≈ 0-70 MeV; Pt(d, X)192Au / 193Au / 194Au /
195Au / 196Au / 195mPt / 197Pt / 192Ir, E ≈ 0-21 MeV; Pt(α, X)195Au
/ 196Au, E ≈ 0-38 MeV; measured activation σ; deduced integral yields.
CONF Santa Fe (Nucl Data for Sci and Technol) Proc,Vol1,P1015
198Hg 2005LEZW NUCLEAR REACTIONS 188,190,194Os, 194,196Pt(α, 2n), E=27 MeV;
measured Eγ, Iγ(θ, H, t). 190,192,194Pt, 196,198Hg deduced isomeric
states g-factors, configurations. Integral perturbed angular distribution
method, HPGe detectors. CONF St Petersburg,P81,Levon
A=199
199Hg 2005BIZY NUCLEAR REACTIONS 113In, 195Pt, 199Hg(γ, γ’), E=4-12 MeV;
measured isomer production σ. Microtron. CONF St
Petersburg,P215,Bigan
2005HO16 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 200Hg(γ, n), E ≈ 10-17 MeV; 199Hg(γ, γ’), E
≈ 4-10 MeV; measured isomer excitation σ. Comparison with
cascade-evaporation model predictions. JOUR UKPJA 50 649
199Tl 2005TIZX NUCLEAR REACTIONS Pb, 208Pb(p, X)203Pb / 200Tl / 199Tl /
196Au / 192Ir / 190Ir / 173Lu / 101mRh / 86Rb / 59Fe / 24Na / 7Be,
E=40-2600 MeV; measured excitation functions. Comparison with
previous work and model predictions. Other reactions discussed.
CONF Santa Fe (Nucl Data for Sci and Technol) Proc,Vol1,P1070
2005TIZY NUCLEAR REACTIONS Pb, 208Pb, 209Bi(p, X)203Pb / 200Tl / 199Tl
/ 196Au / 192Ir / 190Ir / 173Lu / 101mRh / 86Rb / 59Fe / 24Na / 7Be,
E=40-2600 MeV; measured production σ. Comparison with model
predictions. PREPRINT nucl-ex/0507009,7/05/2005
A=200
200Tl 2005TIZX NUCLEAR REACTIONS Pb, 208Pb(p, X)203Pb / 200Tl / 199Tl /
196Au / 192Ir / 190Ir / 173Lu / 101mRh / 86Rb / 59Fe / 24Na / 7Be,
E=40-2600 MeV; measured excitation functions. Comparison with
previous work and model predictions. Other reactions discussed.
CONF Santa Fe (Nucl Data for Sci and Technol) Proc,Vol1,P1070
2005TIZY NUCLEAR REACTIONS Pb, 208Pb, 209Bi(p, X)203Pb / 200Tl / 199Tl
/ 196Au / 192Ir / 190Ir / 173Lu / 101mRh / 86Rb / 59Fe / 24Na / 7Be,
E=40-2600 MeV; measured production σ. Comparison with model
predictions. PREPRINT nucl-ex/0507009,7/05/2005
200Pb 2005MIZZ NUCLEAR REACTIONS Cu(n, X)56Co, E=40-180 MeV; Fe(n,
X)54Mn / 52Mn / 51Cr / 48V, E ≈ 0-180 MeV; Pb(n, X)196Au / 200Pb
/ 103Ru, E ≈ 40-180 MeV; U(n, X)99Mo, E ≈ 0-180 MeV; measured
excitation functions. Comparison with proton-induced reactions.
CONF Santa Fe (Nucl Data for Sci and Technol) Proc,Vol1,P861







203Pb 2005GA40 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 190,192,198Pt, 196,198,204Hg, 204Pb(γ, n),
E=spectrum; measured reaction rates. Astrophysical implications
discussed, comparison with model predictions. JOUR NUPAB 758 521c
2005TIZX NUCLEAR REACTIONS Pb, 208Pb(p, X)203Pb / 200Tl / 199Tl /
196Au / 192Ir / 190Ir / 173Lu / 101mRh / 86Rb / 59Fe / 24Na / 7Be,
E=40-2600 MeV; measured excitation functions. Comparison with
previous work and model predictions. Other reactions discussed.
CONF Santa Fe (Nucl Data for Sci and Technol) Proc,Vol1,P1070
2005TIZY NUCLEAR REACTIONS Pb, 208Pb, 209Bi(p, X)203Pb / 200Tl / 199Tl
/ 196Au / 192Ir / 190Ir / 173Lu / 101mRh / 86Rb / 59Fe / 24Na / 7Be,
E=40-2600 MeV; measured production σ. Comparison with model
predictions. PREPRINT nucl-ex/0507009,7/05/2005
203Bi 2005MU21 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 115In(n, n’), 27Al(n, α), 93Nb(n, 2n), (n, 4n),
209Bi(n, 4n), (n, 5n), (n, 6n), (n, 7n), E ≈ 10-1000 MeV; measured
reaction rates. Comparison with model predictions. JOUR NIMAE 547
555
A=204
204Bi 2005MU21 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 115In(n, n’), 27Al(n, α), 93Nb(n, 2n), (n, 4n),
209Bi(n, 4n), (n, 5n), (n, 6n), (n, 7n), E ≈ 10-1000 MeV; measured
reaction rates. Comparison with model predictions. JOUR NIMAE 547
555
A=205
205Tl 2005LIZZ ATOMIC MASSES 205Tl, 220,221,222At, 220,221,222,223Rn, 223,224,225Fr,
223,224,225,226,227,229,230,231Ra, 227,229,230,231Ac, 230,231Th, 232U;
measured masses. Schottky mass spectrometry, 238U fragmentation.
REPT GSI 2005-1,P79,Litvinov
205Pb 2005SMZZ NUCLEAR REACTIONS 204,206,207,208Pb, 205Tl(n, F), (p, F),
E=30-180 MeV; measured fission σ. 206Tl, 205,206,207,208,209Pb,
205,207,208,209Bi; deduced fissility. CONF Santa Fe (Nucl Data for Sci
and Technol) Proc,Vol1,P637
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A=205 (continued)
205Bi 2005MU21 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 115In(n, n’), 27Al(n, α), 93Nb(n, 2n), (n, 4n),
209Bi(n, 4n), (n, 5n), (n, 6n), (n, 7n), E ≈ 10-1000 MeV; measured
reaction rates. Comparison with model predictions. JOUR NIMAE 547
555
2005SMZZ NUCLEAR REACTIONS 204,206,207,208Pb, 205Tl(n, F), (p, F),
E=30-180 MeV; measured fission σ. 206Tl, 205,206,207,208,209Pb,
205,207,208,209Bi; deduced fissility. CONF Santa Fe (Nucl Data for Sci
and Technol) Proc,Vol1,P637
A=206
206Tl 2005SMZZ NUCLEAR REACTIONS 204,206,207,208Pb, 205Tl(n, F), (p, F),
E=30-180 MeV; measured fission σ. 206Tl, 205,206,207,208,209Pb,
205,207,208,209Bi; deduced fissility. CONF Santa Fe (Nucl Data for Sci
and Technol) Proc,Vol1,P637
206Pb 2005PAZW NUCLEAR REACTIONS 207Pb(n, 2n), E < 20 MeV; 232Th(n, 5n),
E=29-42 MeV; measured Eγ, Iγ. 207Pb(n, 2n), E=8-24 MeV;
calculated σ. CONF Santa Fe (Nucl Data for Sci and Technol)
Proc,Vol1,P876
2005SMZZ NUCLEAR REACTIONS 204,206,207,208Pb, 205Tl(n, F), (p, F),
E=30-180 MeV; measured fission σ. 206Tl, 205,206,207,208,209Pb,
205,207,208,209Bi; deduced fissility. CONF Santa Fe (Nucl Data for Sci
and Technol) Proc,Vol1,P637
206Bi 2005MU21 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 115In(n, n’), 27Al(n, α), 93Nb(n, 2n), (n, 4n),
209Bi(n, 4n), (n, 5n), (n, 6n), (n, 7n), E ≈ 10-1000 MeV; measured
reaction rates. Comparison with model predictions. JOUR NIMAE 547
555
A=207
207Tl 2005BOZU RADIOACTIVITY 207,207mTl(β−); measured ground-state and isomer
decay T1/2 of fully-stripped ion. Time-resolved Schottky mass
spectrometry. REPT GSI 2005-1,P81,Boutin
2005OH08 RADIOACTIVITY 207Tl(β−) [from Be(208Pb, X)]; measured ratio of
bound-state and continuum-state decay rates for β-decay of bare ions.
Comparison with model predictions. JOUR PRLTA 95 052501
207Pb 2005BEZT NUCLEAR REACTIONS 35Cl(n, γ), E not given; measured Eγ, Iγ.
36Cl deduced transitions, level energies, binding energy. 52,54Cr, 56Fe,
206Pb(n, γ), E not given; analyzed Eγ. 53,55Cr, 57Fe, 207Pb deduced
binding energies. GAMS4 spectrometer. CONF Santa Fe (Nucl Data
for Sci and Technol) Proc,Vol1,P1074
2005BOZU RADIOACTIVITY 207,207mTl(β−); measured ground-state and isomer
decay T1/2 of fully-stripped ion. Time-resolved Schottky mass
spectrometry. REPT GSI 2005-1,P81,Boutin
2005BOZV NUCLEAR REACTIONS 206Pb(n, X), (n, γ), E=0-600 keV; measured
total and capture σ; deduced resonance parameters. CONF Santa Fe
(Nucl Data for Sci and Technol) Proc,Vol2,P1539
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A=207 (continued)
2005OH08 RADIOACTIVITY 207Tl(β−) [from Be(208Pb, X)]; measured ratio of
bound-state and continuum-state decay rates for β-decay of bare ions.
Comparison with model predictions. JOUR PRLTA 95 052501
2005SHZU NUCLEAR REACTIONS 79Br, 90Zr, 197Au, 207Pb(n, n’), E=2.54, 3.1
MeV; measured isomer activation σ. CONF Santa Fe (Nucl Data for
Sci and Technol) Proc,Vol1,P992
2005SMZZ NUCLEAR REACTIONS 204,206,207,208Pb, 205Tl(n, F), (p, F),
E=30-180 MeV; measured fission σ. 206Tl, 205,206,207,208,209Pb,
205,207,208,209Bi; deduced fissility. CONF Santa Fe (Nucl Data for Sci
and Technol) Proc,Vol1,P637
2005WA22 NUCLEAR MOMENTS 207Pb; measured hfs. Comparison with
previous results and model predictions. JOUR PHSTB 72 200
207Bi 2005SMZZ NUCLEAR REACTIONS 204,206,207,208Pb, 205Tl(n, F), (p, F),
E=30-180 MeV; measured fission σ. 206Tl, 205,206,207,208,209Pb,
205,207,208,209Bi; deduced fissility. CONF Santa Fe (Nucl Data for Sci
and Technol) Proc,Vol1,P637
A=208
208Tl 2005SZ03 RADIOACTIVITY 212Pb, 208Tl(β−); 212Bi(α), (β−); measured Eγ, Iγ.
Application to superheavy element identification discussed. JOUR
JRNCD 265 367
2005VAZZ RADIOACTIVITY 208Tl(β−); measured Eγ, Iγ, γγ-coin. 208Pb
deduced transition intensities. CONF St Petersburg,P320,Brudanin
208Pb 2004PEZW NUCLEAR REACTIONS 208Pb(70Ni, 70Ni’), (74Zn, 74Zn’), (76Ge,
76Ge’), E ≈ 40 MeV / nucleon; measured Eγ, Iγ, (particle)γ-coin
following projectile Coulomb excitation. 70Ni, 74Zn deduced transitions
B(E2). REPT IPNO-T-05-02,Perru
2005HIZY NUCLEAR REACTIONS 12C, 89Y, 208Pb(n, n), E=96 MeV; measured
σ, σ(θ). Comparison with model predictions. CONF Santa Fe (Nucl
Data for Sci and Technol) Proc,Vol1,P853
2005KAZZ NUCLEAR REACTIONS 197Au, 208Pb(6He, 6He), E=27 MeV;
measured σ(θ); deduced diffuseness parameters, long-range absorption
mechanisms. Optical model. PREPRINT nucl-ex/0507024,7/18/2005
2005SCZX NUCLEAR REACTIONS 208Pb(8B, p7Be), E=254 MeV / nucleon;
measured fragment spectra, angular correlations. 7Be(p, γ), E=low;
deduced astrophysical S-factor. PREPRINT
nucl-ex/0508014,08/11/2005
2005SMZZ NUCLEAR REACTIONS 204,206,207,208Pb, 205Tl(n, F), (p, F),
E=30-180 MeV; measured fission σ. 206Tl, 205,206,207,208,209Pb,
205,207,208,209Bi; deduced fissility. CONF Santa Fe (Nucl Data for Sci
and Technol) Proc,Vol1,P637
2005SZ03 RADIOACTIVITY 212Pb, 208Tl(β−); 212Bi(α), (β−); measured Eγ, Iγ.
Application to superheavy element identification discussed. JOUR
JRNCD 265 367
2005VAZZ RADIOACTIVITY 208Tl(β−); measured Eγ, Iγ, γγ-coin. 208Pb
deduced transition intensities. CONF St Petersburg,P320,Brudanin
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A=208 (continued)
2005YA17 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 208Pb(7Li, 7Li’), E=150 MeV; measured
particle spectra, σ(E, θ). 208Pb deduced giant resonance features.
JOUR JUPSA 74 2640
208Bi 2005SMZZ NUCLEAR REACTIONS 204,206,207,208Pb, 205Tl(n, F), (p, F),
E=30-180 MeV; measured fission σ. 206Tl, 205,206,207,208,209Pb,
205,207,208,209Bi; deduced fissility. CONF Santa Fe (Nucl Data for Sci
and Technol) Proc,Vol1,P637
A=209
209Pb 2005SMZZ NUCLEAR REACTIONS 204,206,207,208Pb, 205Tl(n, F), (p, F),
E=30-180 MeV; measured fission σ. 206Tl, 205,206,207,208,209Pb,
205,207,208,209Bi; deduced fissility. CONF Santa Fe (Nucl Data for Sci
and Technol) Proc,Vol1,P637
209Bi 2005MIZY NUCLEAR REACTIONS 209Bi(n, n’γ), E=threshold-18 MeV;
measured γ-ray production σ. Comparison with previous results and
model predictions. CONF Santa Fe (Nucl Data for Sci and Technol)
Proc,Vol1,P973
2005SMZZ NUCLEAR REACTIONS 204,206,207,208Pb, 205Tl(n, F), (p, F),
E=30-180 MeV; measured fission σ. 206Tl, 205,206,207,208,209Pb,
205,207,208,209Bi; deduced fissility. CONF Santa Fe (Nucl Data for Sci
and Technol) Proc,Vol1,P637
209Rn 2005KUZV RADIOACTIVITY 213Ra(α) [from 170Er(50Ti, X)]; measured Eγ, Eα,
αγ-coin. 209Rn deduced levels, J, pi, ICC. REPT GSI
2005-1,P76,Kuusiniemi
A=210
210Bi 2005BO27 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 209Bi(n, γ), E=cold; measured Eγ, Iγ,
capture σ. JOUR JRNCD 265 267
2005BOZW NUCLEAR REACTIONS 209Bi(n, γ), E=thermal; measured total
capture σ, partial σ for capture to ground and isomeric states. CONF
Santa Fe (Nucl Data for Sci and Technol) Proc,Vol1,P648
2005DOZY NUCLEAR REACTIONS 207Pb, 209Bi(n, γ), E=0-1 MeV; measured
capture σ. Comparison with previous results. CONF Santa Fe (Nucl
Data for Sci and Technol) Proc,Vol2,P1521
210Po 2005HEZX NUCLEAR REACTIONS 209Bi(α, 2n), (α, 3n), E ≈ 20-39 MeV;
209Bi(α, X)210Po, E ≈ 20-39 MeV; measured production σ; deduced
thick target yields. Activation technique. CONF Santa Fe (Nucl Data
for Sci and Technol) Proc,Vol1,P957
210At 2005HEZX NUCLEAR REACTIONS 209Bi(α, 2n), (α, 3n), E ≈ 20-39 MeV;
209Bi(α, X)210Po, E ≈ 20-39 MeV; measured production σ; deduced
thick target yields. Activation technique. CONF Santa Fe (Nucl Data
for Sci and Technol) Proc,Vol1,P957
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A=211
211At 2005HEZX NUCLEAR REACTIONS 209Bi(α, 2n), (α, 3n), E ≈ 20-39 MeV;
209Bi(α, X)210Po, E ≈ 20-39 MeV; measured production σ; deduced
thick target yields. Activation technique. CONF Santa Fe (Nucl Data
for Sci and Technol) Proc,Vol1,P957
A=212
212Pb 2005SZ03 RADIOACTIVITY 212Pb, 208Tl(β−); 212Bi(α), (β−); measured Eγ, Iγ.
Application to superheavy element identification discussed. JOUR
JRNCD 265 367
212Bi 2005SZ03 RADIOACTIVITY 212Pb, 208Tl(β−); 212Bi(α), (β−); measured Eγ, Iγ.
Application to superheavy element identification discussed. JOUR
JRNCD 265 367
212Po 2005SZ03 RADIOACTIVITY 212Pb, 208Tl(β−); 212Bi(α), (β−); measured Eγ, Iγ.
Application to superheavy element identification discussed. JOUR
JRNCD 265 367
A=213
213Ra 2005KUZV RADIOACTIVITY 213Ra(α) [from 170Er(50Ti, X)]; measured Eγ, Eα,

















220At 2005LIZZ ATOMIC MASSES 205Tl, 220,221,222At, 220,221,222,223Rn, 223,224,225Fr,
223,224,225,226,227,229,230,231Ra, 227,229,230,231Ac, 230,231Th, 232U;
measured masses. Schottky mass spectrometry, 238U fragmentation.
REPT GSI 2005-1,P79,Litvinov
220Rn 2005LIZZ ATOMIC MASSES 205Tl, 220,221,222At, 220,221,222,223Rn, 223,224,225Fr,
223,224,225,226,227,229,230,231Ra, 227,229,230,231Ac, 230,231Th, 232U;
measured masses. Schottky mass spectrometry, 238U fragmentation.
REPT GSI 2005-1,P79,Litvinov
A=221
221At 2005LIZZ ATOMIC MASSES 205Tl, 220,221,222At, 220,221,222,223Rn, 223,224,225Fr,
223,224,225,226,227,229,230,231Ra, 227,229,230,231Ac, 230,231Th, 232U;
measured masses. Schottky mass spectrometry, 238U fragmentation.
REPT GSI 2005-1,P79,Litvinov
221Rn 2005LIZZ ATOMIC MASSES 205Tl, 220,221,222At, 220,221,222,223Rn, 223,224,225Fr,
223,224,225,226,227,229,230,231Ra, 227,229,230,231Ac, 230,231Th, 232U;
measured masses. Schottky mass spectrometry, 238U fragmentation.
REPT GSI 2005-1,P79,Litvinov
A=222
222At 2005LIZZ ATOMIC MASSES 205Tl, 220,221,222At, 220,221,222,223Rn, 223,224,225Fr,
223,224,225,226,227,229,230,231Ra, 227,229,230,231Ac, 230,231Th, 232U;
measured masses. Schottky mass spectrometry, 238U fragmentation.
REPT GSI 2005-1,P79,Litvinov
222Rn 2005LIZZ ATOMIC MASSES 205Tl, 220,221,222At, 220,221,222,223Rn, 223,224,225Fr,
223,224,225,226,227,229,230,231Ra, 227,229,230,231Ac, 230,231Th, 232U;
measured masses. Schottky mass spectrometry, 238U fragmentation.
REPT GSI 2005-1,P79,Litvinov
A=223
223Rn 2005LIZZ ATOMIC MASSES 205Tl, 220,221,222At, 220,221,222,223Rn, 223,224,225Fr,
223,224,225,226,227,229,230,231Ra, 227,229,230,231Ac, 230,231Th, 232U;
measured masses. Schottky mass spectrometry, 238U fragmentation.
REPT GSI 2005-1,P79,Litvinov
223Fr 2005LIZZ ATOMIC MASSES 205Tl, 220,221,222At, 220,221,222,223Rn, 223,224,225Fr,
223,224,225,226,227,229,230,231Ra, 227,229,230,231Ac, 230,231Th, 232U;
measured masses. Schottky mass spectrometry, 238U fragmentation.
REPT GSI 2005-1,P79,Litvinov
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223Ra 2005LIZZ ATOMIC MASSES 205Tl, 220,221,222At, 220,221,222,223Rn, 223,224,225Fr,
223,224,225,226,227,229,230,231Ra, 227,229,230,231Ac, 230,231Th, 232U;
measured masses. Schottky mass spectrometry, 238U fragmentation.
REPT GSI 2005-1,P79,Litvinov
A=224
224Fr 2005LIZZ ATOMIC MASSES 205Tl, 220,221,222At, 220,221,222,223Rn, 223,224,225Fr,
223,224,225,226,227,229,230,231Ra, 227,229,230,231Ac, 230,231Th, 232U;
measured masses. Schottky mass spectrometry, 238U fragmentation.
REPT GSI 2005-1,P79,Litvinov
224Ra 2005LIZZ ATOMIC MASSES 205Tl, 220,221,222At, 220,221,222,223Rn, 223,224,225Fr,
223,224,225,226,227,229,230,231Ra, 227,229,230,231Ac, 230,231Th, 232U;
measured masses. Schottky mass spectrometry, 238U fragmentation.
REPT GSI 2005-1,P79,Litvinov
A=225
225Fr 2005LIZZ ATOMIC MASSES 205Tl, 220,221,222At, 220,221,222,223Rn, 223,224,225Fr,
223,224,225,226,227,229,230,231Ra, 227,229,230,231Ac, 230,231Th, 232U;
measured masses. Schottky mass spectrometry, 238U fragmentation.
REPT GSI 2005-1,P79,Litvinov
225Ra 2005LIZZ ATOMIC MASSES 205Tl, 220,221,222At, 220,221,222,223Rn, 223,224,225Fr,
223,224,225,226,227,229,230,231Ra, 227,229,230,231Ac, 230,231Th, 232U;
measured masses. Schottky mass spectrometry, 238U fragmentation.
REPT GSI 2005-1,P79,Litvinov
A=226
226Ra 2005LIZZ ATOMIC MASSES 205Tl, 220,221,222At, 220,221,222,223Rn, 223,224,225Fr,
223,224,225,226,227,229,230,231Ra, 227,229,230,231Ac, 230,231Th, 232U;
measured masses. Schottky mass spectrometry, 238U fragmentation.
REPT GSI 2005-1,P79,Litvinov
A=227
227Ra 2005LIZZ ATOMIC MASSES 205Tl, 220,221,222At, 220,221,222,223Rn, 223,224,225Fr,
223,224,225,226,227,229,230,231Ra, 227,229,230,231Ac, 230,231Th, 232U;
measured masses. Schottky mass spectrometry, 238U fragmentation.
REPT GSI 2005-1,P79,Litvinov
227Ac 2005LIZZ ATOMIC MASSES 205Tl, 220,221,222At, 220,221,222,223Rn, 223,224,225Fr,
223,224,225,226,227,229,230,231Ra, 227,229,230,231Ac, 230,231Th, 232U;
measured masses. Schottky mass spectrometry, 238U fragmentation.
REPT GSI 2005-1,P79,Litvinov
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A=228
228Th 2005PAZW NUCLEAR REACTIONS 207Pb(n, 2n), E < 20 MeV; 232Th(n, 5n),
E=29-42 MeV; measured Eγ, Iγ. 207Pb(n, 2n), E=8-24 MeV;
calculated σ. CONF Santa Fe (Nucl Data for Sci and Technol)
Proc,Vol1,P876
A=229
229Ra 2005LIZZ ATOMIC MASSES 205Tl, 220,221,222At, 220,221,222,223Rn, 223,224,225Fr,
223,224,225,226,227,229,230,231Ra, 227,229,230,231Ac, 230,231Th, 232U;
measured masses. Schottky mass spectrometry, 238U fragmentation.
REPT GSI 2005-1,P79,Litvinov
229Ac 2005LIZZ ATOMIC MASSES 205Tl, 220,221,222At, 220,221,222,223Rn, 223,224,225Fr,
223,224,225,226,227,229,230,231Ra, 227,229,230,231Ac, 230,231Th, 232U;
measured masses. Schottky mass spectrometry, 238U fragmentation.
REPT GSI 2005-1,P79,Litvinov
A=230
230Ra 2005LIZZ ATOMIC MASSES 205Tl, 220,221,222At, 220,221,222,223Rn, 223,224,225Fr,
223,224,225,226,227,229,230,231Ra, 227,229,230,231Ac, 230,231Th, 232U;
measured masses. Schottky mass spectrometry, 238U fragmentation.
REPT GSI 2005-1,P79,Litvinov
230Ac 2005LIZZ ATOMIC MASSES 205Tl, 220,221,222At, 220,221,222,223Rn, 223,224,225Fr,
223,224,225,226,227,229,230,231Ra, 227,229,230,231Ac, 230,231Th, 232U;
measured masses. Schottky mass spectrometry, 238U fragmentation.
REPT GSI 2005-1,P79,Litvinov
230Th 2005LIZZ ATOMIC MASSES 205Tl, 220,221,222At, 220,221,222,223Rn, 223,224,225Fr,
223,224,225,226,227,229,230,231Ra, 227,229,230,231Ac, 230,231Th, 232U;
measured masses. Schottky mass spectrometry, 238U fragmentation.
REPT GSI 2005-1,P79,Litvinov
A=231
231Ra 2005LIZZ ATOMIC MASSES 205Tl, 220,221,222At, 220,221,222,223Rn, 223,224,225Fr,
223,224,225,226,227,229,230,231Ra, 227,229,230,231Ac, 230,231Th, 232U;
measured masses. Schottky mass spectrometry, 238U fragmentation.
REPT GSI 2005-1,P79,Litvinov
231Ac 2005LIZZ ATOMIC MASSES 205Tl, 220,221,222At, 220,221,222,223Rn, 223,224,225Fr,
223,224,225,226,227,229,230,231Ra, 227,229,230,231Ac, 230,231Th, 232U;
measured masses. Schottky mass spectrometry, 238U fragmentation.
REPT GSI 2005-1,P79,Litvinov
231Th 2005GA36 RADIOACTIVITY 235U(α); measured Eα, Iα; deduced emission
probabilities. JOUR NIMAE 550 581
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A=231 (continued)
2005LIZZ ATOMIC MASSES 205Tl, 220,221,222At, 220,221,222,223Rn, 223,224,225Fr,
223,224,225,226,227,229,230,231Ra, 227,229,230,231Ac, 230,231Th, 232U;
measured masses. Schottky mass spectrometry, 238U fragmentation.
REPT GSI 2005-1,P79,Litvinov
A=232
232U 2005LIZZ ATOMIC MASSES 205Tl, 220,221,222At, 220,221,222,223Rn, 223,224,225Fr,
223,224,225,226,227,229,230,231Ra, 227,229,230,231Ac, 230,231Th, 232U;
measured masses. Schottky mass spectrometry, 238U fragmentation.
REPT GSI 2005-1,P79,Litvinov
A=233
233Th 2005AEZZ NUCLEAR REACTIONS 232Th(n, γ), E=0-1 MeV; measured capture
σ; deduced resonance parameters. CONF Santa Fe (Nucl Data for Sci
and Technol) Proc,Vol2,P1470
2005MAZO NUCLEAR REACTIONS 232Th(n, γ), E=thermal; measured capture
σ. Activation technique. CONF Santa Fe (Nucl Data for Sci and
Technol) Proc,Vol2,P1466
A=234
234Th 2005CHZT NUCLEAR REACTIONS 233Th(n, γ), E=thermal; measured Eγ, Iγ;
deduced effective σ, resonance integral. CONF Santa Fe (Nucl Data for
Sci and Technol) Proc,Vol1,P664
A=235
235U 2005GA36 RADIOACTIVITY 235U(α); measured Eα, Iα; deduced emission
probabilities. JOUR NIMAE 550 581
A=236
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A=238
238Np 2005ADZZ NUCLEAR REACTIONS 129I(n, 7n), (n, 6n), (n, 4n), (n, γ), E=fast;
237Np(n, γ), E=fast; measured yields. 237Np(n, F)91Sr / 97Zr / 132Te /
133I / 135I, E=fast; 238Pu(n, F)97Zr / 129Sb / 132I / 133I / 135Xe /
105Ru, E=fast; 239Pu(n, F)88Kr / 91Sr / 92Sr / 92Y / 97Zr / 99Mo /
103Ru / 105Ru / 128Sb / 129Sb / 132Te / 131I / 132I / 133I / 135I / 135Xe
/ 143Ce / 140Ba / 140La, E=fast; measured fission fragment yields.
Secondary neutrons from proton irradiation. JINR nuclotron. CONF
St Petersburg,P195,Adam
2005ESZZ NUCLEAR REACTIONS 237Np(n, γ), E=0.02-100 eV; measured σ.
Comparison with previous results. CONF Santa Fe (Nucl Data for Sci
and Technol) Proc,Vol1,P989
2005SHZT NUCLEAR REACTIONS 237Np(n, γ), E=0.02-100 eV; measured
capture σ; deduced resonance integral. Comparisons with previous





240U 2005IS07 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 238U(18O, 16O), E=200 MeV; measured Eγ,
Iγ, (particle)γ-coin, γ-ray anisotropy. 240U deduced levels, J, pi,
rotational bands, octupole correlations. JOUR PRVCA 72 021301
240Pu 2005GRZY NUCLEAR REACTIONS 235U, 239Pu(n, γ), (n, F), E=2-2150 eV;
measured γ-ray multiplicities; deduced σ ratio, Doppler effect. CONF
Santa Fe (Nucl Data for Sci and Technol) Proc,Vol1,P928
240Cm 2005QIZZ RADIOACTIVITY 240Cm(α) [from 232Th(12C, 4n)]; measured Eα.
REPT GSI 2005-1,P75,Qin
A=241
241Pu 2005CAZX NUCLEAR REACTIONS 237Np, 240Pu(n, γ), E=0-300 keV; measured
capture σ. CONF Santa Fe (Nucl Data for Sci and Technol)
Proc,Vol2,P1442
A=242
242Am 2005OHZY NUCLEAR REACTIONS 241Am(n, γ), E=fast; measured isomer
production ratio. 237Np, 241,243Am, 244Cm(n, X), E=fast; measured
residual isotopes yield ratios following reactor irradiation. Comparison
with previous results. CONF Santa Fe (Nucl Data for Sci and Technol)
Proc,Vol1,P472





244Cm 2005VOZX RADIOACTIVITY 252Cf, 244,248Cm(SF); measured fission fragment
mass distributions and kinetic energy spectra, prompt neutron
multiplicity distributions vs fragment mass; deduced fission mechanism







247Fm 2005SUZX RADIOACTIVITY 255Rf, 251No(α) [from 207Pb(50Ti, 2n) and
206Pb(48Ca, 2n)]; measured Eγ, αγ-coin. 251No deduced isomeric state.
REPT GSI 2005-1,P74,Sulignano
A=248
248Cm 2005GA25 RADIOACTIVITY 248Cm(SF); measured Eγ, Iγ; deduced
138,139,140,141,142Xe fission fragment yields. JOUR FECLA 125 44
2005UR02 RADIOACTIVITY 248Cm(SF); measured Eγ, Iγ, γγ-coin, angular
correlations. 107Mo deduced high-spin levels, J, pi, configurations.
Eurogam2 array. JOUR PRVCA 72 027302
2005VOZX RADIOACTIVITY 252Cf, 244,248Cm(SF); measured fission fragment
mass distributions and kinetic energy spectra, prompt neutron
multiplicity distributions vs fragment mass; deduced fission mechanism
features. CONF Santa Fe (Nucl Data for Sci and Technol)
Proc,Vol1,P613
248Fm 2005NIZW NUCLEAR REACTIONS 238U(16O, 4n), (16O, 5n), (16O, 6n), E(cm)
≈ 70-100 MeV; measured evaporation residue σ; deduced fusion
probability. CONF Santa Fe (Nucl Data for Sci and Technol)
Proc,Vol1,P977
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A=249
249Fm 2005NIZW NUCLEAR REACTIONS 238U(16O, 4n), (16O, 5n), (16O, 6n), E(cm)
≈ 70-100 MeV; measured evaporation residue σ; deduced fusion
probability. CONF Santa Fe (Nucl Data for Sci and Technol)
Proc,Vol1,P977
A=250
250Fm 2005NIZW NUCLEAR REACTIONS 238U(16O, 4n), (16O, 5n), (16O, 6n), E(cm)
≈ 70-100 MeV; measured evaporation residue σ; deduced fusion
probability. CONF Santa Fe (Nucl Data for Sci and Technol)
Proc,Vol1,P977
A=251
251Fm 2005HEZU RADIOACTIVITY 255No(α) [from 208Pb(48Ca, n) and 209Bi(48Ca,
2n)]; measured Eα, Eγ, αγ-coin. 251Fm deduced levels, configurations.
REPT GSI 2005-1,P73,Hessberger
251No 2005SUZX RADIOACTIVITY 255Rf, 251No(α) [from 207Pb(50Ti, 2n) and
206Pb(48Ca, 2n)]; measured Eγ, αγ-coin. 251No deduced isomeric state.
REPT GSI 2005-1,P74,Sulignano
A=252
252Cf 2005FO09 RADIOACTIVITY 252Cf(SF); measured Eγ, Iγ, γγ-coin. 113,115,117Pd
deduced levels, J, pi. Gammasphere array. JOUR PRVCA 72 014315
2005HAZQ RADIOACTIVITY 252Cf(SF); measured neutron spectra, fission
fragment mass distribution. CONF Santa Fe (Nucl Data for Sci and
Technol) Proc,Vol1,P644
2005SIZY RADIOACTIVITY 252Cf(SF); measured neutron leakage spectrum
from uranium sphere. CONF Santa Fe (Nucl Data for Sci and Technol)
Proc,Vol1,P67
2005VOZX RADIOACTIVITY 252Cf, 244,248Cm(SF); measured fission fragment
mass distributions and kinetic energy spectra, prompt neutron
multiplicity distributions vs fragment mass; deduced fission mechanism
features. CONF Santa Fe (Nucl Data for Sci and Technol)
Proc,Vol1,P613
A=253
253Fm 2005AS05 RADIOACTIVITY 257No(α) [from 248Cm(13C, 4n)]; measured Eγ, Eα,
E(ce), αγ-, (ce)α-coin; deduced branching ratios. 253Fm deduced
levels, J, pi, ICC, configurations. 257No deduced ground-state J, pi,
configuration. JOUR PRLTA 95 102502
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A=253 (continued)
253No 2005RE14 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 207Pb(48Ca, 2n), E=219 MeV; measured Eγ,
Iγ, γγ-, (recoil)γ-coin. 253No deduced high-spin levels, J, pi,





255No 2005HEZU RADIOACTIVITY 255No(α) [from 208Pb(48Ca, n) and 209Bi(48Ca,
2n)]; measured Eα, Eγ, αγ-coin. 251Fm deduced levels, configurations.
REPT GSI 2005-1,P73,Hessberger
255Rf 2005SUZX RADIOACTIVITY 255Rf, 251No(α) [from 207Pb(50Ti, 2n) and





257No 2005AS05 RADIOACTIVITY 257No(α) [from 248Cm(13C, 4n)]; measured Eγ, Eα,
E(ce), αγ-, (ce)α-coin; deduced branching ratios. 253Fm deduced
levels, J, pi, ICC, configurations. 257No deduced ground-state J, pi,
configuration. JOUR PRLTA 95 102502
2005MOZT RADIOACTIVITY 277112, 273Ds, 269Hs, 265Sg, 261Rf(α) [from











261Rf 2005MOZT RADIOACTIVITY 277112, 273Ds, 269Hs, 265Sg, 261Rf(α) [from
208Pb(70Zn, n) and subsequent decay]; measured Eα, T1/2. REPT
RIKEN 2004 Annual,P69,Morita
A=262
262Db 2005MOZS RADIOACTIVITY 278113, 274Rg, 270Mt, 266Bh(α) [from 209Bi(70Zn,







265Sg 2005MOZT RADIOACTIVITY 277112, 273Ds, 269Hs, 265Sg, 261Rf(α) [from
208Pb(70Zn, n) and subsequent decay]; measured Eα, T1/2. REPT
RIKEN 2004 Annual,P69,Morita
A=266
266Bh 2005MOZS RADIOACTIVITY 278113, 274Rg, 270Mt, 266Bh(α) [from 209Bi(70Zn,
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A=269
269Hs 2005MOZT RADIOACTIVITY 277112, 273Ds, 269Hs, 265Sg, 261Rf(α) [from
208Pb(70Zn, n) and subsequent decay]; measured Eα, T1/2. REPT
RIKEN 2004 Annual,P69,Morita
A=270
270Mt 2005MOZS RADIOACTIVITY 278113, 274Rg, 270Mt, 266Bh(α) [from 209Bi(70Zn,







273Ds 2005MOZT RADIOACTIVITY 277112, 273Ds, 269Hs, 265Sg, 261Rf(α) [from
208Pb(70Zn, n) and subsequent decay]; measured Eα, T1/2. REPT
RIKEN 2004 Annual,P69,Morita
A=274
274Rg 2005MOZS RADIOACTIVITY 278113, 274Rg, 270Mt, 266Bh(α) [from 209Bi(70Zn,
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A=277
277112 2005MOZT NUCLEAR REACTIONS 208Pb(70Zn, n), E=349.5 MeV; measured
delayed αα-coin; deduced production σ. REPT RIKEN 2004
Annual,P69,Morita
2005MOZT RADIOACTIVITY 277112, 273Ds, 269Hs, 265Sg, 261Rf(α) [from
208Pb(70Zn, n) and subsequent decay]; measured Eα, T1/2. REPT
RIKEN 2004 Annual,P69,Morita
A=278
278113 2005MOZS NUCLEAR REACTIONS 209Bi(70Zn, n), E=349.0 MeV; measured
delayed αα-coin; deduced production σ. REPT RIKEN 2004
Annual,P70,Morita
2005MOZS RADIOACTIVITY 278113, 274Rg, 270Mt, 266Bh(α) [from 209Bi(70Zn,











283112 2005GR19 NUCLEAR REACTIONS 238U(48Ca, 3n), E=230.3, 235.6 MeV;
measured σ upper limits; deduced no evidence for 283112. Comparison
with previous results. JOUR PRVCA 72 014605
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